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Abstract
Recurrence rate is often used to describe volcanic activity. There are numerous documented ex-
amples of non-constant recurrence rate (e.g. Dohrenwend et al., 1984; Condit and Connor, 1996;
Cronin et al., 2001; Bebbington and Cronin, 2011; Bevilacqua, 2015), but current techniques for
calculating recurrence rate are unable to fully account for temporal changes in recurrence rate.
A local–window recurrence rate model, which allows for non-constant recurrence rate, is used to
calculate recurrence rate from an age model consisting of estimated ages of volcanic eruption from
a Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo age assignment algorithm utilizes paleomagnetic and
stratigraphic information to mask invalid ages from the radiometric date, represented as a Gaussian
probability density function. To verify the age assignment algorithm, data from Heizler et al. (1999)
for Lathrop Wells is modeled and compared. Synthetic data were compared with expected results
and published data were used for cross comparison and verification of recurrence rate and volume
flux calculations. The latest recurrence rate fully constrained by the data is reported, based upon
data provided in the referenced paper: Cima Volcanic Field, 33 +55/-14 Events per Ma (Dohren-
wend et al., 1984), Cerro Negro Volcano, 0.29 Events per Year (Hill et al., 1998), Southern Nevada
Volcanic Field, 4.45 +1.84/-0.87 (Connor and Hill, 1995) and Arsia Mons, Mars, 0.09 +0.14/-0.06
Events per Ma (Richardson et al., 2015). The local–window approach is useful for 1) identifying
trends in recurrence rate and 2) providing the User the ability to choose the best median recurrence
rate and 90% confidence interval with respect to temporal clustering.
xii
Chapter 1
Introduction
Volcanic activity is often characterized by the recurrence rate of eruptions (Condit and Connor,
1996; Cronin et al., 2001). Recurrence rates have been estimated using various techniques such
as vent and cluster counting (Crowe et al., 1992), linear regression (Conway et al., 1998), and
time–predictable behavior (Bacon, 1982). A drawback to using these models is data uncertainty,
particularly for pre-historic volcanic activity where geologic information is used (Bebbington and
Cronin, 2011; Kiyosugi et al., 2015). In addition, most volcanic eruptions in the geologic record do
not have radiometric age determinations. Although these ages are unknown, other geologic infor-
mation, such as field mappable stratigraphic relationships and paleomagnetic polarity, may be used
to constrain the range of possible ages (Condit and Connor, 1996). It is important to combine these
disparate data types and to understand their impact on recurrence rate models. To achieve this,
alternative age models need to be developed in conjunction with alternative recurrence rate models.
VERRM was developed in response to the recognition of non-constant recurrence rate in some
volcanic systems (e.g. Dohrenwend et al., 1984; Condit and Connor, 1996; Cronin et al., 2001;
Bebbington and Cronin, 2011; Bevilacqua, 2015). There is a need for an alternative recurrence
rate model that allows the recurrence rate to change through time. One such model is the local–
window recurrence rate model of Kiyosugi (2012). Radiometric dating errors are propagated into
the local–window recurrence rate with an age assignment algorithm that manages uncertainty by
incorporating stratigraphic and paleomagnetic data.
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This Thesis presents the development of a computer code, the Volcanic Event Recurrence Rate
Model (VERRM). VERRM contains several features to help improve age models of eruptions in
volcanic systems for which precise eruption timing is not known. The main features of VERRM
are:
• Identification of key stratigraphic units, defined as units with the most direct mappable
contacts and have a radiometric age.
• Units are ordered by number of direct mappable contacts and age precision.
• Direct and indirect stratigraphic relationships are used to define an acceptable age range for
each unit.
• Paleomagnetic information from the volcanic unit is used to mask invalid ages from the
acceptable age range.
• The Gaussian probability distribution function of the radiometric age is multiplied by the
paleomagnetic step function within the acceptable age range.
• The resulting probability distribution function is integrated and normalized, and a uniform
random number on [0, 1) samples the age.
• Units without radiometric ages are sampled last from uniform probability distribution func-
tions defined by paleomagnetic polarity, stratigraphic relationships and/or the possible age
of the volcano/volcanic system.
• A Monte Carlo approach is used to generate many possible ages using the rules itemized
above.
In the following chapter I will discuss types of data used in VERRM, cover several techniques
for calculating recurrence rate and review previous uses of the Monte Carlo method with respect
to volcanological age models. This is followed by an in depth description of the VERRM program
and how to use it. I will then provide examples of VERRM on test data to illustrate features of the
code. This is followed by a chapter in which VERRM results are compared to published recurrence
rates and volume fluxes. In the final chapter I will present my conclusions, and then provide the
VERRM scripts and input data sets in the Appendix.
2
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Introduction
There are many studies of the spatio-temporal occurrence of volcanism in volcanic fields (e.g.
Dohrenwend et al., 1984; Connor and Hill, 1995; Condit and Connor, 1996). A critical component
of these studies is accurate, absolute age dating of pre-historic events. Furthermore, the frequency
of volcanic hazards is an essential part of characterizing volcanic risk (Marzocchi et al., 2004;
Bebbington and Cronin, 2011). These frequency estimates depend on both the data used to
constrain the timing of past eruptive activity, and statistical models for rates of activity in the
future (Ho et al., 1991).
The Volcanic Event Recurrence Rate Model, or VERRM, uses several different data types in
an attempt to minimize uncertainty in ages. In the following, these data types are discussed
with focus on sources of uncertainty, followed by discussion of statistical models of recurrence
rate. The statistical models include those that attempt to model the distribution of intervals
between eruptions for the entire time series, such as Poisson models, and those that attempt to
find recurrence rate variations in time, which is the approach adopted in VERRM.
2.2 Volcanic Events
One of the basic VERRM inputs is a set of all known volcanic events. Although a basic input,
there are several critical potential sources of error, for the number of event recurrences per unit
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time, or recurrence rate, relies upon an accurate count of volcanic events.
The in-depth site characterization of Yucca Mountain serves as a lucid example of the difficulty
in obtaining an accurate count of volcanic events. Perry et al. (1998) suggest as few as 7, most
likely 16 and as many as 45 volcanic events have occurred during the past 5 Ma in the Yucca
Mountain Region based upon published studies. It is difficult to obtain an accurate count due to
geologic phenomenon, such as burial, erosion, spatially limited deposition, and also due to geologic
interpretation, such as splitting or lumping volcanic deposits into one or more distinct volcanic
events or by using geochemistry or geomorphology to distinguish distinct events (Perry et al.,
1998).
2.3 Stratigraphic Information
One of the inputs to VERRM is stratigraphy. Stratigraphy relies upon the Principle of Superpo-
sition, which states that younger deposits overlie older deposits within undeformed sequences of
rock (Boggs, 2006). Before one can identify stratigraphic relationships, field mapping must provide
detailed characterization of exposures and/or bore hole cores and well logs (Compton, 1962). These
data are used to group collections of deposits into field mappable units that are inferred to result
from a single event (Compton, 1962). Stratigraphic relationships, used in the context of VERRM,
are field mappable contacts between units, whereby overlying units are interpreted to be younger
than underlying ones.
2.4 Paleomagnetic Information
Another input to VERRM is paleomagnetic polarity. Paleomagnetic polarity refers to the location
of the geomagnetic north pole, normal for when it is in the northern hemisphere and reversed
when it is in the southern hemisphere (Cox, 1969). The geomagnetic north pole is defined as the
location where the negative magnetic pole of Earth’s magnetic field intersects the Earth’s surface
(McElhinny and McFadden, 1999).
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When volcanic rocks form, magnetic minerals within them become preferentially aligned with
the local orientation of Earth’s magnetic field, a process known as thermal remnant magnetization
(Tauxe, 2010). After deposition, these rocks weather into secondary products that may have chem-
ical remnant magnetization reflecting some post-deposition orientation of Earth’s magnetic field
(Tauxe, 2010). Fortunately, the chemical remnant component comes from secondary minerals that
typically have a lower blocking temperature than the primary minerals crystallized from the melt
(Tauxe, 2010). Samples are incrementally heated to remove the magnetic signature of the chemical
remnant component, revealing the thermal remnant magnetic field of the volcanic rock (Tauxe,
2010).
After the paleomagnetic polarity is determined, the geomagnetic timescale is used to identify
valid time intervals during which the rock could have formed. Unfortunately, the geomagnetic
timescale is not absolute, for it is continuously being updated and revised as more data is collected.
This is one drawback to the approach used by VERRM because the timing and duration of geo-
magnetic chrons is not well established.
A potentially more serious issue is the recognition of short term (<104 years) pole reversals
known as excursions (Singer, 2014). A documented example of this occurs in the Auckland Volcanic
Field of New Zealand where Cassata et al. (2008) demonstrate five eruptions occurred during the
approximately 100 year long Mono Lake excursion. Since excursions are not well known, they pose
a significant level of uncertainty in the geomagnetic timescale and VERRM.
2.5 Radiometric Age Dating Volcanic Materials
The timing of volcanic events in the geologic record is generally determined by radiometric age
dating methods such as 14C, 40K-40Ar, and 40Ar-39Ar (Faure, 1977; Bebbington and Cronin, 2011).
Alternative dating techniques such as Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) and Terrestrial
Cosmogenic Nuclide (TCN) are now being vetted by cross comparison of multiple dating techniques
on the same lava flows Duffield et al. (e.g. 2006); Rittenour et al. (e.g. 2012); Fenton et al. (e.g.
2013), and may one day provide a viable alternative to currently accepted methods.
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40K-40Ar and 40Ar-39Ar dating methods have been used extensively in dating volcanic deposits
since the 1960–70’s. Recent advances in these techniques have increased relative measurement pre-
cision from few percent to per-mil, so previous dates of 1±0.03 Ma have been improved to 1±0.001
Ma levels of precision (Schoene et al., 2013). With such precise measurements, there is a greater
need for accurate decay constants and well defined standards (Schoene et al., 2013).
There are several critical assumptions that must be satisfied for a 40K-40Ar or 40Ar-39Ar radio-
metric date to be geologically valid. One problem with the 40Ar-39Ar method, especially for young
basalts of the San Francisco Volcanic Field, is excess Ar, which leads to an erroneously old date
(Fenton et al., 2013). Work has been done to address the assumption that samples come from a
closed system by studying closure temperatures of minerals Dodson (1973), and diffusion of atoms
prior to volcanic eruption (Hora et al., 2010). Several studies highlight the need for replicate age
determinations to test for sample homogeneity (Turrin et al., 1991; Wells et al., 1992; Heizler et al.,
1999).
OSL is an age dating technique that is used to measure the time elapsed since a mineral, typ-
ically quartz or feldspar, was exposed to daylight or reset by intense heat, i.e. volcanism (Aitken,
1998). It has been used to date volcanic events with varying levels of success for the past cou-
ple decades, and there continue to be advances in methodology (Fattahi and Stokes, 2003). OSL
promises to be a good complement to 40K-40Ar and 40Ar-39Ar because it is applicable to the past
500,000 years up to several decades ago (Aitken, 1998).
Another relatively new technique for dating volcanic products is TCN. TCN’s, such as 3He, 10Be,
21Ne, 26Al, 36Cl, are produced in earth materials when bombarded by galactic cosmic radiation
(Gosse and Phillips, 2001). TCN’s provide exposure age, or length of time the material has been
exposed at the surface of the Earth (Gosse and Phillips, 2001). This technique is useful for dating
volcanic products that have remained exposed at the surface since their emplacement.
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2.6 Age and Recurrence Rate Model
Age model is a term that will be used throughout the following chapters. An age model is a family
of sets of estimated ages. VERRM uses a Monte Carlo simulation to generate sets of estimated
volcano event ages, where each set is 1) comprised of estimated ages corresponding to the timing
of volcanic events within some observation period and 2) obeys, in order of decreasing importance,
stratigraphy, paleomagnetic information and radiometric dates. VERRM assumes that radiomet-
ric date information, mean and ±1–σ standard deviation, represent the dispersion of measured
quantities from lab analysis. If this assumption is satisfied, then sampling random values from a
Gaussian distribution defined by the mean and ±1–σ standard deviation is statistically equivalent
to repeated lab analysis of replicate samples.
Recurrence rate model is another term that will be used. A recurrence rate model is a family
of sets of recurrence rates calculated from the age model. Unlike the age model which has number
of elements equal to number of events, the recurrence rate model has number of elements equal to
(S − T )/R dt, where S is the oldest possible age of volcanism, T is the youngest possible age of
volcanism and R dt is the length of time interval used for calculating the recurrence rate using a
local-window approach discussed below.
2.7 Recurrence Rate Estimation Techniques
There are several methods for estimating the recurrence rate of events in a volcanic field. These
methods include estimation based on Poisson count data, estimation based on repose intervals, lin-
ear regression, a time-predictable model and a moving average technique for calculating recurrence
rate through time.
2.7.1 Estimation Based on Poisson Count Data
The Poisson count data method assumes that the occurrence of volcanic events are independent from
one another such that the events represent random samples from a Poisson probability distribution
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function (PDF) (Ho et al., 1991). A maximum likelihood estimate is used to estimate the parameter,
λ, of the true distribution (Ho et al., 1991). The recurrence rate, which comes from Ho et al. (1991),
is calculated as:
λˆ =
E
S − T
(2.1)
where E is the number of events that occurred during an observation period defined by S and
T , the oldest and youngest possible ages of volcanism, respectively. This technique assumes that
the number of events is well understood but the timing of those events is not well known. For
example, if some line of evidence, such as geomorphology, suggests some number of events occurred
during a broad span of time, such as the Quaternary, then the recurrence rate can be calculated
using the number of events divided by the age range of the Quaternary.
2.7.2 Estimation Based on Repose Intervals
In situations where there are dates for the oldest and youngest events, the repose interval method
offers a potentially better calculation of recurrence rate than the Poisson count data method. The
repose interval method is defined by Ho et al. (1991) as:
λˆ =
E − 1
T0 − TM
(2.2)
where E is the total number of events between the oldest event, T0, and the youngest event, TM .
This method requires accurate dating of the youngest and oldest events or else it will un-
der/overestimate the true recurrence rate depending on the relative timing of these events with
respect to the timing of events in the middle.
2.7.3 Linear Regression Recurrence Rate
Linear regression is a technique for finding a function that explains some relationship between two
sets of data (Hayslett and Murphy, 1995). In this case, it is used to find the relationship between
cumulative number of events and time. The linear regression line is defined in Hayslett and Murphy
(1995) as:
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Y = aX (2.3)
where Y is cumulative event number on the y-axis, X is age on the x-axis, and a is the slope,
or recurrence rate.
The slope, a, can be solved graphically by plotting age and cumulative event number on a
Cartesian grid, drawing a straight line through the points, and measuring the slope (Conway et al.,
1998). Since it is unlikely a line Y will perfectly fit all of the data, least-squares is a process that
finds the equation of a line that minimizes the sum of squares, or residuals, between Y and the
observed data points (Hayslett and Murphy, 1995). There are several techniques for minimizing
the residual that are beyond the scope of this text because linear regression is not used.
The linear regression approach assumes that the recurrence rate is constant during an observa-
tion period because the best fit line is of first degree. If the recurrence rate is not constant through
this time interval, i.e. the residuals of the linear regression model are not randomly distributed,
another model must be used.
2.7.4 Local-Window Recurrence Rate
Kiyosugi (2012) introduces a technique for calculating the recurrence rate through time using a
local-window. The benefit of this method is that the calculation allows for a non-stationary recur-
rence rate. A major drawback to this method is the requirement for accurate counting and timing
of all volcanic events during the observation period. Timing of eruptions is addressed with the
VERRM Monte Carlo simulation presented in this Thesis. In short, VERRM creates an age model
from an error propagation procedure partially developed by Kiyosugi (2012).
The following equations allow for the calculation of recurrence rate for discrete time intervals,
t within some defined time period S and T that is the minimum and maximum possible age of the
volcano or volcanic system. In many cases the minimum possible age is 0, the present.
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Recurrence rate λt at time period t between the ith and (i + 1)th events is calculated from
the oldest and youngest ages of an arbitrary number of n events neighboring t, where n is an
even number. The recurrence rate is assumed to be constant during the ith and (i + 1)th events.
The local-window recurrence rate equation from Kiyosugi (2012) for events ordered from oldest to
youngest is defined as:
λt =
ei+(n/2) − ei−(n/2)+1
Ti−(n/2)+1 − Ti+(n/2)
, (Tn/2 ≥ t ≥ TM−(n/2)+1) (2.4)
where Ti−(n/2)+1 and Ti+(n/2) are the oldest and youngest of n events neighboring the ith event,
ei−(n/2)+1 and ei+(n/2) are the cumulative number of events at Ti−(n/2)+1 and Ti+(n/2), respectively,
and M is the total number of events. To calculate the recurrence rate for time periods between the
youngest n/2 events in the interval TM−(n/2) > t ≥ TM :
λt =
eM − eM−(n+1)
TM−(n+1) − TM
, (TM−(n/2)+1 > t ≥ TM ). (2.5)
For time periods between the oldest event, T1 and the Tn/2 event, during the time interval
T1 ≥ t > Tn/2:
λt =
en − e1
T1 − Tn
, (T1 ≥ t > Tn/2). (2.6)
For time periods, t outside of the age range of theM events, but within S, the minimum/maximum
age of the volcanic system, a decay function, defined for the time interval t > T1 as:
λt =
en−1
t− Tn−1
, (t > T1) (2.7)
and for the time interval TM > t as:
λt =
eM − eM−(n+1)
TM−(n+2) − t
, (TM > t), (2.8)
is applied.
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2.7.5 Estimation Based on a Time-Predictable Model
An alternative way to estimate recurrence rate is the time-predictable model (Bacon, 1982; Wadge,
1982). This method assumes that the volcano is in a steady state where the volume flux, or magma
effusion, rate remains constant through time, or at least averages out to be constant over timescales
less than or equal to the typical repose interval (Bacon, 1982; Wadge, 1982). In other words, the
magma effusion rate could oscillate through time, but so long as the oscillations occur at much
shorter periods than the average repose interval, the magma supply rate will appear to be constant
over the time scale of volcanic eruptions.
The equation for calculating recurrence rate from volume flux is defined by (Ho et al., 1991) as:
λˆ =
V
S−T
V
E
(2.9)
where V is the total volume during an observation period defined by S and T , and E is the
number of events that occurred during the observation period.
Alternatively, the volume flux rate can be approximated by fitting a line by least squares to a
plot of cumulative erupted volume with respect to time (Hayslett and Murphy, 1995). The slope
of this line is equal to VS−T in Equation 2.9.
A common drawback to all but one of these methods is that we are unable to account for
changes in recurrence rate through time. This is problematic because of the tendency for some
volcanic systems to exhibit temporal clustering (e.g. Dohrenwend et al., 1984; Condit and Connor,
1996; Cronin et al., 2001; Bebbington and Cronin, 2011; Bevilacqua, 2015).
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2.8 Examples of Monte Carlo Simulations for Generating an Age
Model
There have been several studies in which a Monte Carlo simulation was used to produce an age
model (Cronin et al., 2001; Bebbington and Cronin, 2011; Kiyosugi, 2012; Bevilacqua, 2015). Each
study used the age model for a different, specific purpose. Cronin et al. (2001) used an age model
to quantify the uncertainty in parameters of a Weibull renewal model. Bebbington and Cronin
(2012) used an age model for evaluating spatio-temporal trends in volcanism. Kiyosugi (2012) used
the age model for calculating a local-window recurrence rate model. Bevilacqua (2015) used an age
model for plotting the cumulative number of events through time and cumulative erupted volume
through time. Below, I will outline the implementation of the Monte Carlo simulations to provide
a reference point for how the VERRM algorithm compares to what has been done.
Cronin et al. (2001) was the first study to use a Monte Carlo simulation to propagate analytical
errors of radiometric ages into a probabilistic hazard assessment model. The goal of using the Monte
Carlo simulation was for a sensitivity analysis of the parameters, βˆ and θˆ of a Weibull renewal model
used for quantifying the likelihood of future eruptions.
• A hierarchical model was used for calculating the probability of a future eruption.
• The Monte Carlo simulation was implemented using 100 sets of ages sampled from a Gaussian
PDF defined by the mean and 1-σ standard deviation of the given event.
• The resulting age model was used as input to the Weibull renewal model.
Bebbington et al. (2011) was the second study to use a Monte Carlo simulation for propagating
error into an age model of a volcanic system. They used event order, stratigraphy and radiometric
ages as inputs into their Monte Carlo simulation. Their algorithm can be summarized as follows:
• Sample ages for 39 events with radiometric ages from a Gaussian distribution.
• Sample ages for two other events by assuming they come from the same Gaussian distribution
as other events.
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• Check if event timing violates stratigraphy, if so, throw out results of the current model run
and start again.
• Use stratigraphy and assigned ages to generate acceptable age ranges for remaining 11 events
and sample age from uniform distribution.
• Calculate mean and standard deviation of assigned ages per event.
• Use the mean age for spatio-temporal trend analysis.
As part of his Ph.D. Dissertation, Koji Kiyosugi developed the precursor to VERRM (Kiyosugi,
2012). His code was written in PERL and served as the foundation for the recurrence rate calcula-
tion and much of the VERRM algorithm. The algorithm he developed for generating an age model
is as follows:
• Sample ages for events with radiometric ages from a Gaussian distribution.
• Sample ages for undated events from a uniform distribution.
• Check if ages violate stratigraphy and geomagnetic timescale, if so, throw out results of
current run and start again.
The most recently published study using a Monte Carlo simulation for generating an age model is
Bevilacqua (2015). Bevilacqua used a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the epistemic uncertainty
in the ordering and timing of past eruptions. His work flow is as follows:
• For events with no radiometric age, assemble them in a random order each model run.
• Work through events with a radiometric age, sampling a random age from a triangular dis-
tribution.
• Check if event timing violates stratigraphy, if so, throw out results of current run and start
again.
• Use stratigraphy and assigned ages to generate acceptable age ranges for remaining vents and
sample age from uniform distribution.
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• If no stratigraphic unit to bound the undated event, define an acceptable age range as the age
of nearest sampled stratigraphically related event to a uniform value from [0,100], such that
the event can be no older/younger than 100 years from its nearest sampled stratigraphically
related event.
Bevilacqua used the age model to plot cumulative number of events through time, using the mean
and 5th and 95th percentiles to describe the 90% confidence interval. He also used the age model
to show the cumulative erupted volume as dense rock equivalent through time. From these plots,
Bevilacqua concluded that volcanism at Campi Flegrei caldera occurred in distinct episodes.
VERRM uses some of the same conditional statements as previous work but is more sophis-
ticated than previous Monte Carlo simulations. A flow chart of the VERRM algorithm used for
generating an age model is provided in Figure 2.1. The most notable difference is an algorithm for
defining the acceptable age range using disparate data to avoid computationally expensive guess
and check procedures. The details of the program and its algorithm are discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.1: VERRM algorithm for generating an age model.
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Chapter 3
Code Description
3.1 Introduction
The VERRM program, VERRM1.py, is written in Python 2.7, and uses numerous functions from the
NumPy, SciPy, Time, Sys and OS libraries. It has several core functions that load the databases,
generate the event ordering list, assign ages to events and save the results. Additional routines,
such as those used for plotting and calculating recurrence rate, are stored in other programs such
as, VERRMInterpolate1.py, RecurrenceRate7.py and VERRMStratPlot.py. Each of these four
programs will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
VERRM1.py is the primary program. It reads the input files and generates an output file in binary
format of ages sorted by events. VERRMInterpolate1.py is a program that reads the VERRM1.py
output and 1) generates histogram plots of the ages for each event and 2) computes mean, me-
dian, standard deviation, 5th and 95th percentile, and mean and standard deviation as calculated
from a spline interpolation of the histogram for each event and saves this data to a text file.
RecurrenceRate7.py generates plots of recurrence rate through time for moving average windows
of 2, 4, 6 and 8 and saves the recurrence rate calculations to an output file. VERRMStratPlot.py
creates a plot of the stratigraphic relationships.
The overall work flow is 1) use Monte Carlo simulation to generate an age model, 2) interpolate
the ages, 3) calculate the recurrence rate, and 4) make a plot of the stratigraphy. In the following
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sections I will discuss inputs, code structure, how conditions, such as stratigraphy or event order,
are applied, how the recurrence rate is calculated, general observations of the code development
process and discussions on how Python works.
3.2 Description of Inputs
VERRM programs require input files and command line input of user defined variables. The req-
uisite inputs per program are discussed in the ‘Program Initialization’ section of each program
description. The input files include the configuration file, stratigraphic relationships file, event
description file and a geomagnetic database file for assigning age ranges to the geomagnetic chrons.
3.2.1 Configuration File
The primary input file is the configuration file. An example of the format is shown in Table 3.1.
When any of the VERRM programs are executed, this configuration file helps tell the program
what to do.
The oldest and youngest possible ages of the volcanic field, S and T respectively, may be the
most difficult parameters to define. In some geologic cases, there may be stratigraphic relation-
ships with underlying and/or overlying rocks that have age determinations. Keep in mind that age
determinations of other rocks may have their own error.
The names of the age and stratigraphic relationships database files are specified in the configu-
ration file. These files should be located in the same directory as the VERRM programs, or names
should include navigational structures such as ‘../’ or ‘/newfolder/database.dat’, etc.
The configuration file is where the user specifies whether or not to plot histograms of the inter-
polated results when the interpolation program is executed. It’s where the user specifies whether
or not to use paleomagnetic information in generating the age model. The switch to turn these
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Table 3.1: Parameters, Expected Input and Examples of the Configuration File
Field Title Expected Input Example
Oldest possible age of volcanic field Age in millions of years 10
Youngest possible age of volcanic field Age in millions of years 0
Database of ages Filename Example ages.dat
Database of stratigraphy Filename Example strat.dat
Plot Histogram of Interpolated Results True or False True
Rdt (millions of years) Floating Point Number 0.001
Geomagnetic Timescale File Filename Geomag timescale.csv
functions on/off is True/False, respectively.
R dt is the time interval. It is used in the Monte Carlo simulation to discretize time when
paleomagnetic information is included in the simulation. It is also used in the recurrence rate
program to define the bin width of the recurrence rate time line. Smaller R dt values provide
finer resolution of time. However, the R dt parameter has the biggest influence on Monte Carlo
simulation run time. For each order of magnitude change in R dt, there is a corresponding order
of magnitude change in the simulation run time. The R dt value must be sufficiently small so that
multiple events are not assigned the same age bin. In general, an R dt value that is one order of
magnitude smaller than the precision of the radiometric ages is sufficient, i.e. 5±0.03, R dt = 0.001.
3.2.2 Stratigraphic Relationships Database File
The stratigraphic relationship database file has two columns and one header of the column names.
Younger events go in the left column and older events go in the right column. Younger and Older
are defined as the stratigraphic relationship between two events where one is younger, and the other
is older than the first based upon observations from geologic exposures that allow for relative age
determination. The events may have any name and/or numeric identifier, but there may not be
any spaces in the event name. In Table 3.2, V2 overlies V1, which overlies V0. Although we don’t
explicitly say V2 is younger than V0, it is implied. It is not necessary to fill out all relationships
because a recursive function is employed to find all stratigraphic relationships. That is, in this
example it is not necessary to have a line showing that V0 is older than V2. In general, only
directly mapped stratigraphic relationships are included in the list.
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Table 3.2: Example of Stratigraphic Relationships File
Younger Older
V2 V1
V1 V0
3.2.3 Event Description Database File
The event description database file (Table 3.3) has seven columns and one header of the column
names.
The second and third columns are the radiometric age and 1-σ standard deviation. Duplicate
and replicate samples for a given event are specified by multiple input lines for the same Event ID,
see V0 in Table 3.3. Ages and uncertainties should be non-negative and non-zero. However, if the
age/uncertainty is unknown, -9999 is used to specify no age or uncertainty. It is critical that all
ages and uncertainties be reported in millions of years so that the recurrence rate plot will have
the proper units in the axes labels. At the present time, VERRM does not perform conversions.
All other time parameters should be in units of millions of years too.
If an event has multiple age determinations, such as V0 in the following example, multiple
entries are accepted. VERRM will read the two ages for V0 and randomly choose one or the other
during age assignment. The User is encouraged to include all replicate age determinations because
averaging ages of events together may not result in a normal distribution, and VERRM assumes the
input age/uncertainty is a normal distribution representing dispersion of analytical measurements.
However, if the original lab data is used, it is best practice to not include the mean weighted age.
The User Order column is a ranking system used to define the order in which to sample ages.
The number one denotes the first event or rank to be sampled. The number two denotes the second
event or rank and so on. When multiple events have the same rank, events will be randomly shuﬄed
within their rank. Referring to Table 3.3, there are three ranks in the User Order column, 1, 2
and 3. In this example, V0 and V2 are sampled first, followed by V1, V3, V4 and V6, and finally V5.
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Table 3.3: Example of Event Description Database File
Event ID Age 1− σ Uncertainty User Order Polarity Source Paper
V0 6.57 0.30 1 normal WorkerA 1980 Author 2010
V0 6.51 0.12 1 normal WorkerB 2008 Author 2010
V1 6.44 0.25 2 NA WorkerA 1980 Author 2010
V2 6.39 0.08 1 reversed WorkerB 2008 Author 2010
V3 6.22 0.44 2 reversed WorkerB 2008 Author 2010
V4 6.06 0.16 2 reversed WorkerB 2008 Author 2010
V5 7.33 0.90 3 NA WorkerC 2015 WorkerC 2015
V6 7.12 0.85 2 NA WorkerC 2015 WorkerC 2015
The User may choose to define the order for several reasons. For one, there may be greater faith
in some radiometric dates than others. The User may want to run the code several times, each
time changing the order to see how event order affects the distribution of ages. Alternatively, the
User may want to use VERRM to compare results with a published study by following the same
order of age assignment.
The Polarity column contains paleomagnetic polarity data. In the following example, V1 does
not have paleomagnetic information, so it is assigned ‘NA’. Indeterminate paleomagnetic data is
also assigned ‘NA’.
The Source and Paper columns are used for keeping track of references to data sources. The
Source column contains the paper or study where the data originally come from. The Paper column
contains the paper or study where the data are compiled, such as in a more recent study.
3.2.4 Geomagnetic Database File
The geomagnetic database is a comma separated value file (.csv) that is saved from an Ex-
cel spreadsheet. The Excel spreadsheet format makes it easier for users to manipulate the age
ranges of the chrons. An example of the file is shown in Table 3.4. It follows the general
format of the Geomagnetic Timescale database uploaded to VHUB for member access only at
HTTP://vhub.org/resources/3557.
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Table 3.4: Example Geomagnetic Database File
Geological Age of Base Polarity Subchron Subchron Top Base
Age (Ma) Chron Name (Ma) (Ma)
Pleistocene c1 C1n Brunhes 0 0.773
Late 0.126 C1r.1r Matuyama 0.773 1.008
Middle 0.781 C1r.1n Jaramillo Top 1.008 1.076
C1r.2r Jaramillo Base 1.076 1.189
C1r.2n Cobb Mountain Top 1.189 1.221
C1r.3r Cobb Mountain Base 1.221 1.775
3.3 Monte Carlo Simulation Code
3.3.1 Introduction
The primary part of VERRM is the Monte Carlo simulation routine, called VERRM1.py. This pro-
gram generates the age model that will be used for analysis of temporal trends. This program is
organized into four parts, import packages, check usage, define functions and program execution.
3.3.2 Program Initialization
VERRM uses several packages, including: numpy, time, scipy.stats, scipy.interpolate, sys,
and os. These packages are widely used and easily accessed. NumPy and SciPy have great doc-
umentation at HTTP://www.numpy.org/ and HTTP://www.scipy.org/, respectively. For brevity,
NumPy is abbreviated as np. Examples of NumPy functions within the text below will use the
abbreviated form, i.e. np.mean() or np.median().
Before VERRM defines functions and executes the program, it checks usage. Usage refers to
the sequence of commands entered in the terminal when executing the program. The correct usage
is python VERRM1.py style #runs . If the style is incorrect, the program will terminate and a
message will appear in the terminal with instructions on proper usage. Likewise, if the number
of runs is not specified, the program will terminate and instructions will appear in the terminal
window.
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3.3.3 Definition of Functions
VERRM uses seventeen functions to perform a variety of computations. These functions can be
organized into four groups: recursive functions, load data functions, event order functions and
sample ages functions.
Recursive Functions
The recursive functions are four functions, two of which find the minimum and maximum accept-
able age (minage finder() and maxage finder()) and the other two find Event ID’s for events
that are younger or older than a given unit (minunit finder() and maxunit finder()). The
minunit finder() and maxunit finder() functions are used to create event ordering schemes
and graph the stratigraphy. The minage finder() and maxage finder() are used to find mini-
mum and maximum acceptable ages for events during age assignment.
These functions use the stratigraphic database file to find all of the stratigraphic relationships
between events. They are recursive functions, a special type of function that contains a call to
itself. In general, this function compares a given unit to the stratigraphic relationships database
and traverses the data structure. As an example of how the recursive function works, let’s say we
want to find all units younger than V0 (see Table 3.5). The algorithm begins by looking for V0
in the Older column. When it finds it, the algorithm uses the Event ID in the Younger column to
search for the next stratigraphic relationship in the Older column. This process is continued until
there are no more stratigraphic relationships.
The recursive functions use group theory to identify cliques. In general, a clique is a sub-group
of an assortment of things where the sub-group is defined by some relationship. In the case of
VERRM, stratigraphic relationships are used to identify cliques of events. In Table 3.6, there are
two cliques, [V0, V1, V2, V3, V4] and [V5, V6], which are hereafter referred to as Clique A and
Clique B through the example. There are stratigraphic relationships identified among all the units
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Table 3.5: Example of Stratigraphic Relationships File For Recursive Function
Younger Older
V4 V2
V3 V2
V2 V1
V1 V0
V6 V5
Table 3.6: Example of Stratigraphic Levels for Clique A and Clique B
Stratigraphic Level Clique A Clique B
Highest V3,V4 V6
Middle V2 -
Middle V1 -
Lowest V0 V5
in Clique A and B, but no units in A or B share relations with the other clique.
The recursive functions minunit finder() and maxunit finder() are used to identify strati-
graphic levels within the cliques. Quite simply, the highest stratigraphic level contains the youngest
events and the lowest stratigraphic level contains the oldest events. For the [V5, V6] clique, there
are two stratigraphic levels. The [V0, V1, V2, V3, V4] clique, however, has four stratigraphic levels
where [V0] is in the lowest stratigraphic level and [V3, V4] are in the highest stratigraphic level
(see Table 3.6).
The minage finder() and maxage finder() functions work in the same manner as the pro-
ceeding example, but these functions check if ages have been assigned to younger or older events,
respectively. These functions keep track of assigned ages of overlying and underlying events. The
algorithm identifies the youngest of the underlying events and the oldest of the overlying events to
define an acceptable age range for assigning an age to the current event. If there are no assigned
ages of stratigraphically related events, the minimum and/or maximum possible age of volcanism,
from the configuration file, are used.
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Load Data Functions
The load data functions load inputs from the configuration file, event description database, strati-
graphic relationship database and geomagnetic database files. The database files are loaded with
two named functions, load databases() and load mag timescale(), and the configuration file is
loaded with an unnamed function. The process of loading the configuration file is discussed here,
and the load data functions are described in the following two sections.
The configuration file is loaded with built-in Python functions. The raw input is loaded
with ‘inputsraw = open(‘config.txt’, ‘r’).readlines()’, where ‘r’ tells the program to read
config.txt and readlines() tells Python to save each line as a string in a list. The function
readlines() includes end of line formatting for each line in the input file, so each entry, or line,
in the list will have ‘ \n’ at the end of the string. The end of line formatting is stripped off with
the following command: inputs = [line.rstrip(‘ \n’) for line in inputsraw].
The above Python code, used for stripping characters from the right side of a string, uses list
comprehension. List comprehension is a feature of Python that is a condensed for-loop. The brack-
ets around the command tell Python that it is a list comprehension. The list comprehension makes
reading code easier than code containing traditional for-loops. In this example, the computer will
right strip ‘ \n’ from each line in inputsraw, which is essentially what is written in the command.
When writing list comprehensions, it helps to begin with a traditional for-loop to see what is be-
ing called with the right side of the list comprehension, ‘for line in inputsraw: print line’.
The list comprehension iterates across data and returns a list.
The input parameters in the configuration file are identified by their index in the inputs
list. To allow the User to modify the header (lines above ‘## Inputs ##’) of the config.txt
file, I tell Python to find the ‘## Inputs ##’ line and start counting lines from there using
‘inputsbegin = inputs.index(‘## Inputs ##’)’, where this command returns the index of the
inputs list entry equal to ‘## Inputs ##’. For example, the maximum age of volcanism is loaded
with ’GLOBAL MAXAGE = float(inputs[inputsbegin+1].split(‘: ’)[1])’, where ‘float’ tells
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Python to convert the string to a float, ‘inputs[inputsbegin+1]’ is the first line after ‘## Inputs
##’, split(‘: ’) tells Python to split this line at the first occurrence of ‘: ’, and the ‘[1]’
tells Python to return the second entry in the split list. Had we used ‘[0]’ at the end of the
command, Python would have returned ‘Oldest possible age of volcanic field’, which is
the first element of the split list.
Load Databases
The load databases() function is used to create dictionaries, or hash tables, of keys and values.
The data are read into memory using a NumPy function called np.genfromtxt() to parse the text
file into an array. The keys are Event ID and the values are the corresponding age, uncertainty
or polarity. For example, let’s say that V0, a key, has two radiometric age determinations, 6.57
and 6.51, V1 has one age, 6.44 and V2 has one age, 6.39. In Python, we create a dictionary object
called ‘ages’ via ages = {}. We add keys and values to ‘ages’ via ages[‘V0’] = [6.57, 6.51],
ages[‘V1’] = [6.44] and ages[‘V2’] = [6.39]. Now if we call ‘ages’, Python returns ‘V0’:
[6.57, 6.51], ‘V1’: [6.44], ‘V2’: [6.39]. We can query ages for the ages of V0 by calling
ages[‘V0’] and Python returns [6.57, 6.51].
Load Geomagnetic Timescale
Load mag timescale() reads the geomagnetic timescale database file and identifies normal and
reversed time periods. It uses the np.genfromtxt() function to load the Geomag timescale.csv
file as an array. The algorithm focuses on the subchron entries and top age and base age for each
subchron.
The top and base ages are floating point values. The subchron is a string, and the last character
is either ‘n’ for normal or ‘r’ for reversed. Taking advantage of the last letter being ‘n’ or ‘r’ in the
database file, the code strips the last character from all of the subchron entries and places them
in a new array named polarities using the following call: polarities = np.array([p[-1:] for
p in polarities]). Now we have an ordered array of normal and reversed chrons that we can
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relate to the top and base ages. Note that the list comprehension is contained in a np.array()
call. This is so that the list is converted to a NumPy array for us to use fancy indexing and other
NumPy scripting features.
NumPy has a function called np.where() that returns the indicies of an array where an ar-
gument is true. This function is used to create two new arrays, pol n and pol r, where pol n is
an array of the indicies where the polarity is normal and pol r is where the polarity is reversed.
For normal chrons, this is accomplished with the following call: pol n = np.where(polarities
== ‘n’)[0].
The load mag timescale() function returns pol n, pol r, tops and bases. To show how
these four arrays are used, let’s consider Table 3.7 which is an excerpt of Table 3.4: tops = [0,
0.773, 1.008, 1.076, 1.189, 1.221], bases = [0.773, 1.008, 1.076, 1.189, 1.221,
1.775], pol n = [0,2,4] and pol r = [1, 3, 5]. One of the benefits of using NumPy is its
ease of indexing. Since these four arrays are NumPy arrays, we can call tops[pol n] to return the
entries in tops with the indicies in pol n: tops[pol n] = [0, 1.008, 1.189] and bases[pol n]
= [0.773, 1.076, 1.221]. Finally, we define the time interval of each normal polarity chron by
combining tops[pol n] and bases[pol n].
Table 3.7: Example Table for Load Mag Database
Subchron Subchron Name Top (Ma) Base (Ma)
C1n Brunhes 0 0.773
C1r.1r Matuyama 0.773 1.008
C1r.1n Jaramillo Top 1.008 1.076
C1r.2r Jaramillo Base 1.076 1.189
C1r.2n Cobb Mountain Top 1.189 1.221
C1r.3r Cobb Mountain Base 1.221 1.775
Event Order Functions
The next group of functions create ordered lists of Event ID’s. The sample ages() function, to
be discussed below, is given an ordered list of Event ID’s in which to assign ages per model run.
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Table 3.8: Example of Stratigraphic Levels for Clique A and Clique B
Stratigraphic Level Clique A Clique B
Highest V3,V4 V6 (topdown)
Middle V2 V5 (topdown)
Middle V1 V5 (bottomup)
Lowest V0 V6 (bottomup)
A new list is generated each time sample ages() is called so that the event ordering will be as
random as allowable by the event ordering scheme.
There are several event ordering schemes VERRM uses. These schemes are subdivided into
several groups. These groups are based upon stratigraphy, magnitude of estimated age uncertainty
and a totally random approach. The stratigraphy based schemes include topdown, bottomup,
outside in, Most contacts, the somewhat related ignore strat and key stratigraphic unit.
Each of these, excluding ignore strat, employs a variety of a subroutine that constructs strati-
graphic columns based upon the input stratigraphic relationships.
The topdown scheme, employed with the topdown events() function, uses the recursive func-
tions to identify stratigraphic levels and orders the events from top to bottom (see Table 3.8 below).
Where there are multiple events in a stratigraphic level, the events are randomly ordered each time
topdown events() is called. As an example, topdown events() may return a list of events such
as [V4, V6, V3, V5, V2, V1, V0], where events are in order based upon highest, middle and then
lowest stratigraphic level.
The bottomup scheme is carried out in essentially the same manner as topdown, except that
it identifies the lowest stratigraphic level and works up. Bottomup is not the same as topdown
backwards, as noted by the parenthesis beside the Clique B events in Table 3.8 above.
The outside in scheme uses stratigraphy to bracket the minimum and maximum age of vol-
canism. Because of uncertainty in the time period of volcanism in the volcanic field, this scheme
was developed to initially assign ages to the upper and lower stratigraphic events and then assign
ages to events in the middle of the stratigraphic section in random order.
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Most contacts is a scheme that counts how many direct mappable contacts each event has.
These relationships only include those with events immediately over/underlying the event, in other
words, neighboring the event. Events are then grouped by contact counts. Each group, where
contact counts are equal, is randomly shuﬄed and appended to a list in order from most to least
number of contacts. In the example, V2 has the most contacts [V1, V3, V4], V1 has the second
most [V0, V2] and the rest only have one contact.
Ignore strat is a scheme that overwrites the stratigraphic database with zeros so that the
recursive functions will never find stratigraphic relationships, unless the name of an event is 0.
Now the acceptable age range for each event will be the beginning/ending of volcanism within the
field.
Crater age uncertainty is a scheme that groups events by their estimated age standard devi-
ation. The events are then sorted by their standard deviation. In some cases, there may be several
events with the same standard deviation, as with the Arsia Mons data from Mars. On Earth, it
is most likely that each standard deviation is unique, so the events are ordered in the same order
each time. With respect to the Arsia Mons data, events are grouped by their standard deviation,
and then events within each group are randomly shuﬄed and then appended to a list.
Random is a scheme that randomly shuﬄes all of the events using np.random.shuffle(). There
is no organization of the events. Event ordering is completely random.
User defined is a scheme that allows the user to set the order in which ages are assigned man-
ually. The events are ranked with one being the highest rank, two the second highest rank and so
on. Multiple events may be assigned the same rank. In this case, the scheme shuﬄes the events
within each rank.
The final scheme, key stratigraphic unit, is the most recently developed. A key stratigraphic
unit is the unit with the most direct stratigraphic relationships and greatest precision. This scheme
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart for key stratigraphic unit.
ranks events by number of direct mappable contacts and then sorts each rank by precision. In some
cases, events may have multiple ages of differing precision, so the algorithm randomly chooses an
age/uncertainty pair to use for the sorting. The index of the selected age/uncertainty pair is placed
in a dictionary so that the sample ages() function will sample from the proper input age distri-
bution. The flowchart used for the key stratigraphic unit is provided in Figure 3.1.
Age Sampling Functions
The final two functions, sample ages() and get ages(), perform the Monte Carlo simulation.
Sample ages() is organized into several sections: check age range for current event, choose age/uncertainty
pair for current event, age assignment routine for using paleomagnetic data, age assignment rou-
tine without using paleomagnetic data. The flowchart for the VERRM age assignment algorithm
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is provided in Figure 3.2.
Check Age Range
Stratigraphy is perhaps the most important input to VERRM. As ages are assigned during the
Monte Carlo simulation, stratigraphy cannot be violated. The algorithm will assign an age many
standard deviations away from the input radiometric age if that is the age that conforms to strati-
graphic relationships.
VERRM uses an acceptable age range to identify the time interval that is valid according to
stratigraphic relationships. The time interval may be the entire range of volcanism (as defined in
the configuration file) if there are no stratigraphic relationships. Likewise, if it is the first event to
be sampled during a model run, then there are no ages to limit the acceptable age range except for
the range of volcanism. However, as ages are assigned, recursive functions traverse the stratigraphy,
searching for the youngest underlying and oldest overlying event.
The purpose of identifying an acceptable age range is to restrict the results of the random value
sampling function to a time interval that does not violate stratigraphy. The alternative method
would be to randomly sample an age of an event and then check that it doesn’t violate stratigra-
phy. Unfortunately, guessing and checking may become an infinite loop if the acceptable age range
is far enough away from the radiometric age probability distribution function. We alleviate the
need for guess and check by finding the acceptable age range and using this range to truncate the
radiometric age probability distribution function.
Truncating a Gaussian probability distribution may be problematic. In some cases, the distri-
bution is truncated to a time interval where the probability is equal to zero, or is truncated to such
a narrow time span that the random value sampling function doesn’t work. In cases where the
probability distribution function is zero throughout the acceptable age range, a uniform random
age is selected from the acceptable age range. Likewise, when the acceptable age range is too
narrow for the scipy.truncnorm.rvs() function to work (returns np.inf, or infinity), a uniform
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart for the Volcanic Event Recurrence Rate Model.
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random age is sampled from the acceptable age range.
Choose Age/Uncertainty Pair
This step either identifies or chooses an age/uncertainty pair for the current event depend-
ing on the event ordering style. If the event ordering style is key stratigraphic unit,
then the code reads the integer index from the event ageKey dictionary using the follow-
ing command: ageKey = event ageKey[currentevent]. The radiometric age is then se-
lected with: mu = Ages[currentevent][ageKey]. If any other event ordering style is used,
then following algorithm is used. A random integer is selected with the following command:
agechoice = np.random.randint(0, len(Ages[currentevent])), where a random integer is
selected between zero and the count of age determinations. This integer becomes the in-
dex of the age/uncertainty pair to be used for the model run, using the following call: mu =
Ages[currentevent][agechoice]. This command tells Python to find the ‘Ages’ value associated
with the ‘currentevent’ key. The second bracket ‘agechoice’, is the index of the ‘Ages’ value.
Age Assignment with Paleomagnetic Data
The paleomagnetic polarity of a unit/event, when combined with a geomagnetic time scale, allows
us to define discrete time periods during which the event may have occurred. If the rock has nor-
mal polarity, then the step function is equal to one during all normal chrons and zero during the
reversed chrons, as they are defined in the user supplied geomagnetic timescale database.
In Figure 3.3, we see the paleomagnetic step function. Note how time is limited to about 6.9–12
Ma. Limiting the range saves time on interpolation of the paleomagnetic step function. In this
example, an overlying event was assigned an age of about 6.9 Ma. There is no underlying event
with a sampled age, so 12 Ma, the defined maximum age of volcanism is used.
After the paleomagnetic step function is evaluated over the acceptable age range, the proba-
bility distribution function of the input radiometric age is evaluated over the acceptable age range
(Figure 3.4). These two functions are multiplied together to mask the radiometric age distribution,
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Figure 3.3: Step one of age assignment using paleomagnetic data. In this figure the probability of
an event occurring is either zero or one.
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Figure 3.4: Step two of age assignment using paleomagnetic data. In this figure the probability
distribution function of the radiometric age.
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Figure 3.5: Step three of age assignment using paleomagnetic data. This is the result of multiplying
the paleomagnetic step function to the radiometric age distribution.
leaving only valid times (Figure 3.5).
The modified probability distribution function (Figure 3.5) is summed to become a cumulative
distribution function, using the command: cdf = np.cumsum(pdf mag). The cumulative distribu-
tion function is normalized to one by dividing by the sum of the probabilities (Figure 3.6). The
slope of the cumulative distribution function is greatest at the peak of the Gaussian probability
distribution function, and the slope is equal to zero during time intervals where there is zero prob-
ability of an event occurring.
The last step in sampling the age is shown in the final illustration of the process (Figure 3.7).
A uniform random value on [0,1) is used to randomly select the time where the probability the
event has already occurred. Remember the cumulative distribution function is interpolated over
the acceptable age range using time steps equal to R dt, as defined in the configuration file. In the
figure to the right, the time sampled is 8.93 Ma because this is the minimum age where the CDF is
greater than or equal to the random value with respect to our discretized time line (R dt = 0.01).
This process uses the following Python code: np.min(np.where( cdf ≥ rand val )) * R dt +
minage strat.
The smoothness of the cumulative distribution function depends on the width of the time inter-
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Figure 3.6: Step four of age assignment using paleomagnetic data. This is a normalized cumulative
distribution function. Note how the curve appears backwards, this is because the x-axis is inverted
so that time moves forward to the right. This does not change anything other than presentation.
Figure 3.7: Step five of age assignment using paleomagnetic data. The plot on the right is zoomed
in to illustrate the final step in the age sampling process.
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val. The R dt value is recommended to be at least one order of magnitude less than the degree of
precision of the worst radiometric age determination, i.e. an age of 5 +/- 0.07 would require an R dt
of at least 0.001. This is because the algorithm rejects the result when two events have the same
assigned age. Use of smaller time bins, such as 0.0001 or 0.00001, dramatically increases program
run time because it takes ten times longer to sum the probabilities for each order of magnitude
decrease of R dt.
Age Assignment without Paleomagnetic Data
The age assignment routine without paleomagnetic data is slightly different than the process out-
lined above. Instead of using a cumulative distribution function to assign an age, a truncated
normal distribution is used, scipy.stats.truncnorm.rvs(). The truncated normal distribution
is ideal for this situation because 1) the probability distribution function will only be truncated at
one or both tails, not in the middle of the distribution and 2) it is much faster than generating a
cumulative distribution function.
Get Ages
The get ages() routine has several parts, memory pre-allocation, timing, event ordering, age as-
signment, writing model run to master array, and a check for bad model runs.
One way to optimize Python code is to pre-allocate memory using NumPy arrays. Here, mem-
ory is pre-allocated with the following command: results = np.zeros((len(Ages), numruns)),
where np.zeros() tells Python to create an array with all floating point zero entries, and the tu-
ple ‘(len(Ages), numruns)’ tells NumPy the dimensions of the array, ‘len(Ages)’ is the number
of events and numruns is the number of runs in the Monte Carlo simulation. There are several
‘blank’ arrays one can create with Python, such as np.zeros(), np.ones() and np.empty(), but
the ‘dtype’ must be specified for an np.empty() array, where ‘dtype’ is the data type, i.e. str,
float, int32, etc.
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There are numerous timing programs that will calculate computation times, and many of them
run the same process hundreds of times to calculate the mean and standard deviation of computa-
tion time. Instead of using existing code, I use the time package to query the time from the system
clock. Using the command time.time(), Python returns the current time in seconds (microsecond
resolution) since the Epoch, which is the beginning of the year 1970 (Note: to find the Epoch try
time.gmtime(0)).
There are two processes that will be timed, generation of the event ordering list and model run
time. The code queries the system clock each time the process begins and when it ends. The differ-
ence in times is stored in a pre-allocated memory array. At the end of the Monte Carlo simulation,
the code prints the average computation time to the terminal. With some minor additions to the
code, a histogram or plot of run time throughout the process is possible just by adding the plotting
instructions and using the times stored in the arrays.
Event ordering is performed each model run in order to keep the simulation as random as pos-
sible. Some of the event ordering schemes impose rules to the event order and may eliminate the
degree of randomness provided by event order.
The assigned ages for the model run are computed with the sample ages() function, in the
order specified by the event ordering function. Sampled ages() saves the results of the run to a
dictionary where the key/value pair is the Event ID and assigned age, respectively. A for–loop it-
erates over this dictionary, saving the value from each pair to the master results array. This is done
with ‘for idx,k in enumerate(result)’, where enumerate() returns two values, the index and
key of each key/value pair. The enumerate() function is often used when iterating over something
and saving output to a NumPy array because it is necessary to specify the index of element in
the array when storing data. The master results array receives the model run results with the
‘results[idx, i] = result[k]’ command, where idx is the index of the value, i is the model
run number, results[idx,i] refers to an index within the array, and result[k] references the
value pair of k.
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To ensure the ages are saved in the correct order within the array, the order of the keys are
saved in a list. The key order is appended to this list every time the model is run. At the end of
the Monte Carlo simulation, a for–loop checks the key order, and if all are not in the same order, a
message will print to the terminal, ’Ya done goofed up... Not all data are in the proper
order’. This has never happened, but the code is still there in case it does.
Before saving the results, the code checks the results for incomplete runs. An incomplete run
occurs when 1) there is a stratigraphic violation or 2) the R dt value is too big and the code at-
tempts to assign the same age to three or more events. Because of the recursive functions, there
should never be a stratigraphic violation unless there is a stratigraphic violation in the input file.
It’s most likely multiple events are assigned the same age. If there are incomplete model runs, try
lowering the R dt value and running the Monte Carlo simulation again.
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation are saved to a NumPy binary file. The event or-
der is saved to a separate NumPy binary file. The binary format saves and loads quickly with
NumPy commands. The binary file may be opened in Python with the following command:
np.load(filename ), where the original data array structure is intact.
3.4 Interpolation Code
3.4.1 Introduction
The VERRMInterpolation.py program interpolates the results of the VERRM program and creates
plots of ages per event. The data to be interpolated come from a histogram of the age data per
event. The objective of this script is to plot a histogram of the distribution of ages and fit a spline
function to the histogram for an alternative calculation of mean and standard deviation.
Interpolation is the process of fitting a function to a set of data. In this case, bins and counts
from the histogram are used for spline interpolation (code is outlined below). Splines are ideal for
interpolation of many, if not all, types of probability distributions because they do not require a
fixed degree polynomial or trigonometric function to find a best fit line to the data. Through trial
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and error, the best smoothing factor was found to be equal to the number of assigned ages.
One of the benefits of using interpolation is that once a function is fitted to the data, it can
be evaluated for any value. To do this, we define a range of values, where each histogram bin is
divided into eight parts. We use this range of values as times to evaluate the function. The fitted
values will be used to find the maximum, which is the interpolated peak of the histogram. For
normally distributed data, the peak of the histogram is the mean.
For normally distributed data, the ±1σ standard deviation is found at the inflections of the
spline function. Because inflections occur where the slope is at its maximum and minimum, inflec-
tions are found at the maximum and minimum of the derivative. The derivative is calculated with
the numpy.diff() function, which returns the difference between successive entries in an array.
The inflections are located by finding the indicies of the array where the minimum and maximum
occur.
In Figure 3.8, we use an example from our example data to help illustrate some of the details.
Event V6 has a mean age of 7.12 and a standard deviation of 0.85. Because V6 does not have
paleomagnetic data and we are ignoring stratigraphy, the result will be normally distributed. In
the upper plot, the input age and standard deviation plotted as a black dot and horizontal line.
The interpolated mean and standard deviation are plotted with blue, red and green vertical lines.
Note how similar the interpolated results are to the input mean and standard deviation. In the
lower plot, we see the interpolation and the histogram counts. Note that the highest histogram
count occurs about 0.3 Ma to the left of the interpolated mean.
3.4.2 Program Initialization
The interpolation code uses the sys, os, numpy, scipy and matplotlib libraries. The proper
usage is ‘python VERRMInterpolate1.py event ordering style ’. The event ordering style
tells the code which Monte Carlo simulation results to work with because the age model data file
name includes the event ordering style.
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Figure 3.8: Example of Interpolation for Event V6. In this figure, the scattered points are another
way of looking at a histogram plot. The points are plotted by bin location (time) and count (relative
probability). These points are used for spline interpolation.
3.4.3 Load Databases
The interpolation code reads several files to get user specified inputs and to access the results of
the Monte Carlo simulation. The configuration file tells the code the name of the event description
database, whether or not to use paleomagnetic information and the minimum and maximum age
of the volcanic field. The geomagnetic timescale database is loaded with the same process as in the
Monte Carlo simulation program.
3.4.4 Spline Interpolation of Assigned Ages
The first step of the spline interpolation is to load the results of the Monte Carlo simulation. The
histogram is computed with a bin count equal to the number of assigned ages divided by 100:
n, bins = np.histogram(data[i], bins=NUM SAMPLES/100), where i is the index of the event
and NUM SAMPLES is the number of model runs in the Monte Carlo simulation. The bins, counts
and n, are then interpolated with the scipy.interpolate.UnivariateSpline() function: spl =
UnivariateSpline(bins[0:-1], n, s=NUM SAMPLES), where bins[0:-1] are the x-values of the
histogram excluding the last one because it does not have a corresponding y-value, n is the cor-
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responding y-values or counts per x-value and s is the number of runs in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Before we calculate the derivative of the spline using the finite difference method, we need to
evaluate the function at specified x-values. We will generate a range of x-values called binsnew,
binsnew = np.arange(bins[0], bins[-2], binsinc/8.), where bins[0] is the first x-value of
the histogram, bins[-2] is the second x-value from the end of the histogram and binsinc is the
new bin increment. This new range of x-values has a finer scale resolution than the original func-
tion. The derivative of the spline interpolation is calculated with the numpy.diff() function as:
spl2 = np.diff(spl(binsnew)).
Part of the interpolation code is reserved for calculation of statistics. These statistics include
the mean, median, 5th percentile and 95th percentile. Statistics are calculated with NumPy func-
tions np.mean(), np.median() and np.percentile().
3.4.5 Plot Age/Uncertainty Pairs, Histogram and Spline Interpolation
After the histogram has been interpolated, plots of each event are made. Each plot includes two
frames. The upper frame shows the age, standard deviation, the interpolated mean age and in-
flections of the interpolation function. The lower frame shows the histogram counts, interpolation
function and vertical bands corresponding to normal chrons.
Figure 3.9 shows two plots of V6. Both plots were created with the VERRMInterpolation1.py
program, but the one on the left is the probability density function of V6 ignoring stratigraphy
and, the plot on the right takes stratigraphic relationships into account. Note how the distribution
is shifted to younger ages and is no longer normally distributed in response to the the stratigraphic
relationship with V5, an older unit.
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Figure 3.9: Examples of Interpolation Figures for Event V6
3.4.6 Save Interpolated Results to Text File
The NumPy mean, NumPy median, NumPy 5th and 95th percentile, interpolated peak and inter-
polated inflections for each event are saved to a text file. The text file is named based upon the
event ordering style the interpolation refers to and is saved in the current working directory. For ex-
ample, the interpolation results for ignore strat are saved to ‘Interpolated ignore strat.dat’.
3.4.7 Save Comparison of Interpolated to Original to Text File
A similar file to the interpolation results is the comparison file. In this file, the input age and
uncertainty are included for comparison.
3.5 Recurrence Rate Code
3.5.1 Introduction
The recurrence rate is calculated and plotted with the VERRMRecurrenceRate7.py program. The
program has six parts, import packages, check usage, load databases, calculate recurrence rate,
plot recurrence rate through time and program execution. The recurrence rate calculations use a
local-window technique developed by Kiyosugi (2012).
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Table 3.9: Example of an Interpolation Comparison File. Green highlighted cells indicate error
resulting from a bad interpolation.
EventID Input Input Interp Interp Interp NumPy NumPy NumPy NumPy
Age Uncer Mean -Uncer +Uncer 5th 95th Mean Median
V0 6.570 0.300 6.538 0.133 -0.063 6.160 6.710 6.530 6.540
V0 6.510 0.120 6.538 0.113 -0.063 6.160 6.710 6.530 6.540
V1 6.440 0.250 6.443 0.304 0.293 6.025 6.856 6.441 6.445
V2 6.390 0.080 6.379 -0.049 0.001 6.280 6.430 6.361 6.370
V3 6.220 0.440 6.285 0.048 -0.264 5.450 6.990 6.132 6.000
V4 6.060 0.160 6.019 -0.226 0.010 5.750 6.350 5.989 5.960
V5 7.330 0.900 7.270 1.069 1.033 5.832 8.796 7.313 7.313
V6 7.120 0.850 7.110 0.907 0.946 5.747 8.535 7.132 7.139
3.5.2 Program Initialization
The VERRM recurrence rate program begins by loading packages. These packages include sys, os,
numpy, scipy and matplotlib. The correct usage for the RecurrenceRate6.py program is ‘python
RecurrenceRate6.py event ordering style Volcanic Field Name ’. This usage is unique among
the VERRM programs in that the name of the volcanic field is specified because the name is in-
cluded in the title of the recurrence rate plots.
3.5.3 Load Databases
The recurrence rate program requires input from the configuration file and the results of the Monte
Carlo simulation. It needs to query the R dt and minimum and maximum age of volcanic field
from the config.txt file.
3.5.4 Calculate Recurrence Rate
The recurrence rate calculation reads the age model according to the specified event ordering
scheme. After the results are loaded into a NumPy array, they are transposed and sorted such that
results from each model run are sorted in chronological order, oldest to youngest.
A function called recur rate is used to perform the recurrence rate calculation. This function
calculates the local-window recurrence rate and bins the recurrence rate into discrete time intervals
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according to equations defined by Kiyosugi (2012). Below I will describe the implementation of
the equations into Python code and provide Kiyosugi’s equations with corresponding Python code.
There was one minor modification of the equations because Python uses zero indexing, where zero
refers to the first element of an ordered set of values, i.e. list or tuple. The difference is in the
conditional statement that identifies which events to use for the calculation.
There are six blocks of code that implement Kiyosugi’s recurrence rate calculation. These blocks
are divided into two groups, three blocks that calculate the local-window recurrence rate, and three
blocks that populate a time table with the calculated recurrence rate at specific time intervals.
There are three local-window recurrence rate equations, each specific to certain events with
respect to the width of the local-window. The first equation calculates the recurrence rate for all
events that are n/2 from the oldest and youngest event, where n is an even number describing the
width of the local-window. To account for the difference in indexing from Kiyosugi’s equations, the
conditions of the for–loop are subtracted by one, ‘for i in range((n/2)-1, (M-(n/2)+1)-1)):’.
λt =
ei+(n/2) − ei−(n/2)+1
Ti−(n/2)+1 − Ti+(n/2)
, (Tn/2 ≥ t ≥ TM−(n/2)+1) (3.1)
Python code:
num_intervals = (100+(n/2)) - (100-(n/2)+1)
for i in range((n/2)-1, (M-(n/2)+1)-1):
lt = num_intervals / (data[run][i-(n/2)+1] - data[run][i+(n/2)])
RRs[i] = lt
The other two equations use events in the beginning and end of the dataset where the first
equation was not used. The first equation uses the events at the beginning of the dataset, corre-
sponding to the oldest events.
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λt =
en − e1
T1 − Tn
, (T1 ≥ t > Tn/2) (3.2)
Python code:
for i in range(0, (n/2)-1):
lt = (n-1) / (data[run][0] - data[run][n])
RRs[i] = lt
The final recurrence rate equation uses events at the end of the dataset.
λt =
eM − eM−(n+1)
TM−(n+1) − TM
, (TM−(n/2)+1 > t ≥ TM ) (3.3)
Python code:
for i in range((M-(n/2)+1)-1, M-1):
lt = (M - (M-n+1)) / (data[run][M-(n+1)-1] - data[run][M-1])
RRs[i] = lt
Now all of the inter-event recurrence rates have been calculated. We use these recurrence rates,
or λ’s, to populate a time table, RR result. The time table corresponds to a time line, RR bin, which
is defined as: RR bin = np.linspace(oldest bin, youngest bin, num bins), where num bins
= ((oldest bin - youngest bin) / bin width) + 1. Here the oldest bin and youngest bin
refer to the maximum and minimum possible age of the volcanic field from the configuration file.
The time line, RR bin, has the same number of elements as the time table, RR result.
The time line allows us to map a time interval to an index of the time table. In the following
code, the loop goes through each λ in RRs, maps indicies from the time line that are less than the
age corresponding to the ith λ, and stores the current λ in the time table at those indicies. Because
the ages are ordered from oldest to youngest, where older units have a greater positive value, this
code will overwrite the younger parts of the time table with successive steps through the loop.
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Python code:
for idx in range(len(RRs)):
ts = np.where(RR_bin < data[run][idx])
RR_result[run][ts] = RRs[idx]
The remaining two equations fill in time intervals beyond the extent of the event ages. Here a
decay function is applied. The first block of code implements the decay function for time intervals
older than the oldest event.
λt =
en−1
t− Tn−1
, (t > T1) (3.4)
Python code:
for t in np.where(RR_bin > data[run][0])[0]:
RR_result[run][t] = (n-1) / (RR_bin[t] - data[run][n])
The final equation applies the decay function to time intervals younger than the youngest event.
The recurrence rate is assumed to be constant between the ith and (i + 1)th event, so the equa-
tion applies to time intervals equal to the youngest event to the minimum possible age of volcanism.
λt =
eM − eM−(n+1)
TM−(n+2) − t
, (TM > t) (3.5)
Python code:
for t in np.where(RR\_bin <= data[run][-1])[0]:
RR_result[run][t] = (M-(M-n+1)) / (data[run][M-(n+2)] - RR_bin[t])
The results of each moving average recurrence rate calculation are saved to a
text file. The bin, median, and 5th and 95th percentile are saved to a file called
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Figure 3.10: Recurrence Rate Plot of the Example Data
‘VolcanicFieldName MA RR:MovingAverage EventOrderingStyle.dat ’.
3.5.5 Plot Recurrence Rate through Time
The recurrence rate, binned through time, is plotted as the median and 99%, 90% and 50% confi-
dence interval. These confidence intervals are the 99.5th and 0.5th, 95th and 5th, and 75th and 25th
percentiles, respectively.
3.5.6 Program Execution
The recurrence rate program is executed with a for–loop. The for–loop iterates across a list of
moving average’s. The program makes plots of moving average windows up to moving average 8.
If there are not enough events to calculate the larger moving averages, then there will be an error,
‘ValueError: negative dimensions are not allowed’. This error is not problematic, since it
occurs after all of the lower order moving averages have been computed, plotted and saved. It
therefore serves as a convenient program break.
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3.6 Stratigraphy Plotting Code
3.6.1 Program Initialization
The VERRMStratPlot.py program creates two diagrams of stratigraphy, one displays the Event ID
names only and the other includes the mean age for the event. It requires the stratigraphic rela-
tionships database file and the interpolated output from the VERRMInterpolate1.py program.
3.6.2 Load Databases
The code requires the configuration file, stratigraphic relationships database, event description
database and Monte Carlo results of the specified event ordering style. These databases are loaded
in the same manner as the Monte Carlo simulation program.
3.6.3 Plot Stratigraphy with Mean Ages
The recursive functions are used to sort the events into stratigraphic levels. The stratigraphic level
of an event is the index of where it occurs in an ordered sequence from upper to lower stratigraphic
position. The code plots the events by assigning an arbitrary y-coordinate depending on strati-
graphic level and an arbitrary x-coordinate to order the events occurring in the same stratigraphic
level (though not necessarily related by stratigraphy).
When the stratigraphy is plotted with the mean age, the mean age is NumPy mean of the ages
reported in the ‘Interpolated EventOrderingStyle.dat’ file. An example of the plot is shown
in Figure 3.11. Note that the vertical ordering of events is based upon stratigraphy, not mean age,
which is why V6 and V5, which are the oldest events are at the top of the plot.
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Figure 3.11: Example of Stratigraphy Plot with Mean Ages
3.7 Integration of Recurrence Rate
After recurrence rate models are generated with RecurrenceRate6.py, they can be integrated to
check if integration returns the number of events. By integrating the recurrence rate, we get the
number of recurrences. This is not problematic since when we integrate something, we must add
a constant. In this case, we know that the number of events, M , is one plus the number of repose
intervals. The equation for numerical integration is defined as:
M = (t1 − t0)
n∑
t=0
Rt + 1 (3.6)
where M is the number of events, Rt is the recurrence rate model, t is time used in Rt, and n
is the number of time intervals in Rt.
3.8 Calculating Volume Flux through Time
The volume flux, or magma effusion rate, is calculated using a discretization of the time-predictable
model of Bacon (1982) defined as:
Vt =
Vi
Ti − Ti+1
(3.7)
where Vt is the volume flux through time between the i
th and (i + 1)th events and t is a
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discretized time line spanning the observation period. VERRM uses the minimum and maximum
age of volcanism as the limits of the observation period. In this equation, the volume flux is
calculated from the volume of an eruption and the subsequent repose interval. Note that if we
compute Vt for all events, we will only use Vi to VM−1 volumes because Ti+1. An alternative to
the time-predictable model is the volume-predictable model. This model, in its discretized form, is
defined as (Bacon, 1982):
Vt =
Vi+1
Ti − Ti+1
(3.8)
where the variables are the same as 3.7. In contrast to the time-predictable model, the volume-
predictable model calculates the volume flux as the volume of an eruption divided by the repose
interval prior to the eruption.
3.9 Integration of Volume Flux
After we generate a volume flux model with VolumeTime1.py, we can integrate the result to check if
the integration returns the total volume erupted during the observation period. When we integrate
the rate, we need to add the volume of the M th event because it was not included in Equation 3.7.
The equation for numerical integration is defined as:
V = (t1 − t0)
n∑
t=i
Vt + VM (3.9)
where V is the cumulative volume, Vt is the time-predictable volume flux model, t is time in-
terval in Vt, i is the index of the time interval t, n is the number of time intervals in Rt, and M is
the total number of events.
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Chapter 4
Examples of VERRM With Test Data
In this chapter we will explore simulated data. The examples are simple, yet effective, for illus-
trating the calculation of recurrence rate and volume flux. The advantages of using simulated data
extend beyond communication of how VERRM works. Most importantly, it allows us to compare
the computed result to what is expected to help validate the calculations.
For a hypothetical geologic scenario, assume these events were identified from a well core, i.e.
stratigraphic order of events follows their location in the core. In the following nine scenarios,
each differs in the degree of input age accuracy and precision (Table 4.1). The goal of using these
examples is to show how the resulting calculations are affected by reasonable real-world situations
and test the calculations against what is expected.
Table 4.1: Summary of the nine case studies. * Changes in R dt for Case 7, 8 and 9 discussed in
text
Case PDF Stratigraphic Recurrence Ages Paleomag R dt
Overlap Error Rate Known Info
Case 1 One No 0.1 Estimates No 0.1
Case 2 Two No 0.1 Estimates No 0.1
Case 3 Three No 0.1 Estimates No 0.1
Case 4 Three Yes 0.1 Estimates No 0.1
Case 5 Three No 0.1 Some Unknown No 0.1
Case 6 NA No 0.1 Exact Ages No 0.1
Case 7 One No 1 Estimates Yes 0.01*
Case 8 Two No 1 Estimates Yes 0.01*
Case 9 Three No 1 Estimates Yes 0.001*
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Table 4.2: Summary of Volume Flux Scenarios For First Six Cases
Volume Flux
Flux Rate
Constant 0.1
Increases 0.01(X + 100) + 0.1
Table 4.3: Summary of Volume Flux Scenarios For Last Three Cases
Volume Flux
Flux Rate
Constant 1
Increases (X + 10) + 1
The meaning of entries in the PDF Overlap column is clearer below where we see the input
data displayed in the recurrence rate plots. One means that the PDF of each event overlaps with
the first over/underlapping event. Two means that the PDF of each event overlaps with the first
two over/underlapping events, and three means that the PDF of each event overlaps with the first
three over/underlapping events.
Each of these examples uses the same work flow. The VERRM age assignment algorithm is
executed 10,000 times, using key stratigraphic unit event order and an R dt value of 0.1 for the
first six, 0.01 for Case 7 and 8, and 0.001 for the last case. The last three cases use a smaller
R dt because they use paleomagnetic information. The maximum and minimum age of volcanism
is 100–0 Ma for the first six cases, 10–0 Ma for Case 7 and 12–0 Ma for Case 8 and 9.
For each of the nine cases, there are two volume flux scenarios that will be explored. The
purpose of using the two scenarios is to simulate idealized real world situations of eruptive volume
data. Constant magma effusion and increasing magma effusion rates are modeled. The two scenar-
ios for the first six cases are outlined in Table 4.2, and scenarios for the remaining three cases are
in Table 4.3. The volumes used for the volume constant and volume increases scenarios are shown
in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Volumes Used For the Two Scenarios, Constant and Increasing Flux
Constant Flux Increasing Flux
EventID MinVol (km3) MaxVol (km3) EventID MinVol (km3) MaxVol (km3)
V00 0.9 1.1 V00 9.9 10.1
V01 0.9 1.1 V01 8.9 9.1
V02 0.9 1.1 V02 7.9 8.1
V03 0.9 1.1 V03 6.9 7.1
V04 0.9 1.1 V04 5.9 6.1
V05 0.9 1.1 V05 4.9 5.1
V06 0.9 1.1 V06 3.9 4.1
V07 0.9 1.1 V07 2.9 3.1
V08 0.9 1.1 V08 1.9 2.1
V09 0.9 1.1 V09 0.9 1.1
4.1 Case 1: PDFs Overlap with One Other Event
Case 1 illustrates how VERRM calculates recurrence rates for events that occur at a constant rate
(0.1 Events per Ma). The probability distribution functions (PDF) for each event are essentially in-
dependent of one another. This case shows what happens when VERRM generally does not modify
ages through stratigraphic relationships because the PDF’s overlap with the first over/underlying
event(s) at 3 standard deviations from their respective means. The input ages are given in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Input Data for Case 1
Ages Standard Deviation
10 1.67
20 1.67
...
...
100 1.67
In the recurrence rate plots for Case 1 (Figure 4.1), the rate is smoothed out for successively
wider windows. Most of the plots are linear, but the moving average 2 recurrence rate plot displays
periodic fluctuations corresponding to the periodicity of eruptions. Interestingly, the local mini-
mums of the recurrence rate are centered on the mean age of the input, though this is where most
of the ages are in the age model. Curiously, the imposed recurrence rate is 0.1 events per Ma and
the median rate at the minimum is about 0.09 events per Ma.
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In the local-window 2 plot, the recurrence rate is slightly higher during the initial phase. This
is caused by 1) the age of the oldest event is 100 Ma (mean age equal to maximum age of volcan-
ism), and 2) clumping of assigned ages against the oldest possible age of volcanism, 100 Ma. The
clumping of ages and locally elevated recurrence rate is not as apparent in the other recurrence
rate plots due to smoothing.
Figure 4.1: Recurrence rate plot for Case 1.
The periodicity present in the moving average 2 plot suggests the local-window recurrence rate
calculation is sensitive to small variations in the age model. Indeed, the periodicity is present in
the moving average 2 plots of eight case studies, the exception being the historic cases simulation.
This observation suggests that the moving average 2 calculation is not reliable for determining the
recurrence rate at some time t in the observation period.
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The other three moving average plots for Case 1 (and all other Case’s) have three distinct
trends, 1) decay at the tails, 2) two intervals during which recurrence rate is constant, but lower
than the imposed rate of 0.1 Events per Ma and 3) a relatively stable central plateau. The central
plateau is the only portion of the median recurrence rate curve that yields the correct rate. The
relative positioning of the age model and the breaks between the central plateau and the intervals
of lower recurrence rate suggests the cause is related to the recurrence rate equation.
Recall only the first local-window recurrence rate equation 3.1 is fully constrained by the data.
The second and third equations are needed to calculate the recurrence rate for partial windows,
and the fourth and fifth equations calculate the decay function.
The five recurrence rate equations can be directly related to the shape of the median recurrence
rate curve. The central plateau corresponds to the first equation. The intervals of constant, lower
recurrence rate correspond to the second and third equation. The decay function portion of the
curve correspond to the fourth and fifth equations.
Following this, I can report the median and 90% confidence interval from the latest time that the
recurrence rate is constrained by the data with respect to the local-window calculation (Table 4.6).
This rate, though is not the rate at the present, is the most current recurrence rate available from
the VERRM method.
In each of the four moving average calculations, the rate is essentially 0.1 Events per Ma, the
imposed rate. The median rate better approximates the true rate with successively larger windows
and the 90% confidence interval decreases because each event has the same degree of precision and
larger moving average calculations span more time.
The four local-window recurrence rate calculations are integrated and plotted in Figure 4.2. All
four of the plots integrate to ten events. We see that the four medians and confidence intervals
appear linear as expected for a constant recurrence rate. The slope of the median and confidence
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Table 4.6: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Case 1
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 13.0 0.0980 +0.0548/-0.0321
4 23.0 0.0996 +0.0152/-0.0147
6 33.0 0.0998 +0.0085/-0.0091
8 43.0 0.0999 +0.0059/-0.0067
interval is greatest during the time period corresponding to the local-window. The slope tapers off
at 10–0 Ma because the decay function is applied through this time interval.
Figure 4.2: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 10 events.
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4.1.1 Volume Constant through Time
Two volume flux scenarios, constant and increasing flux, were explored. In the constant flux sce-
nario (Figure 4.3), we see that the median volume flux and uncertainty envelope fluctuates through
time with a period of 10 Ma. Like the trend in recurrence rate, local minimums occur at the input
ages and each fluctuation is nearly the same in magnitude. The volume flux integrates to 9.56 km3,
compared to the input 10 km3.
Figure 4.3: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 1, constant flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
4.1.2 Volume Increases through Time
In the increasing flux scenario (Figure 4.4), the cumulative volume increases exponentially through
time. This corresponds to a linear trend in the time predictable plot. A green line is plotted to
indicate the expected volume flux (0.1(X+100)+0.1 km3/Ma). The VERRM volume flux median
appears to overestimate the flux rate during the older half of the plot, but the fluctuations range
across the green line for the younger half of the plot. The volume flux integrates to 52.26 km3,
compared to the input 55 km3.
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 1, increasing flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
4.2 Case 2: PDFs Overlap with Two Other Events
Case 2 illustrates how VERRM calculates the recurrence rate for events that occur at a constant
rate (0.1 Events per Ma) and the PDF’s overlap with first two over/underlying events. The stan-
dard deviation for each event is set to 3.33, so that three standard deviations is equal to 10, the
imposed repose interval. This case shows what happens when VERRM modifies ages via strati-
graphic relationships. The input ages are given in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Input Data for Case 2
Ages Standard Deviation
10 3.33
20 3.33
...
...
100 3.33
In the recurrence rate plots for Case 2 (Figure 4.5), the recurrence rate becomes smoothed out
for wider windows. As with Case 1, the rate is slightly higher during the initial phase because of
clumping of assigned ages against the oldest possible age of volcanism. The age model, plotted as
horizontally aligned dots on the recurrence rate plots, shows where the two oldest events ‘pile up’
against the maximum age of the field. The age model also displays the degree of overlap in the
PDF of stratigraphically related events.
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As with Case 1, the local minimums in the recurrence rate occur at the mean input ages. One
difference between Case 1 and 2 is the magnitude of the uncertainty envelope. In Case 1, the 99%
confidence interval peaks at about 0.25 events per Ma, which is nearly the same as the peak in the
90% confidence interval here. This implies that the there are more instances in Case 2 for which
ages are near each other, resulting in higher recurrence rate. This is likely because of the greater
spread in the age model.
Figure 4.5: Recurrence rate plot for Case 2.
Recurrence rates at the latest time interval for which the calculation is fully constrained by
the data are shown in Table 4.8. Similar to Case 1, the larger moving average calculations better
approximate the true rate, 0.1 Events per Ma and precision increases.
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Table 4.8: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Case 2
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 15.2 0.0881 +0.1285/-0.0473
4 25.4 0.0986 +0.0326/-0.0294
6 35.4 0.0992 +0.0177/-0.0209
8 45.3 0.0994 +0.0123/-0.0146
As with Case 1, the four recurrence rate models are integrated (Figure 4.6). The confidence
interval follows the same trend as the median. Again, the slope is greatest during the time interval
corresponding to the local-window extent. In contrast to Case 1, the median of moving average 2
integrates to nine events, but the remaining three models integrate to ten events.
Figure 4.6: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 10 events.
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4.2.1 Volume Constant through Time
Figure 4.7: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 2, constant flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
Two volume flux scenarios, constant and increasing flux, are calculated. In the constant flux
scenario (Figure 4.7), the median volume flux and uncertainty envelope fluctuates through time
with a period of 10 Ma Like the recurrence rate, each fluctuation is nearly the same in magnitude
and local minimums occur at the mean input ages. The plot appears to underestimate the expected
rate of 0.1 km3/Ma. The volume flux integrates to 8.50 km3, compared to the input 10 km3.
4.2.2 Volume Increases through Time
In the increasing flux scenario (Figure 4.8), the cumulative volume increase exponentially through
time. There is a corresponding linear trend in the time predictable plot. A green line is plotted to
indicate the expected volume flux (0.1(X + 100) + 0.1 km3/Ma). The median appears to underes-
timate the increasing flux rate, but the true rate is well within the uncertainty envelope.
4.3 Case 3: PDFs Overlap with Three Other Events
Case 3 illustrates how VERRM calculates recurrence rates for events that occur at a constant
rate (0.1 Events per Ma) and the PDF’s overlap with the first three under/overlying events. The
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Figure 4.8: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 2, increasing flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
overlap in PDF’s is accomplished by setting the standard deviation to 5, so that three standard
deviations is equal to 15. This case, like Case 2, shows what happens when VERRM modifies
ages via stratigraphic relationships, but it allows the first three over/underlying events to influence
the age model. The input ages are given in Table 4.9. The volume flux integrates to 46.05 km3,
compared to the input 55 km3.
Table 4.9: Input Data for Case 3
Ages Standard Deviation
10 5
20 5
...
...
100 5
In the recurrence rate plots for Case 3 (Figure 4.9), there are a couple of similarities with the two
previous cases. For one, the recurrence rate is slightly higher during the initial phase. Second of all,
the 50% and 90% confidence intervals show a periodic trend (can’t resolve presence of periodicity
of median with this scale). The local minimums of the periodic trend are aligned with the mean age.
The 99% confidence interval is jagged and not as smooth as in the previous two cases. The
difference in this case versus the others is that the PDF for any given event overlaps with the
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first three over/underlying events (see overlap in age model Figure 4.9). Re-examination of the
moving average 2 model for Case 2, reveals the 99% confidence interval is jagged, but still displays
a primarily periodic trend. In Case 2, the PDF of any given event overlaps with only the first two
over/underlying events. This observation suggests that the disappearance of the periodicity here
is caused by the increasing influence of sampled ages for over/underlying events on subsequently
sampled events.
Figure 4.9: Recurrence rate plot for Case 3.
The recurrence rates for the latest time interval where the calculations are fully constrained by
the data are shown in Table 4.10. Again, the larger moving average plots better approximate the
true rate and the 90% confidence interval is narrower.
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Table 4.10: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Case 3
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 16.8 0.0745 +0.1304/-0.0412
4 27.7 0.0956 +0.0469/-0.0418
6 37.5 0.0981 +0.0264/-0.0241
8 47.7 0.0986 +0.0178/-0.0220
The four recurrence rate models are integrated, and the plots are shown in Figure 4.10. Here
the moving average 2 model integrates to eight events, but the other three models integrate to ten
events as expected. Similar to previous examples, the trend of the confidence interval follows the
trend of the median.
Figure 4.10: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 10 events.
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4.3.1 Volume Constant through Time
Figure 4.11: Cumulative Volume and flux rate for Case 3, constant flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
Two volume flux scenarios, constant and increasing flux, are modeled. In the constant flux
scenario (Figure 4.11), the median volume flux and uncertainty envelope fluctuates through time
with a period of 10 Ma. Like in the recurrence rate, each fluctuation is nearly the same in magni-
tude and local minimums occur at the mean input ages. The flux rate appears to underestimate
the true rate of 0.1 km3/Ma. The volume flux integrates to 7.66 km3, compared to the input 10 km3.
4.3.2 Volume Increases through Time
In the increasing flux scenario (Figure 4.12), the cumulative volume increases exponentially through
time. There is a corresponding linear trend in the time predictable plot. A green line is plotted
to indicate the expected volume flux (0.1(X + 100) + 0.1 km3/Ma). The median rate appears to
underestimate the increasing rate, but the true rate is well within the uncertainty envelope. The
volume flux integrates to 41.17 km3, compared to the input 55 km3.
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Figure 4.12: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 3, increasing flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
4.4 Case 4: Example of Age Dating Error
Case 4 illustrates how VERRM calculates the recurrence rate for events that occur at a constant
rate (0.1 Events per Ma), the PDF’s overlap the first three over/underlying events and there is one
set of consecutive events that swap ages. This case shows how VERRM’s algorithm responds to
dating error, or stratigraphic error. The input ages are given in Table 4.11.
Table 4.11: Input Data for Case 4. * indicates swapped ages.
Ages Standard Deviation
10 5
20 5
...
...
60* 5
50* 5
...
...
100 5
In the recurrence rate plots for Case 4 (Figure 4.13), the recurrence rate is slightly higher during
the initial phase. Since all inputs and parameters are the same as Case 3 except the swapped events,
I assume differences in these plots from the Case 3 model represent the effects of the radiometric
age dating error at 50 and 60 Ma. Here, in the moving average 2 model, the median has a local
minimum in the time interval affected by the dating error. Adjacent to the minimum are two peaks
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in the confidence intervals centered at 50 and 60 Ma. Interestingly, in the previous cases, the local
minimums are centered on the ages, but here the local minimum is centered at 55 Ma, halfway
between two events.
Figure 4.13: Recurrence rate plot for Case 4.
The recurrence rates for the latest time interval where the calculations are fully constrained by
the data are shown in Table 4.12. This example is similar to the previous three cases, but instead of
the recurrence rate increasing and converging on the true rate, the median rate for moving average
6 overestimates the true rate. However, the distance of moving average 6 from the true rate follows
the general trend that larger windows better approximate the true rate.
In Figure 4.14 the distribution of assigned ages for the youngest event, oldest event and the two
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Table 4.12: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Case 4
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 16.9 0.0738 +0.1395/-0.0410
4 27.5 0.0926 +0.0483/-0.0429
6 37.7 0.1025 +0.0428/-0.0328
8 47.8 0.0997 +0.0177/-0.0276
stratigraphically invalid events, V04 and V05 are shown. Interestingly, the assigned ages of V04
and V05 are bimodally distributed, and the shape appears to come from two Gaussian probability
distribution functions. Furthermore, the locations of the two Gaussian distribution functions ap-
pear to correlate with the ages of the two swapped events.
Figure 4.14: Distribution of selected assigned ages for Case 4.
The shape of the bimodal distribution in the bottom plots of Figure 4.14 is explained by consid-
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ering the last step of the age assignment routine, random value sampling from a truncated normal
distribution. Let’s consider the two swapped events. When one is assigned an age, the majority of
the others PDF is truncated, leaving a tail. When the second event is sampled, the most probable
age is closest to the assigned age of the other. Since the first event sampled a Gaussian distribution
and the most probable age for the second event is the time closest to the first, the sampled ages of
the second event will mirror the Gaussian distribution of the first.
Figure 4.15: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 10 events.
The recurrence rate models were integrated, and plots of them through time are shown in Fig-
ure 4.15. Like Case 3, which also uses a 1-σ standard deviation value of 5 Ma, the moving average
2 model integrates to eight events and the remaining three models integrate ten events. Again, the
recurrence rate models integrate to a relatively straight line as expected, and the general trend of
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the confidence interval follows the trend of the median as it did in the previous Cases.
4.4.1 Volume Constant through Time
Figure 4.16: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 4, constant flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
Two volume flux scenarios, constant and increasing flux, are calculated. In the constant flux
scenario (Figure 4.11), the median volume flux is at a minimum and uncertainty envelope peaks
near 50 Ma, at the time of the first age dating error. The minimum in median flux occurs because
the ages of V04 and V05 are close to one another but are relatively far from the sampled ages of the
first over/underlying events (see discussion of bimodal distribution in age model two paragraphs
above). The volume flux integrates to 7.06 km3, compared to the input 10 km3.
4.4.2 Volume Increases through Time
A similar trend is present in the increasing flux situation. There is a minimum in the median flux
rate at the age of the age dating error. The volume flux integrates to 37.63 km3, compared to the
input 10 km3.
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Figure 4.17: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 4, increasing flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
4.5 Case 5: Example of Incomplete Dating
Case 5 illustrates how VERRM calculates the recurrence rate for events that occur at a constant
rate (0.1 Events per Ma), the PDF’s overlap with the first three over/underlying events and there
are three undated events that do not have a radiometric age. The objective of this case is to
test how well VERRM returns the constant recurrence rate when three non-consecutive events are
undated. For these three events, a uniform random age is chosen from an interval bound by the
assigned ages of the under and overlying events after all of the dated events have been assigned an
age. The input ages are given in Table 4.13.
Table 4.13: Input Data for Case 5
Ages Standard Deviation Ages Standard Deviation
10 5 60 5
20 5 70 5
NA NA 80 5
40 5 90 5
NA NA NA NA
The recurrence rate plots for Case 5 (Figure 4.18) show several apparent waxing/waning cy-
cles. The moving average 2 and 4 plots show four cycles, but the moving average 6 and 8 show
three and two cycles, respectively. In the moving average 2 plot, higher order fluctuations occur on
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the 99 % confidence interval, but these fluctuations are smoothed out in successive moving averages.
In this case, there are three events that do not have radiometric age. These three are sampled
from a uniform distribution after the other seven events are sampled. These three events should
have ages of 30, 50 and 100 Ma (Table 4.13). The age ranges for the two younger undated events
span a wider range of time, about ±10 Ma more, than the dated events. The undated event at 100
extends about 5 Ma younger, but the older half is truncated by the maximum age of the simulated
volcanic field.
Figure 4.18: Recurrence rate plot for Case 5.
The recurrence rates for the latest time interval for which the calculation is fully constrained
by the data are shown in Table 4.14. Again, the moving average 2 median rate underestimates the
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Table 4.14: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Case 5
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 17.0 0.0743 +0.1631/-0.0455
4 28.1 0.0944 +0.0611/-0.0389
6 41.7 0.0983 +0.0284/-0.0297
8 48.4 0.0990 +0.0193/-0.0197
true rate, and successively larger moving average windows better approximate the true rate.
The four recurrence rate models were integrated, and these are plotted in Figure 4.19. The
moving average 2 plot integrates to eight events, and the remaining three integrate to ten events.
Like the previous cases, the trend of the confidence interval follows the trend of the median.
Figure 4.19: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 10 events.
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4.5.1 Volume Constant through Time
In the volume constant cumulative volume plot, the width of the uncertainty envelope is wider
surrounding the median at 30 and 50 Ma. These times correspond to the two youngest undated
events. In the volume constant volume flux plot, the flux rate is relatively low through 60–20 Ma,
in the range of the two youngest undated events. The volume flux integrates to 7.21 km3, compared
to the input 10 km3.
Figure 4.20: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 5, constant flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
4.5.2 Volume Increases through Time
Like the cumulative volume plot for constant flux, the uncertainty envelope is wider surrounding
the median at 30 and 50 Ma. In the flux rate plot, the rate appears to be relatively lower during
60–20 Ma. However, the rate during this time interval appears to have the same slope as the time
interval 90–65 Ma. The volume flux integrates to 38.86 km3, compared to the input 55 km3.
4.6 Case 6: Example of Nearly Exact Ages
Case 6 illustrates how VERRM calculates recurrence rates for events that occur at a constant rate
(0.1 Events per Ma), and have nearly exact, or historical ages (Table 4.15). By setting the standard
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Figure 4.21: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 5, increasing flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
deviation to 1×10−10, the PDF’s approximate an exact age because this is an insignificant portion
of one year. In the following calculation, the standard deviation is equal to less than one hour.
σ = 1× 10−10 Ma× 106 years/Ma× 365 days/year × 24 hours/day = 0.88 hours (4.1)
Table 4.15: Input Data for Case 6
Ages Standard Deviation
10 1× 10−10
20 1× 10−10
...
...
100 1× 10−10
In the recurrence rate plots (Figure 4.22), there is no uncertainty envelope because there is
only one set of ages in the age model, i.e. ages modeled as historic events. The recurrence rate is
constant throughout the plot, but is lower at the beginning and end because of the width of the
local-window used in the recurrence rate calculation.
The recurrence rates for the latest time interval for which the calculations are fully constrained
by the data are given in Table 4.16. This example is different than the others because all four of
the moving average rates provide the correct rate, even moving average 2. This agrees with the
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Figure 4.22: Recurrence rate plot for Case 6.
previous assertion that the moving average 2 rate is sensitive to small changes in the age model
because here all of the ages are exact. In other words, here there are no differences in the age model
and the moving average 2 calculation produces the correct answer.
The recurrence rate models were integrated and plotted in Figure 4.23. All four of these models
integrate to ten events as expected. The integral of moving average 2 is 10.3 events. The additional
0.3 events come from the time period 10–0 Ma. This time period corresponds to the decay function
at the end of the recurrence rate model. Note, the decay function would have been applied to the
beginning of the recurrence rate model if that time interval was not truncated.
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Table 4.16: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Case 6
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 10.1 0.1000 +0.0000/-0.0000
4 20.1 0.1000 +0.0000/-0.0000
6 30.1 0.1000 +0.0000/-0.0000
8 40.1 0.1000 +0.0000/-0.0000
Figure 4.23: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 10 events.
4.6.1 Volume Constant through Time
In the volume flux plots, the uncertainty envelope is constant between eruptions. This is because
the ages are exact, so the uncertainty envelope of the volume flux takes into account only the
uncertainty in the volume estimates. The median flux rate occurs at the middle of the uncertainty
envelope because the volumes are sampled from a uniform random distribution. The median vol-
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Figure 4.24: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 6, constant flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
ume flux appears to do a great job of reproducing the true flux. The volume flux integrates to
10.00 km3, compared to the input 10 km3.
4.6.2 Volume Increases through Time
Figure 4.25: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 6, increasing flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
In the volume increasing volume flux plot, there appears to be a classic example of time pre-
dictable behavior, except the plot is of volume flux and not cumulative eruptive volume. The flux
rate appears to reproduce the true flux, and the volume flux integrates to 55.05 km3, compared to
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the input 55 km3.
4.7 Case 7: PDFs Overlap with One Event with Paleomagnetic
Data
Case 7 illustrates how VERRM calculates the recurrence rate for events that occur at a constant
rate (1 Event per Ma), includes two undated events, PDF’s overlap with the first over/underlying
event and all events have paleomagnetic information. In this case, and the following examples, the
ages and uncertainty have been scaled down one order of magnitude to improve the efficacy of the
paleomagnetic information. The input ages and paleomagnetic information are given in Table 4.17.
Table 4.17: Input Data for Case 7
Ages Standard Deviation Polarity
1 0.167 normal
2 0.167 reversed
3 0.167 reversed
4 0.167 reversed
-9999 -9999 normal
6 0.167 reversed
7 0.167 reversed
-9999 -9999 reversed
9 0.167 normal
10 0.167 reversed
In the age model (Figure 4.26), each event does not have a continuous set of ages because of
the inclusion of paleomagnetic polarity. The confidence interval boundaries are smooth, but the
median line has sharp changes that appear to correlate with where overlapping age ranges of events
meet with opposite paleomagnetic polarity.
In the moving average 2 plot (Figure 4.26), spikes in the 99 % confidence interval are tall enough
to overlap the age model around 4, 6, 7 and 9 Ma. Interestingly, these spikes appear to correlate
well with the two undated events that occurred between 4-6 Ma and 7-9 Ma. The wider moving
average windows smooth out the peaks for the rest of the plots. Similar to Case 4, the ages of the
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two undated events have a wider range than the dated events.
Figure 4.26: Recurrence rate plot for Case 7.
The recurrence rates for the latest time interval for which the calculation is fully constrained
by the data is shown in Table 4.18. This example is much different than the previous six cases
because paleomagnetic information significantly modified the distribution of ages. Perhaps most
interesting, moving average 4 has the most accurate median, but moving average 6 appears most
precise. Since this example uses synthetic data, it is easy to pick the best recurrence rate, but it’s
unclear which would be the best if it were a real world situation.
The four models are integrated, and these plots are shown in Figure 4.27. Here the moving
average 2 model integrates to nine events, but the remaining models integrate to ten events.
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Table 4.18: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Case 7
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 1.22 0.9615 +0.5536/-0.2949
4 2.31 1.0000 +0.1236/-0.1915
6 3.31 1.0142 +0.0681/-0.1245
8 4.18 0.9709 +0.2056/-0.1024
Figure 4.27: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 10 events.
4.7.1 Volume Constant through Time
In the volume constant through time plots, there are artifacts from the two undated events. In
the cumulative volume plot, there is more uncertainty during the time periods of 4-5 and 7-9 Ma.
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Figure 4.28: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 7, constant flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
There are peaks in the volume flux plot at 4, 7 and 9 Ma. Interestingly, there are no distinct
perturbations at 5 Ma in either of the constant flux plots.
Perhaps the most interesting observation here is that the constant flux in Figure 4.28 is erratic.
Even though the average is somewhere close to 1 km3 per Ma, this figure illustrates the importance
of using a local-window moving average for calculating the volume flux.
The volume flux integrates to 9.02 km3, compared to the input 10 km3.
4.7.2 Volume Increases through Time
In the volume increases through time plots in 4.29, there are similar perturbations as in the constant
flux. The only recognizable difference is that the volume flux plot appears to have three steps, each
with greater flux rate as time goes from 10–7, 7–4 and 4–1 Ma. Interestingly, each of the steps is
about 3 Ma long. The volume flux integrates to 50.10 km3, compared to the input 55 km3.
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Figure 4.29: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 7, increasing flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
4.8 Case 8: PDFs Overlap with Two Events with Paleomagnetic
Data
Case 8 illustrates how VERRM calculates the recurrence rate for events that occur at a constant rate
(1 Event per Ma), includes two undated events, PDF’s overlap with the first two over/underlying
events and all events have paleomagnetic information. The input ages are given in Table 4.19.
Table 4.19: Input Data for Case 8
Ages Standard Deviation Polarity
1 0.3 normal
2 0.3 reversed
3 0.3 reversed
4 0.3 reversed
-9999 -9999 normal
6 0.3 reversed
7 0.3 reversed
-9999 -9999 reversed
9 0.3 normal
10 0.3 reversed
The Case 8 recurrence rate plots in Figure 4.30 are markedly different than Case 7. First of all,
the moving average 2 plot has many more spikes in recurrence rate. There are large spikes at 4,6,7
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and 9 Ma, but there are several other prominent spikes. Second of all, the spikes do not smooth
out as quickly through larger local-windows as in Case 7.
The spikes in the moving average 2 recurrence rate model may come from the increased overlap
in ages between over/underlying events because of the decreased precision from 0.167 to 0.3. The
spikes appear to occur where the two unknown ages interact with other events, not just the first
over/underlying event. Both of these unknown age events interact with the first five over/underlying
events (five if you count them interacting with each other).
Figure 4.30: Recurrence rate plot for Case 8.
The recurrence rates from the latest time interval for which the recurrence rate calculation is
fully constrained are shown in Table 4.20. Similar to Case 7, there is no clear trend in the results.
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Table 4.20: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Case 8
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 1.22 0.8000 +1.1608/-0.2709
4 2.47 0.9375 +0.2436/-0.2268
6 3.64 0.9728 +0.1433/-0.1544
8 4.43 0.9563 +0.1875/-0.2563
Moving average 6 is both the most accurate and has the narrowest 90% confidence interval. If this
were a real world dataset, choosing the best recurrence rate calculation would be ambiguous.
The four recurrence rate models are integrated and shown in Figure 4.31. Here only the moving
average 2 model integrates to ten events. The remaining three models all integrate to eleven events.
The difference between this case and previous ones, is the time span was modified to 12–0 Ma.
The overestimation of events is likely an effect of changing the limits of integration from 10–0 to
12–0.
The change in time span was necessary because the VERRM age assignment script broke when
it tried normalizing a cumulative distribution function that was equal to zero. This error resulted
from neighoring event ages restricting the age range of subsequently sampled events to time inter-
vals that contradict their paleomagnetic information. By expanding the time range, events occur
as old as 11 Ma.
4.8.1 Volume Constant through Time
In the constant flux plots in Figure 4.32, the cumulative volume plot has a wide area of uncertainty
between 6–4 and 9–7 Ma. In the volume flux plot, there are many spikes and an overestimation of
flux rate at 10–9 Ma. The volume flux integrates to 8.48 km3, compared to the input 10 km3.
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Figure 4.31: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 10 events.
Figure 4.32: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 8, constant flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
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Figure 4.33: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 8, increasing flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
4.8.2 Volume Increases through Time
In the increasing flux plot in Figure 4.33, the volume flux plot on the right appears to have three
steps increasing in flux rate from 7–10, 4–7 and 1–4 Ma. The middle step has a minor increasing
step at 6–4 Ma. The volume flux integrates to 46.63 km3, compared to the input 55 km3.
4.9 Case 9: PDFs Overlap with Three Events with Paleomagnetic
Data
Case 9 illustrates how VERRM calculates the recurrence rate for events that occur at a con-
stant rate (1 Event per Ma), includes two undated events, the PDF’s overlap with the first three
over/underlying events and all events have paleomagnetic information. The input ages are given in
Table 4.21. This dataset is nearly identical to Case 7 and Case 8, except that the youngest undated
event is now normal and not reversed.
The recurrence rate plots in Figure 4.34 have more spikes than Case 7 and 8. The 99% Con-
fidence interval shows that the spikes are limited to intervals during which there are overlapping
age ranges. This is really apparent in the time period of 8–1 Ma because all of the events, except
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Table 4.21: Input data for Case 9. * indicates reversed polarity instead of normal as in previous
cases.
Ages Standard Deviation Polarity
1 0.5 normal
2 0.5 reversed
3 0.5 reversed
4 0.5 reversed
-9999 -9999 reversed*
6 0.5 reversed
7 0.5 reversed
-9999 -9999 reversed
9 0.5 normal
10 0.5 reversed
the youngest event at 1, have reversed polarity. It is likely that the spikes result at boundaries be-
tween paleomagnetic polarity transitions because the sampled ages of the first three over/underlying
events restrict the acceptable age ranges of subsequently sampled events.
The influence of sampled ages from the first three over/underlying events on subsequently sam-
pled events is likely responsible for restricting the age of the undated normal paleomagnetic polarity
event to reversed time periods. When the acceptable age range is restricted to a reversed time in-
terval, the script breaks because cumulative distribution function is equal to zero probability. To
handle this error, the R dt value (time bin width used for age assignment) was changed from 0.01
Ma to 0.001 Ma, but this did not fix the problem. However, the error was eliminated after the
input paleomagnetic polarity was changed to normal.
The recurrence rates for the latest time interval for which the calculation is fully constrained by
the data is given in Table 4.22. Like the last two cases to use paleomagnetic information, there is
no clear trend to the results. Again, if this were a real world example, choosing the best recurrence
rate would be ambiguous.
The four models were integrated and plotted (Figure 4.35). Unlike Case 8, the moving average
2 model only integrates to nine events, not ten. The remaining three models are like Case 8; the
integral is equal to eleven events.
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Figure 4.34: Recurrence rate plot for Case 9.
4.9.1 Volume Constant through Time
The volume flux plot on the right of Figure 4.36 shows two distinct periodicities in the uncertainty
envelope. In the time period from 10–8 Ma, the spikes occur at a greater frequency than from 8–2
Ma. There is a relatively short, high frequency span of time from 2–1 Ma. The low frequency span
reflects times during which all of the interacting events have reversed polarity. The high frequency
zones reflect the interaction between reversed and normal polarity ages.
The volume flux rate appears to be underestimated during the time interval of 9–1 Ma. The
rate should be 1 km3/Ma. Coincidentally, the volume flux integrates to 7.36 km3, compared to the
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Table 4.22: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Case 9
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 1.216 0.7148 +1.1720/-0.3910
4 2.531 0.8771 +0.5054/-0.3176
6 3.902 0.9580 +0.2313/-0.3119
8 4.76 0.9502 +0.2059/-0.2258
Figure 4.35: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 10 events.
input 10 km3.
4.9.2 Volume Increases through Time
In the volume flux plot of Figure 4.37 there is a similar trend in the periodicity of spikes in the
uncertainty envelope as the constant flux plot. Interestingly, the volume flux plot does not have
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Figure 4.36: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 9, constant flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
Figure 4.37: Cumulative volume and flux rate for Case 9, increasing flux. The green line shows the
expected result.
the three distinct steps as Case 7 and 8. The volume flux integrates to 40.26 km3, compared to the
input 55 km3.
4.10 Summary of Integration
The recurrence rate and volume flux rate were integrated for each of the examples. In this section,
the integration results are compared.
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Table 4.23: Number of events estimated by integrated recurrence rate. There are 10 events. *
indicates maximum age changed from 10 to 12 Ma.
Case MA: 2 MA: 4 MA: 6 MA: 8
1 9.95 10.00 9.89 9.87
2 8.94 9.96 9.86 9.88
3 8.16 9.84 9.84 9.89
4 7.56 9.76 9.93 9.92
5 7.87 9.78 9.90 10.03
6 10.29 9.90 9.77 9.70
7 9.37 9.94 9.69 9.82
8* 9.64 11.02 11.13 11.42
9* 8.60 10.68 11.10 11.20
Table 4.23 summarizes the integrated number of events by width of the local-window used in
the recurrence rate model. Values in bold face indicate which moving average integrates closest to
ten events. There does not appear to be a local-window size that is best, but there is one that is
the worst, moving average 2. We cannot be confident in recurrence rate estimates from moving
average 2, except in cases for which the the probability distribution functions of stratigraphically
related events are independent of one another.
There appear to be several trends in the recurrence rate models. For one, cases with better
precision tend to integrate closer to the true number of events. Second of all, the range of results
is greater for cases with less precision. Finally, the smoother, larger moving average calculations
tend to be the best estimators of recurrence rate when the recurrence rate is constant.
The summary of integrated volumes for each example are in Table 4.24. Only Case 6, the
example using exact ages, integrates to the correct volume. In the other cases, the examples using
more precise dates (Case 1 and Case 7) integrate closer to the true volume than cases with lower
precision. When the integrated volume is compared between cases for which age uncertainty is ±5
(Case 3, 4, 5 and 9), Case 4 and 5 integrate to a lower volume than Case 3 and 9, suggesting greater
underestimation of volume flux results from stratigraphic error or using events with unknown dates.
Though it is tempting to compare Case 1, 2 and 3 to Case 7, 8 and 9, conclusions must not
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Table 4.24: Total volume estimated by integrated volume flux rate. The constant flux volume is
equal to 10 km3, and the increasing flux total volume is equal to 55 km3.
Case Constant Increasing
1 9.56 52.56
2 8.50 46.05
3 7.66 41.17
4 7.06 37.63
5 7.21 38.86
6 10.00 55.05
7 9.02 50.10
8 8.48 46.63
9 7.36 40.26
be drawn from observations here because the result is not unique. For example, if a static shift is
applied to all mean ages in Case 1, 2 and 3, then the result should be a similar recurrence rate or
volume flux because the distribution of ages does not change. In contrast, if a static shift is applied
to all mean ages in Case 7, 8 and 9, then the answer will be different because the geomagnetic
timescale modifies the distribution of ages in a unique way per differential shift in the mean ages.
4.11 Case Study Conclusions
These nine case studies illustrate the age assignment and recurrence rate/volume flux calculations.
Overall trends are in the results are outlined below.
• As PDF’s for events increasingly overlap stratigraphically related events, the uncertainty
envelope of the recurrence rate and volume flux increases.
• As PDF’s for events increasingly overlap stratigraphically related events, the median recur-
rence rate increasingly underestimates the true recurrence rate.
• As PDF’s for events increasingly overlap stratigraphically related events, the median volume
flux increasingly underestimates the true flux rate.
• The smoother, larger moving average calculations tend to be the best estimators of recurrence
rate when the recurrence rate is constant.
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• The median recurrence rate and volume flux rates tend to underestimate the true rates when
there is incomplete radiometric dating.
• Stratigraphic and/or radiometric age inconsistencies may be identified on the basis of multi-
modally distributed assigned ages.
• When paleomagnetic data is included, spikes in recurrence rate and volume flux tend to occur
near polarity transitions.
• The volume flux calculation, which is most similar to the moving average 2 recurrence rate,
displays periodicity and problems with underestimating total volume upon integration. The
local–window approach utilized for recurrence rate ought to improve the flux estimate, but
resolution of fluctuations smaller than the local–window will be lost.
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Chapter 5
Case Studies
5.1 General Overview of Selected Field Sites
Five sites were selected for VERRM recurrence rate calculations, of which four have partial to com-
plete volume estimates. These sites are summarized in Table 5.1. Detailed site characterization
and studies of recurrence rate and volume flux (where applicable) were import factors for choosing
the field sites. It was important to choose sites where previous workers made rate estimates and
provided thier data in order to compare the output of VERRM.
Table 5.1: Overview of Selected Field Sites. YMR: Yucca Mountain Region, NV; CiVF: Cima
Volcanic Field, CA; AM: Arsia Mons, Mars; CoVF: Coso Volcanic Field, CA; CN: Cerro Negro,
Nicaragua.
Site # Events Time # Radiometric # Paleomagnetic Volume
Span Ages Data Estimates
YMR 40 0–11.5 Ma 44 8 0–5 Ma
CiVF 34 0–8 Ma 34 24 NA
AM 29 0–1 Ga 29 NA All Events
CoVF 10 0–0.5 Ma 10 NA All Events
CN 23 1850–1999 A.D. NA NA All Events
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5.2 Yucca Mountain Region
5.2.1 Lathrop Wells Volcano Eruption Timing
Background
Lathrop Wells volcano is part of Crater Flat Volcanic Field, a basaltic, monogenetic field in south-
west Nevada, about 20 km from the proposed Nuclear Waste Repository at Yucca Mountain (Crowe
et al., 1992). It represents the most recent volcanic episode in the Yucca Mountain Region. Since it
is the youngest and most proximal volcano to the proposed Nuclear Waste Repository, it received
considerable attention during the site characterization phase of regional volcanic hazard assessment
during the 1980’s and 1990’s (e.g. Turrin et al., 1991; Wells et al., 1992; Heizler et al., 1999).
Numerous age determination studies were conducted at Lathrop Wells (e.g. Turrin et al., 1991;
Wells et al., 1992), culminating with Heizler et al. (1999). Heizler et al. (1999) recognized there
were conflicting age determinations from K-Ar, 40Ar/39Ar and Optically Stimulated Luminesence
surface exposure methods, which led to problems with geologic interpretation and hazard assess-
ment. In response, they conducted a thorough 40Ar/39Ar study to compare with previous work.
The volcanic stratigraphy was mapped and described by Heizler et al. (1999). They report three
eruptions occurred based upon number of geomorphically and geochemically distinct lava flows and
scoria deposits. The lowermost eruptive unit, Q1 consists of en-echelon scoria spatter cones and
blocky aa flows. The second eruptive unit, Q2 consists of extensive lava flows that locally, directly
overlie Q1 products. The uppermost eruptive unit, Q3 is mapped as a scoria cone and spatially
limited lava lobe. There is no definitive vent for Q3, but Q3 is considered its own event because it
is geochemically distinct from Q1 and Q2.
A fourth possible eruptive unit, Qs4 has mixed geologic interpretation. Some workers interpret
the scoria deposits as a distinct eruption, but others contest it is reworked deposits of a former
eruption. Heizler et al. (1999) argue it is not an eruption, so they do not consider it in their report.
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After detailed field mapping, Heizler et al. (1999) collected samples from lava flows of Q1, Q2
and Q3 for
40Ar/39Ar analysis. They collected five rocks from three volcanic deposits, three rocks
from unit Ql1, one rock from unit Ql2 and one rock from unit Ql3 (Note: the ‘l’ in Ql denotes lava
flow). They also collected ten xenoliths from Ql2.
Unfortunately, only 40Ar/39Ar results of sanidine from Ql1 and Ql2 were of good quality. Two
of the Ql3 analyses produced no plateau and the other two analyses produced bad ages that were
greater than two standard deviations from each other. In addition to discordant ages for Ql3, the
ages violated stratigraphy since they were older instead of younger than Ql1 and Ql2. A table of
ages from Ql1 and Ql2 is provided in Table 5.2. Note that not all xenolith ages from Heizler et al.
(1999) are included in the table. Instead, only the six youngest ages are used, because Heizler
et al. (1999) determined the older four had sample preparation bias. These ages are used as inputs
to VERRM to test the algorithm and compare the VERRM results to the mean weighted ages
reported by Heizler et al. (1999).
Table 5.2: Age Database for Units Ql1 and Ql2, Lathrop Wells
Event ID Age (Ma) Uncertainty (Ma) StratRelation Polarity Source Paper
Ql1 0.0582 0.0098 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0660 0.0159 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0670 0.0085 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0675 0.0182 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0689 0.0091 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0719 0.0052 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0721 0.0061 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0769 0.0055 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0774 0.0106 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0811 0.0054 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0815 0.0155 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0816 0.0084 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0820 0.0105 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0832 0.0096 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0858 0.0086 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.0919 0.0083 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql1 0.1057 0.0118 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0628 0.0064 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0742 0.0063 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0747 0.0073 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0750 0.0069 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0816 0.0073 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0912 0.0075 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0692 0.0084 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0721 0.0050 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0755 0.0042 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0788 0.0032 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0792 0.0092 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
Ql2 0.0837 0.0059 NA NA Heizler 1999 Heizler 1999
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Figure 5.1: Probability Distribution Diagram of Unit Ql1 at Lathrop Wells Volcano
Methods
VERRM was used to perform a Monte Carlo simulation, using the age determinations of units
Ql1 and Ql2. The Monte Carlo simulation was executed with 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000 model
runs (the 1,000,000 runs took just over two minutes to execute). Per model run, a radiometric
age/uncertainty input was selected at random and an age was sampled from a Gaussian distri-
bution defined by the input. The Monte Carlo simulation produces a set of assigned ages that
represent the variability in each of the inputs. The assigned ages are then binned into a histogram
and interpolated with the VERRM interpolation program. The output is a probability distribution
diagram for a given unit/volcanic event (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2).
Statistical measures of location and spread are calculated for the assigned ages per unit/volcanic
event. The measures of location include mean, median and mode as found from an interpolated
histogram peak. Measures of spread, each corresponding to the three measures of location, include
standard deviation, 84.13th and 15.87th percentiles, which represent one standard deviation from
the median, and inflections of the histogram interpolation, which occur at one standard deviation
from the mean for normally distributed data. These measures of location and spread are tabu-
lated and compared with the weighted mean age of Heizler et al. (1999) for units Ql1 and Ql2 and
for Monte Carlo simulations of 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000 runs (see Table 5.3). In Table 5.3,
NumPy refers to the computer code used to calculate the statistics, where NumPy, short for Nu-
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Figure 5.2: Probability Distribution Diagram of Unit Ql2 at Lathrop Wells Volcano
merical Python, is a widely accessible library of Python codes.
The Heizler et al. (1999) ages are calculated by the Samson and Alexander (1987) method,
which uses the inverse of uncertainty to weight the means such that ages with greater precision
have greater weight in the final mean value. The uncertainty is calculated with the following formula
from Samson and Alexander (1987):
σ2 = [(Σ(F −Xi)
2/σ2i )/(n− 1)]/(Σ1/σ
2
i ) (5.1)
where F is the weighted mean, Xi is the i
th laboratory measurement, σ2 is the variance of the
weighted mean and σ2i is the variance of the mean of the i
th laboratory measurement and n is the
number of samples.
Results
The VERRM interpolated age and uncertainty show a distinct trend. The ages tend to get older and
uncertainty decreases with more model runs. The relative amount of uncertainty after 1,000,000
runs is comparable to the Heizler et al. (1999) weighted mean uncertainty, where unit Ql1 has more
uncertainty than Ql2. The degree of uncertainty for Ql2 is almost the same as the Heizler et al.
(1999) weighted mean, but Ql1 has greater uncertainty than Heizler et al. (1999). Interestingly,
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Table 5.3: VERRM summary statistics by number of model runs for Lathrop Wells Volcano. For
convenience, ages reported here are in units of ka, instead of Ma.
10,000 Runs
Unit Heizler VERRM VERRM VERRM
Weighted Mean Interpolated NumPy Mean/Standard Dev. NumPy Median/Percentile
Ql1 77.3±6 76.2 +12.1/-12.3 77.8±15.2 77.4 +14.3/-13.4
Ql2 76.6±4.9 76.5 +8.5/-6.0 76.5±9.6 76.5 +9.3/-9.2
100,000 Runs
Ql1 77.3±6 76.4 +7.7/-7.9 77.5 ±15.1 77.1 +14.3/-13.3
Ql2 76.6±4.9 76.9 +6.0/-5.4 76.5 ±9.6 76.5 +9.1/-9.2
1,000,000 Runs
Ql1 77.3±6 77.0 +8.6/-9.3 77.6±15.1 77.1 +14.3/-13.3
Ql2 76.6±4.9 77.0 +5.3/-4.7 76.5±9.6 76.5 +9.1/-9.2
the two mean ages seem to converge upon the same value after 1,000,000 runs. Based upon this
measure of location, the geologic interpretation is that the two units are the same age.
The NumPy mean and median are very similar to the Heizler et al. (1999) weighted mean and
remain the same with additional model runs. The standard deviation and 84.13th and 15.87th
percentiles also remain the same with more model runs, and they are similar to one another. How-
ever, the standard deviation and 84.13th and 15.87th percentiles are 2 to 2.5 times higher than the
uncertainty reported by Heizler et al. (1999).
Discussion
There is a mathematical explanation for why the VERRM Interpolated age and uncertainty changes
with additional model runs. To do so, let’s take a closer look at how the VERRM Interpolated age
is calculated. The VERRM Interpolated age is determined by 1) fitting a spline function to time
bins and counts from a histogram of ages per event, 2) evaluating the spline function at a finer
time resolution, and 3) taking the derivative of the interpolated spline function. The Interpolated
Mean Age is the time step corresponding to the spline function maximum, and the error range is
defined by the two time steps corresponding to the minimum and maximum of the spline function
derivative (inflection points of spline function).
The reason why the VERRM Interpolated age and uncertainty changes with more model runs
is because we must create a histogram from which to fit a spline function, and the number of bins
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in the histogram is defined as the number of model runs divided by 100. As we increase the number
of model runs, we add more bins to the histogram. Because the age range essentially remains the
same, additional model runs provide increasing detail of the age distribution.
The NumPy uncertainty calculations are greater than Heizler et al. (1999). This is possibly the
result of the difference in the mean weight calculation versus the implicit weighting of ages in the
Monte Carlo simulation. Because the Monte Carlo algorithm chooses an age/uncertainty input at
random, it will tend to choose each age/uncertainty input the same number of times when the sim-
ulation is comprised of many model runs. For example, if we have ten age/uncertainty inputs and
10,000 runs, each input will be queried approximately 1,000 times. The implicit weighting comes
from each input contributing approximately the same number of ages, but over different ±3σ age
ranges. Larger age ranges will add extreme values to the cumulative result, but there won’t be
many of them because the samples come from a Gaussian distribution. Smaller age ranges will add
more values closer to the mean, essentially increasing the weight of more precise ages.
Conclusion
The probability distribution diagrams for Ql1 and Ql2 are qualitatively similar to those given in
Figure 13 of Heizler et al. (1999). Statistical measures of location, such as mean and median of the
Monte Carlo results are similar to the weighted mean age of Heizler et al. (1999), but the measures
of spread tend to overestimate the variance. In contrast, using an interpolation of the histogram
and 1,000,000 model runs, the peak and inflections of the interpolation appear to converge on the
same value and have a similar magnitude of variance as Heizler et al. (1999).
5.2.2 Recurrence Rate through Time
As a comparison of the VERRM results to a published study, I chose to run VERRM on the same
dataset (Table 5.4) used by Connor and Hill (1995). The reasons for using this as a comparison
are to 1) validate VERRM and 2) use VERRM to add to the Yucca Mountain volcanism story.
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Table 5.4: Yucca Mountain Region Event Description Database from Connor and Hill (1995).
Event ID Age Uncertainty StratRelation Polarity Source Paper
Hidden Cone 0.38 0.02 NA NA Turrin 1992 Connor Hill 1995
Little Black Peak 0.32 0.03 NA NA RJFleck Unpublished 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Northern Cone 1.09 0.07 NA reversed Faulds 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Black Cone 1 0.1 NA NA Perry 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Black Cone 0.71 0.06 NA reversed Perry 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Red Cone 1 0.1 NA reversed Faulds 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Little Cone NE 0.77 0.04 NA reversed Faulds 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Little Cone SW 0.94 0.01 NA NA Heizler 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Little Cone SW 0.77 0.04 NA reversed Faulds 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Lathrop Wells 0.1 0.05 NA NA Crowe 1992b Connor Hill 1995
Buckboard Mesa 2.87 0.06 NA NA RJFleck Unpublished 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Buckboard Mesa SE 2.87 0.06 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat A 3.7 0.2 NA NA Perry 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat B 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat C 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat D 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat E 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat F 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley B 4.3 0.1 NA NA Turrin 1992 Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley B 3.8 0.1 NA reversed Perry 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley A 3.8 0.1 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley E 3.8 0.1 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley C 3.8 0.1 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley D 4.3 0.1 NA normal NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley D 3.8 0.1 NA normal NA Connor Hill 1995
Thirsty Mountain 4.6 0.1 NA NA RJFleck Unpublished 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Rocket Wash 8 0.2 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Pahute Mesa A 9.8 0.8 NA NA Crowe 1983 and Sawyer 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Pahute Mesa Member 9.4 0.03 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
of Thirsty Canyon Tuff
Pahute Mesa B 8.8 0.1 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Pahute Mesa C 9.8 0.8 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge A 8.5 0.3 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge B 8.5 0.3 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge C 8.5 0.3 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge D 8.5 0.3 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge E 8.5 0.3 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon A 6.8 0.2 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon B 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon C 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon D 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon E 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon F 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon G 6.8 0.2 NA NA Carr 1984 Connor Hill 1995
Yucca Flat 8.1 0.3 NA NA Carr 1984 Connor Hill 1995
There are 40 events spanning the past 11.5 Ma in the Connor and Hill (1995) dataset. Each
event has either one or two radiometric dates, but only eight events have a paleomagnetic determi-
nation (Connor and Hill, 1995). A limited site map is shown in Figure 5.3.
Only two events in the Connor and Hill (1995) dataset have stratigraphic relationships. The
Pahute Mesa Member of Thirsty Canyon Tuff underlies Pahute Mesa A. The VERRM age as-
signment routine used the key stratigraphic unit event ordering scheme. VERRM was run 10,000
times, using paleomagnetic information and R dt of 0.001.
Moving average recurrence rate plots were calculated with moving averages of 2, 4, 6 and 8.
These plots are shown in Figure 5.4. There are four distinct temporal clusters in the moving average
2, 4, and 6 plots, but there appears to be only one cluster with small peaks in the moving average
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Figure 5.3: Map of Yucca Mountain Vicinity from (Connor and Conway, 2000). The letters A, B,
C and D refer to magnetic anomalies of suspected/confirmed buried volcanoes.
8 plot.
The four recurrence rate models were integrated, and plots of the integral are shown in Fig-
ure 5.5. There are 40 events in the Yucca Mountain dataset. The moving average 2 model integrates
to 29, moving average 4 to 40, moving average 6 to 42 and moving average 8 to 44. Of these, the
median of moving average 4 does best because it integrates to the correct number of events.
The moving average 2 severely underestimates the number of events compared to the other mov-
ing averages. The reason is because the decay function applied to the beginning of the recurrence
rate model is about a factor of four smaller than the moving average 4. When this relatively low
recurrence rate decay function is integrated, it doesn’t grow as quickly as the other moving averages.
The reason the decay function is lower for moving average 2 than for 4, is because the intensity
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Figure 5.4: Yucca Mountain moving average recurrence rate plots. Note how the general trend
in volcanism is captured by the larger moving average windows, but the timing of and number of
volcanic episodes are lost.
of the decay function depends upon the recurrence rate at the time of the oldest event. The pri-
mary cause is that the moving average 2 calculation is sensitive to the poor precision and long time
range of the two oldest events. The remainder of the moving average calculations have a higher
recurrence rate at the oldest event because the following events occur closely in time.
The recurrence rate at the the latest interval fully constrained by the data is reported in Ta-
ble 5.5. The range in median rates is related to width of the moving average with respect to
temporal clustering of events. There are eight events in the latest episode, and the moving average
8 rate is much lower than the other rates. This suggests that when the moving average equals
or exceeds the number of events in an episode, it includes events from a previous episode. Since
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Figure 5.5: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 40 events in the dataset.
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Table 5.5: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Yucca MTN
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 0.181 4.4548 +2.6236/-1.6814
4 0.365 4.4453 +1.8390/-0.8732
6 0.413 6.1656 +1.2557/-1.3673
8 0.829 2.8212 +4.6002/-0.2324
inclusion of one or more events from the previous episodes includes the inter–episodal time period,
the recurrence rate will be lower and underestimate the recurrence rate during the latest episode.
The moving average recurrence rate is useful for identifying temporal clusters. In the recurrence
rate plots (Figure 5.4), the number of peaks in the median recurrence rate is related to tempo-
ral clustering of events. For there to be a peak in recurrence rate, there must be two or more
consecutive events for which the moving average recurrence rate calculation uses events from the
current episode. The reason for needing two or more consecutive events is that the recurrence
rate is assumed to be constant between the ith and (i + 1)th event. If there is only one event for
which the moving average recurrence rate uses events from its episode, then the recurrence rate
will be considered constant from the current episode to the next, through the hiatus. This will
produce a static shift in recurrence rate, not a peak. It follows, that a second event is required to
produce a peak. The impact of this observation is that for a peak to be present in the median re-
currence rate curve, an episode must contain at least one event plus the moving average window size.
The median recurrence rate is similar for the moving average 2 and 4 calculations, but the rate
for moving average 6 is higher. The moving average 6 rate is higher because by including those
additional events, we don’t add as much time, i.e. those additional events have a relatively shorter
repose interval than those included in the moving average 2 and 4 calculations. This suggests that
the recurrence rate is decreasing through the current episode.
The number of temporal clusters is determined by counting the number of peaks in the median
recurrence rate. For Yucca Mountain, there appear to be six episodes that have three or more events
(moving average 2), four episodes that have five or more events (moving average 4), four episodes
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that have seven or more events (moving average 6) and two episodes that have nine or more events
(moving average 8). By inspection of the age model alone, there appear to be three or four episodes.
The best recurrence rate estimate is chosen after consideration of trends in the recurrence rate
per moving average and temporal clustering of events. Since the latest episode cannot have more
than eight events, we ought to consider only the moving average 2, 4, and 6 rates. Because the
moving average 6 rate is higher than 2 and 4, it suggests the recurrence rate is decreasing through
time, so we should remove it from consideration. This leaves us with moving average 2 and 4.
Choosing between moving average 2 and 4 is not a simple choice. The latest volcanic episode
appears to have a relatively short hiatus between five older events and three younger ones. If we
acknowledge the hiatus, then we must use the rate for moving average 2 because moving average
four includes the hiatus. Otherwise, we must use moving average 4 because moving average 2 is
too sensitive to small changes in the age model.
Interestingly, when we consider this dilemma in light of the integration of recurrence rate,
moving average 2 severely underestimates the number of events and moving average 4 correctly in-
tegrated to 40 events. This implies, because both recurrence rates are similar for this time interval,
that moving average 2 underestimates the recurrence rate during some other portion of the curve.
5.2.3 Volume Flux through Time
Valentine and Perry (2007) reports volumes for specific volcanic eruptions in the Yucca Mountain
Region. An age database, with ages corresponding to the timing of eruptions, was assembled from
the same papers as Valentine and Perry (2007). 10,000 sets of internally consistent ages, based
upon radiometric age and paleomagnetic chron (where applicable), were created with the VERRM
age assignment algorithm. These ages are saved to a binary file for use in the volume calculation
described below.
Most of the volumes provided by Valentine and Perry (2007) are specific, with no error re-
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Table 5.6: Table of Yucca Mountain Region Volumes from Valentine and Perry (2007).
Event ID MinVol MaxVol
Thirsty Mountain 2.28 2.63
Amargosa Valley C 0.117 0.117
Amargosa Valley D 0.073 0.073
SE Crater Flat 0.56 0.56
Amargosa Valley B 1.227 1.227
Amargosa Valley G 0.028 0.028
Amargosa Valley F 0.029 0.029
Amargosa Valley H 0.006 0.006
Buckboard Mesa 0.84 0.84
Black Cone 0.14 0.14
Red Cone 0.14 0.14
Northern Cone 0.005 0.005
Little Cone SW 0.07 0.07
Little Black Peak 0.03 0.03
Hidden Cone 0.07 0.07
Lathrop Wells 0.12 0.12
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Figure 5.6: Cumulative Volume through Time for Yucca Mountain Region after Valentine and
Perry (2007). The cumulative volume through time appears to be time predictable for the time
interval 3.6 Ma to present.
ported. The one exception is Thirsty Mountain which has a volume range of 2.28 to 2.63 km3. The
Thirsty Mountain eruption volume is chosen as a uniform random number between the minimum
and maximum volume for each of the 10,000 acceptable ages.
The cumulative volume through time for the Yucca Mountain Region over the past 5 Ma is
shown in Figure 5.6. Following the observation of Valentine and Perry (2007), the cumulative vol-
ume through time appears to be time predictable over the past 3.6 Ma.
A time predictable model of volume flux is calculated for comparison with Valentine and Perry
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Figure 5.7: Volume flux through time for Yucca Mountain after Valentine and Perry (2007). The
average flux rate is calculated over the interval of 3.6 Ma to present.
(2007). There are two ways to calculate the average flux, 1) by fitting a line to cumulative volume
plot or 2) take the average of the derivative of the cumulative volume through time. The derivative
is plotted as the volume flux through time, so we may find the average volume flux from this plot
(5.7).
The average volume flux rates are summarized in Table 5.7. The average volume flux rate is
about half of that calculated by Valentine and Perry (2007), using the same time period reported.
However, if we go back to 3.6 Ma, the rate is almost identical. This discrepancy is resolved when
we examine which events were used by Valentine and Perry (2007). We see that Valentine and
Perry (2007) uses the volume from an event at 3.6 Ma and the following repose interval. In the
time predictable model of this report, we calculate the average volume flux from 3.6 Ma to present
to cover the same time interval as Valentine and Perry (2007). When we do this, we arrive at a
similar flux rate (see Table 5.7).
Table 5.7: Comparison of average volume flux at Yucca Mountain Region
This Report Valentine (2007)
0.52 km3/Ma (3.6 Ma to present) 0.50 km3/Ma (Time period matching this report)
0.26 km3/Ma (2.9 Ma to present) 0.50 km3/Ma (2.9 Ma to present)
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5.3 Cima Volcanic Field
Cima Volcanic Field is a Miocene to Holocene–aged field in southern California. The field is
well exposed due to gradual uplift and ongoing downwasting occurring throughout the life of the
field (Dohrenwend et al., 1984; Wells et al., 1985). Three distinct volcanic episodes (7.6 – 6.5 Ma,
4.5 – 3.6 Ma and 1 Ma – present) are documented via radiometric ages and general geomorphic
expression of the vents.
Dohrenwend et al. (1984) report there are about 40 basaltic vents and about 60 lava flows in
the Cima Volcanic Field. They sampled 31 lava flows for K-Ar analysis and paleomagnetic analysis
(Table 5.8). They report 34 K-Ar dates, 31 lava flow samples and three replicates. The paleomag-
netic polarity of eight events is indeterminate.
A site map of the southern part of Cima Volcanic Field is shown in Figure 5.8. The most recent
volcanic episode is located here, to the south of older volcanism.
The only published recurrence rate of Cima Volcanic Field comes from Crowe et al. (1992).
Although Crowe et al. (1992) were interested in justifying and placing an upper bound on their
recurrence rate calculations for the Yucca Mountain Region, they provide two recurrence rate cal-
culations, 10 Events per Ma and 20 Events per Ma, for vent count and cluster count methods
respectively. These two methods of recurrence rate calculation are types of the Poisson count data
method where the total number of vents/clusters is divided by the length of time in the observation
period.
Cima Volcanic Field presents a unique situation for seeing the effects of including paleomagnetic
information as a means of improving the age estimate. There are 31 radiometrically dated events,
23 of which have paleomagnetic data. By examining a histogram of the VERRM assigned ages
we see that 12 of those ages are improved by paleomag, and the other half occurred fully within
a paleomagnetic chron. However, most of the time only a limited portion of the PDF is affected,
about 5% of the PDF. V24 (0.75 ± 0.11) Ma and V29 (0.99 ± 0.035) Ma are the only two events
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Table 5.8: Cima Volcanic Field event ages from Dohrenwend et al. (1984).
Event ID Age (Ma) 1–σ 2–σUncertainty (Ma) Uncertainty (Ma)
V1 3.88 0.045 0.09
V1A 3.86 0.06 0.12
V1A 3.83 0.06 0.12
V2 6.47 0.09 0.18
V2A 7.55 0.085 0.17
V3 4.48 0.075 0.15
V5 4.24 0.085 0.17
V6 0.33 0.025 0.05
V11 0.56 0.04 0.08
V12 0.58 0.08 0.16
V13 0.17 0.03 0.06
V14 0.16 0.02 0.04
V14 0.17 0.02 0.04
V16 0.32 0.045 0.09
V19 0.13 0.03 0.06
V20 0.46 0.04 0.08
V21 0.63 0.055 0.11
V24 0.75 0.11 0.22
V25 0.39 0.04 0.08
V26 0.06 0.015 0.03
V28 0.33 0.015 0.03
V29 0.99 0.035 0.07
V36 0.33 0.08 0.16
V37 0.25 0.025 0.05
V40 0.67 0.065 0.13
V41 0.27 0.05 0.1
V41 0.26 0.06 0.12
V42 0.27 0.035 0.07
V43 0.32 0.01 0.02
V51 0.27 0.025 0.05
V55 0.7 0.03 0.06
V56 0.17 0.02 0.04
V59 3.64 0.08 0.16
V62 0.85 0.025 0.05
that are significantly improved using paleomagnetic data (Figure 5.9). Both come from reversed
paleomagnetic chrons. Since these two are the only ones significantly affected, we ought to only
see differences in the recurrence rate calculation near these events when we include/exclude paleo-
magnetic data.
5.3.1 Recurrence Rate through Time
The VERRM age assignment routine was used to generate 10,000 sets of ages, using key stratigraphic unit
event order. The R dt value was set to 0.001.
Four recurrence rate models were calculated using Moving Averages of 2, 4, 6 and 8. The plots
are shown in Figure 5.10. Although there are three well documented volcanic episodes, none of the
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Figure 5.8: Map of Cima Volcanic Field from (Connor and Conway, 2000).
Figure 5.9: Probability distribution diagrams for V24 and V29. Note how the paleomagnetic
information dramatically modifies the probability distribution.
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Figure 5.10: Cima moving average recurrence rate plots. Note how the larger moving average
windows smooth out short term fluctuations, revealing general trends in activity.
plots show the oldest episode at 7.6–6.5 Ma, likely because there are just two events in this episode
and they are about 1 Ma apart. The higher moving averages tend to smooth the spikes, but fail to
show the onset and duration of the two older episodes.
In each of the plots, there is a significant change in the rate of volcanism. The reason is that
the two older episodes may not be fully sampled. Dohrenwend et al. (1984) reports about 60 lava
flows, but only sampled 31 flows. It is not clear which ones they did not sample, so it is possible
they focused on the youngest episode.
In the four moving average recurrence rate comparison plots (Figure 5.11), we see the effects
of using paleomagnetic information. These effects are limited to the time interval near 1 Ma, cor-
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Figure 5.11: These four plots show the median recurrence rate through time. We only see a
difference in medians in the moving average 2,4 and 6 plots. The difference is limited to the time
around 1 Ma, consistent with the ages of V24 and V29.
responding to events V24 and V29. More specifically, the changes in recurrence rate occur during
reversed paleomagnetic periods near the mean radiometric age. This happens around 0.5-0.8 Ma
for V24 and 1.0-1.1 for V29. Indeed, during these two small intervals we see the recurrence rate
decrease when paleomagnetic information is included.
The four local-window recurrence rate calculations were integrated through time and are shown
in Figure 5.12. There are 31 events in the Cima data set. The median of the moving average 2
model integrates to 23, 4 integrates to 31, 6 to 34 and 8 to 33. Based upon this, moving average 4
does the best because it equals the number of events.
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Figure 5.12: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 31 events in the dataset.
Table 5.9: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Cima
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 0.085 14.0845 +19.2488/-7.0915
4 0.16 33.3333 +54.9020/-13.8528
6 0.178 37.0370 +21.1367/-14.9131
8 0.194 39.7727 +18.5606/-13.8468
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Recurrence rates at the latest time interval fully constrained by the data (Table 5.9), increase
with larger moving average recurrence rate calculations. This suggests the recurrence rate is de-
creasing through the end of the latest episode. Since successively larger moving averages include
more events and the rate increases, the repose interval of one or more of those additional events
must be short enough to shorten the time range and increase the recurrence rate.
Since the recurrence rate is decreasing, it is sensible to choose the lowest recurrence rate cal-
culation from the moving averages. However, the moving average 2 rate, the lowest, is not a good
choice because it is susceptible to small changes in the age model. Therefore, moving average 4, 33
+55/-14 Events per Ma, is the best choice for the recurrence rate.
The moving average recurrence rate plots for Cima Volcanic Field (Figure 5.10) help identify
volcanic episodes by counting the number of peaks in the median recurrence rate. There are two
episodes of three or more events (moving average 2), two episodes of five or more events (moving
average 4) and one episode having seven or more events (moving average 6 and 8).
5.4 Arsia Mons, Mars
Arsia Mons is a large shield volcano in the Tharsis region of Mars. The following recurrence rate
and volume flux calculations are performed on 29 lava flows located in the Arsia Mons caldera.
The input data include a robust stratigraphic database of all mapped units, age/uncertainty based
upon crater counting, exposed area and minimum volume. These data come from Richardson et al.
(2015).
Detailed mapping of lava flows reveals many superposition relationships. We see that one event
has five contacts, one event has four, eight events have three, eight events have two and eleven
events have one contact with another event. A special event order scheme was devised for this
dataset to take advantage of this. This event order scheme was initially called crater neighbor
but was subsequently renamed key stratigraphic unit. This scheme uses a hierarchy based upon
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Table 5.10: Arsia Mons Event Description Database. The ‘O’ and ‘Y’ prefix in the StratRelation
column refer to the given event being Older or Younger than the suffix event, respectively.
Edifice ID Age Ma Uncertainty Ma StratRelation
V00 98.4 27 YV02
V01 71.4 41 OV02
V02 117 12 OV00, YV01, YV03
V03 99.1 15 OV02, OV07, YV04
V04 126 18 OV03, YV05
V05 145 17 YV06, OV04, OV10
V06 122 49 YV11, OV05
V07 94.7 11 OV09, YV03
V08 -9999 -9999 OV11
V09 218 110 YV07
V10 102 9.3 YV05, YV13
V11 154 22 OV06, YV08, OV13
V12 134 12 YV14, OV13
V13 146 12 OV10, OV17, YV12, YV15
V14 122 32 OV12, OV15
V15 117 13 OV13, YV14, YV16
V16 313 110 OV15, YV21
V17 148 18 YV13
V18 186 53 OV20
V19 -9999 -9999 OV20, YV23
V20 186 53 OV21, YV18, YV19
V21 146 16 OV16, YV20, YV25
V22 73.2 36 OV25
V23 135 20 OV19, YV26, YV27
V24 -9999 -9999 OV25
V25 104 16 OV21, YV22, YV24, YV28
V26 -9999 -9999 OV23
V27 112 25 OV23
V28 158 24 OV25
the number of contacts, or neighbors, each event has. Where there are multiple events with same
number of contacts, ages are assigned to the most precise ones first.
Four lava flows, V08, V19, V24 and V26, provided unreliable ages due to secondary cratering
and limited exposure area. These flows were assigned ages after all 25 other flows were dated.
Three of these events occur at the base of the stratigraphic column and were assigned ages from
a uniform random distribution between 1 Ga and the age of the oldest overlying stratigraphically
related event, but V19 was assigned a uniform random number between the ages of the events
immediately over/underlying it.
5.4.1 Recurrence Rate through Time
The recurrence rate through time was calculated from 10,000 model runs, using the key stratigraphic unit
event order and an R dt value of 1 Ma. Four moving average recurrence rate plots are shown in
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Figure 5.13: Arsia Mons moving average recurrence rate plots.
Figure 5.13. The median recurrence rate in each of the four plots is nearly identical. To better
illustrate the medians, an additional plot was created, showing just the median recurrence rate
from each of the Moving Average plots (Figure 5.14).
All four of the moving average recurrence rate plots show the same general trend, an increase
in recurrence rate followed by a prolonged waning phase. The initial waxing phase is potentially
an artifact of the dataset, since we only have a record of the most recent 29 events. It is possible
other events are buried under the 29 lava flows. Therefore, we can really only use the waning phase
to discuss trends in recurrence rate in the field. Though there is a general waning trend, we see
a 10-15 Ma long increase in recurrence rate around 100 Ma in each of the four moving average plots.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of median recurrence rates at Arsia Mons.
The trend in recurrence rate suggests waning activity in volcanism within the Arsia Mons
caldera since at least 155 Ma. The recurrence rate appears to go to zero between 9-89 Ma, where
the 95th percentile goes to zero at 9 Ma and the median recurrence rate goes to zero at 56 Ma and
the 5th goes to zero at 89 Ma.
Each of the four local-window recurrence rate calculations were integrated using a cumulative
sum and plotted together in Figure 5.15. There are 29 events in the dataset. The median for the
moving average 2 recurrence rate model integrates to 17 events, moving average 4 integrates to 23,
6 integrates to 27 and 8 to 30 events. The moving average 6 model does the best, by integrating
to 27 events versus the 28 in the dataset.
The recurrence rates at the latest fully constrained time interval (Table 5.11) display an in-
creasing trend with successively larger moving average sizes. This implies the recurrence rate is
decreasing through time. Since the moving average 2 rate is sensitive to small changes in the age
model, the moving average 4 rate is the best choice.
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Figure 5.15: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 29 events.
Table 5.11: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Arsia Mons
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Ma) (Events/Ma) Confidence
2 90.0 0.0519 +0.1563/-0.0414
4 102.0 0.0886 +0.1382/-0.0587
6 109.0 0.1056 +0.1044/-0.0694
8 119.0 0.1250 +0.1192/-0.0748
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5.4.2 Volume Flux through Time
Minimum lava flow volumes (left side of Table 5.12) were calculated by subtracting topography
from a MOLA triangulated surface. Volumes for older, partially buried(?) flows are likely underes-
timated. Unfortuantely, the degree of underestimation is not readily discernable from available data.
In addition to using volumes, the exposed area (right side of Table 5.12) of each lava flow was
used to calculate the ‘volume flux’ through time. The purpose of using the area is that we can plot
the area through time and compare this result to the minimum volume plot.
Table 5.12: Arsia Mons Volume Estimates
Minimum Volume (km3) Outcrop Area (km2)
Edifice ID MinVol MaxVol Edifice ID MinVol MaxVol
V00 0.37 0.37 V00 102.27 102.27
V01 0.032 0.032 V01 31.21 31.21
V02 2.3 2.3 V02 538.86 538.86
V03 0.91 0.91 V03 283.32 283.32
V04 1.6 1.6 V04 242.29 242.29
V05 0.89 0.89 V05 353.98 353.98
V06 0.32 0.32 V06 69.4 69.4
V07 5 5 V07 479.32 479.32
V08 0 0 V08 4 4
V09 0.013 0.013 V09 21.08 21.08
V10 3.2 3.2 V10 858.69 858.69
V11 1 1 V11 228.09 228.09
V12 1.6 1.6 V12 528.14 528.14
V13 3.2 3.2 V13 679.49 679.49
V14 0.14 0.14 V14 96.78 96.78
V15 2.5 2.5 V15 460.75 460.75
V16 0.0053 0.0053 V16 18.11 18.11
V17 0.64 0.64 V17 300.03 300.03
V18 0.16 0.16 V18 64.29 64.29
V19 0.0047 0.0047 V19 13.12 13.12
V20 0.14 0.14 V20 70.51 70.51
V21 1.6 1.6 V21 354.97 354.97
V22 0.31 0.31 V22 53.2 53.2
V23 0.53 0.53 V23 204.71 204.71
V24 0.037 0.037 V24 11.7 11.7
V25 2 2 V25 281.19 281.19
V26 0.0026 0.0026 V26 5.61 5.61
V27 1.7 1.7 V27 158.16 158.16
V28 0.58 0.58 V28 176.53 176.53
The cumulative volume and volume flux plots for volume and area appear to have similar rel-
ative magnitudes and trends in both the median and uncertainty envelope. The only difference
between the volume flux plots is the magnitude of the median at the second peak at about 105 Ma.
However, the overall similarity suggests that there is a scalar factor between areal footprint and
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Figure 5.16: In the left figure, we see the cumulative volume as calculated from the MOLA minimum
volumes per lava flow. In the right figure, we see the cumulative area as calculated using the exposed
areal footprint of each flow. Qualitatively, the two figures appear similar, suggesting there is a scalar
factor between area and volume.
minimum volume.
Figure 5.17: In the left figure, we see the volume flux as calculated from the MOLA minimum
volumes per lava flow. In the right figure, we see the area flux as calculated using the exposed areal
footprint of each flow. Qualitatively, the two figures appear similar, suggesting there is a scalar
factor between area and volume.
We can calculate the average thickness by taking the average of all volumes divided by their
respective areal footprint. By this measure, the average is 3.64 m. Alternatively, we can cal-
culate the average thickness by dividing the Minimum Volume flux curve (median curve) by the
Areal Footprint flux curve (median curve). In this case, there are 1,000 volume/area pairs (using
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R dt of 1 Ma), one for each million years from 0–1 Ga. Of these 1,000, 656 are not zero or not a
divisible by zero error. The average thickness from these 656 pairs is 2.07 m and the median is 2.44.
Figure 5.18: Histogram of flow thicknesses on the left. On the right, flow thickness through time
as calculated by dividing the Minimum Volume flux curve by the Areal Footprint flux curve. Note
that older flows appear to be much thinner.
Another way we can look at the average flow thickness is with a histogram (Figure 5.18). In
this plot, we see a couple of spikes that correlate with flat sections of the average thickness through
time plot on the right. Ignoring these spikes between 0–1 m and around 2.5 m, the remaining
bins appear to be normally distributed with a mean of about 3–3.5 m, which is close to our inital
average thickness calculation of 3.64 m.
In the plot to the right, we see flow thickness plotted through time. Interestingly, the plot
shows a distinct trend where older flows are thinner, and the youngest flows are thickest. This
result makes sense when we consider the Minimum Volume and Areal Footprint flux curves (Fig-
ure 5.17). In these plots there is a difference in the relative magnitude of the younger peak. The
difference means that there is relatively more volume vs area during this phase, which accounts for
the greater thickness in the younger portion of Figure 5.18.
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5.5 Coso Volcanic Field
The Coso Volcanic Field is located in south-central California within the Basin and Range province.
Though the field has seen extensive bimodal volcanism since the Pliocene, Bacon (1982) recognized
basalts and rhyolites of the past 500,000 years were emplaced upon relatively flat topography and
were reliably dated. Bacon (1982) estimated the eruptive volume of each of the ten flows, five
basalt and five rhyolite (see Table 5.13). When he plotted the cumulative eruptive volume through
time, he noticed a linear trend whereby the erupted volume appeared to correlate with the previous
repose interval. Bacon (1982) referred to the behavior as time predictable by following terminology
from seismologists who noted a similar relationship between earthquake magnitude and preceeding
repose interval.
Table 5.13: Coso Volcanic Field Age and Volume Estimates. ‘R’ and ‘B’ refer to Rhyolite and
Basalt.
Event ID Age (Ma) Uncertainty (Ma) MinVol (km3) MaxVol (km3)
R1 0.063 0.009 0.551 0.763
R2 0.089 0.01 0.0971 0.246
R3 0.16 0.03 0.236 0.376
R4 0.17 0.011 0.1 0.157
R5 0.235 0.025 0.247 0.307
B1 0.039 0.033 0.139 0.147
B2 0.14 0.089 0.181 0.19
B3 0.188 0.035 0.209 0.249
B4 0.234 0.022 0.111 0.117
B5 0.412 0.059 0.18 0.283
Bacon (1982) plotted the uncertainty in age and volume estimates and fitted a regression line
using least squares. His flux rates are given in Table 5.14 along with results from VERRM. This
example is an ideal candidate for error propagation since all events are dated and have volume
estimates. The VERRM age assignment routine was used to produce 10,000 sets of ages using ran-
dom event ordering. Each volume is selected as a uniform random number from the corresponding
minimum/maximum volume range.
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5.5.1 Volume Flux through Time
The cumulative volume plot and time predictable model for basalts of the Coso Volcanic Field are
shown in Figure 5.19. The cumulative volume plot has an apparent linear relationship between 0.41
Ma to the present, as evident in the median and uncertainty envelope. During this time interval
the average flux rate is 1.25 km3/Ma. The volume flux through time plot is generally horizontal
but has a prominent peak centered at 0.21 Ma.
Figure 5.19: Cumulative Volume and Time Predictable Model for Coso Volcanic Field after Bacon
(1982). Note the apparent linear relationship in the cumulative volume through time plot and the
corresponding quasi-horizontal median line in the time predictable model plot.
The plots for the rhyolites are shown in Figure 5.20. The cumulative volume plot shows a dis-
tinct linear relationship between cumulative volume and time from about 0.23 – 0.07 Ma. During
this interval, the average volume flux is 4.87 km3/Ma. The volume flux through time for rhyolites
is generally horizontal but there is a prominent peak centered at 0.08 Ma.
Table 5.14: Comparison of average volume flux at Coso Volcanic Field
Rock Type This Report Bacon (1982)
Basalt 0.92 km3/Ma (0.5 Ma to present) 2.8 km3/Ma (0.5 Ma to present)
Basalt 1.25 km3/Ma (0.41 Ma to 0.05 Ma) 2.8 km3/Ma (0.5 Ma to present)
Rhyolite 1.65 km3/Ma (0.5 Ma to present) 5.4 km3/Ma (0.5 Ma to present)
Rhyolite 4.87 km3/Ma (0.23 Ma to 0.07 Ma) 5.4 km3/Ma (0.5 Ma to present)
Given the trends shown in Figure 5.21, it appears that the time-predictable models for
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Figure 5.20: Cumulative volume and time predictable model plots for rhyolites of Coso Volcanic
Field after Bacon (1982). Note the linear relationship between cumulative volume and time and
corresponding horizontal median line in the time predictable model plot.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of Median Flux Rates for Basalts and Rhyolites of the Coso Volcanic
Field over the past 0.5 Ma.
basalts and rhyolites do not represent steady state conditions. Instead, Coso Volcanic Field,
following Lachenbruch and Sass (1977), may have rhyolitic volcanism because of increasing
basalt flux rates partially melting continental crust. If we assume that the basalt flux rates are
affected temporally by shifting of strain through tectonic networks, as an extension from Bacon
(1982)’s suggestion, then we might see temporal pulses in basaltic eruptions. Rhyolitic eruptions
may be limited to times when the Coso region is tectonically active because the strain rates are
sufficiently high enough to permit basalt flux rates of sufficient magnitude to induce crustal melting.
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In other areas, such as the Yucca Mountain Region, the temporally shifted strain may not be
of sufficient magnitude to lead to crustal melting via basaltic intrusion. Shown in Figure 5.4 of
this chapter, the time-predictable model for the Yucca Mountain Region shows temporal pulses of
basaltic volcanism since approximately 5 Ma. This conjecture suggests we may need to understand
and be able to forecast spatio-temporal trends in strain localization throughout the western United
States in order to help assess the probability of future eruption(s).
5.6 Cerro Negro
Cerro Negro is an active cinder cone volcano in the Central American Volcanic Arc in northern
Nicaragua near the city of Leon. The eruption record for Cerro Negro comes from historic accounts,
dating back to 1850 C.E. when Cerro Negro initially erupted, and is reported in Hill et al. (1998).
The input ages were converted from year to years before 1996 and the age uncertainty for each
event was set to 0.0000001, an insignificant portion of one year (Table 5.15). The volumes were not
randomly selected but were equal to the volume reported in Hill et al. (1998).
Table 5.15: Cerro Negro Eruption Timing and Volume Estimates from Hill et al. (1998).
Event ID Years Before 1996 Uncertainty VolMin (km3) VolMax (km3)
V1 146 0.0000001 0.006 0.006
V2 129 0.0000001 0.004 0.004
V3 97 0.0000001 0.001 0.001
V4 82 0.0000001 0.001 0.001
V5 77 0.0000001 0 0
V6 73 0.0000001 0.027 0.027
V7 67 0.0000001 0 0
V8 49 0.0000001 0.012 0.012
V9 48 0.0000001 0 0
V10 47 0.0000001 0 0
V11 46 0.0000001 0.017 0.017
V12 42 0.0000001 0 0
V13 39 0.0000001 0.006 0.006
V14 36 0.0000001 0.021 0.021
V15 35 0.0000001 0 0
V16 34 0.0000001 0.001 0.001
V17 33 0.0000001 0 0
V18 28 0.0000001 0.019 0.019
V19 27 0.0000001 0 0
V20 25 0.0000001 0.027 0.027
V21 4 0.0000001 0.01 0.01
V22 0.5 0.0000001 0 0
V23 0.2 0.0000001 0.008 0.008
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Figure 5.22: Cerro Negro moving average recurrence rate plots.
5.6.1 Recurrence Rate through Time
The VERRM age assignment routine was used to generate one set of ages because all ages are
historical. The R dt value is 1 year and key stratigraphic unit event ordering was used.
In the four moving average recurrence rate plots for Cerro Negro, we see the overall trend
becomes smooth with larger moving average windows. These plots show an increase in activity
starting around 90 years before 1996, peaking at about 40 years before 1996 and waning quickly
over 10 years. In the larger moving average windows, the onset and duration of the increase in
activity are obscured. However, the general waxing to waning trend in volcanism is more readily
recognized in the moving average 8 plot.
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Figure 5.23: Integral of recurrence rate for each of the four local-window recurrence rates. There
are M = 23 events. Note the 90% Confidence Interval is not plotted because the data are historic
and have essentially no uncertainty on the scale of our plot.
Each of the recurrence rate plots were integrated and plotted through time. These plots are
shown in Figure 5.23. There are a total of 23 events in the Cerro Negro database. All four of the
integrated models are close to the number of events. The moving average 2 model integrates to
23 events, 4 integrates to 22, 6 integrates to 24, and 8 integrates to 25 events. Based on this, the
moving average 2 model does the best because it equals the number of events.
The recurrence rates at the latest fully constrained time interval (Table 5.16) show an inter-
esting trend. The moving average 2 rate is the highest, but the moving average 4, 6 and 8 rates
increase. The reason for this is apparent after inspection of the eruption dates. The most recent
three events have occurred during the past four years prior to 1996, but there was a 21 year hiatus
between the M − 3 and M − 4 events. Therefore, the moving average 4, 6 and 8 rates include the
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Table 5.16: Moving Average Recurrence Rates for Cerro Negro
Moving Time Median 90%
Avg (Year Before 1996) (Events/Year) Confidence
2 1.0 0.2857 +0.0000/-0.0000
4 1.0 0.1210 +0.0000/-0.0000
6 4.0 0.1799 +0.0000/-0.0000
8 26.0 0.2071 +0.0000/-0.0000
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Figure 5.24: Cumulative volume through time for Cerro Negro. Note the apparent time predictable
trend from 1899-1996 C.E.(97–0 years before 1996).
hiatus. If we acknowledge the hiatus, then we ought to choose the moving average 2 recurrence
rate because it represents the most recent temporal cluster of events.
5.6.2 Volume Flux through Time
The average time predictable volume flux calculation for Cerro Negro is similar to that reported by
Hill et al. (1998). The median result from VERRM is 1.44 km3/Ma versus 1.75 km3/Ma reported
by Hill et al. (1998).
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Figure 5.25: Time predictable volume flux through time for Cerro Negro.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The VERRM algorithm was evaluated using synthetic data and comparison with published recur-
rence rate and volume flux calculations. The synthetic data were designed to test VERRM under
a variety of constant recurrence rate conditions:
• By degree of overlap of probability distribution functions with respect to stratigraphic rela-
tionships
– Overlap with the first one, two and three over/underlying events
• By introduction of dating or stratigraphic error
– Overlap with the first three over/underlying events
• By inclusion of events with ‘unknown’ radiometric dates
– Overlap with the first three over/underlying events
– Overlap with the first one, two and three over/underlying events using paleomagnetic
information
• Using historic eruption dates
Each of these scenarios was used to model the volume flux for a constant flux rate and an
exponentially increasing flux rate as time approaches the present. The recurrence rates and volume
flux rates were integrated and compared with the total number of events and cumulative erupted
volume, respectively. The comparison revealed several trends:
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• As PDF’s increasingly overlap PDF’s of stratigraphically related events...
– The uncertainty envelope increases.
– The median rate increasingly underestimates the true value.
• Radiometric dating or stratigraphic errors tend to force the recurrence rate and volume flux
rate to underestimate the true value.
• Historic dates yield accurate recurrence rates and volume flux rates.
The synthetic data analysis revealed three more important observations. For one, stratigraphic
or radiometric date inconsistencies may be identified on the basis of multi-modally distributed as-
signed ages, as seen in a histogram of the ages per event. When paleomagnetic data is included,
spikes in recurrence rate and volume flux tend to occur in time near geomagnetic polarity tran-
sitions. Finally, the paleomagnetic information appeared to complicate the recurrence rate model
and made choosing the best moving average ambiguous. This is because of the degree of precision
with respect to the geomagnetic timescale. Fortunately, real world radiometric dates are much more
precise than the examples chosen, which will alleviate this complication, e.g. see Cima Volcanic
Field.
The VERRM algorithm as also compared with published data from field sites.
• Lathrop Wells Volcano, Yucca Mountain Region
– The VERRM interpolation script results agree with Heizler et al. (1999) that two volcanic
units appear to have the same age given the resolution of the data.
• Yucca Mountain Region
– The VERRM recurrence rate and volume flux rates are similar to published rates.
• Cima Volcanic Field
– VERRM recurrence rate is within the range of estimates by Crowe et al. (1992) based
upon vent count and cluster count methods.
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• Coso Volcanic Field
– VERRM volume flux rates are similar to but underestimate the rate of Bacon (1982).
• Cerro Negro
– The volume flux rate is similar to but underestimates the rate of Hill et al. (1998).
The moving average recurrence rate calculations remove the ambiguity in number of volcanic
episodes.
In conclusion, it appears that the VERRM recurrence rate and volume flux rate calculations
tend to underestimate true and published rates, but recurrence rates in comparison with published
rates agree with those using Poisson count data methods. The true rates and published rates are
within the uncertainty envelope, suggesting a better predictor is needed instead of the median.
The problem lies in identifying the best predictor for a non-normal distribution. Figures made
with the VERRM interpolation script illustrate the difficulty of picking the best predictor for a
non-normally distributed dataset.
Unfortunately, finding the mode using the technique developed for the VERRM interpolation
script (calculated from the peak of a spline interpolated histogram) requires a large number of val-
ues to smooth out the curve and get a relatively accurate calculation. As with the Lathrop Wells
example, up to 1,000,000 sets of ages were used to generate a smooth curve. Typically, an age
model consisting of 10,000 sets of ages takes 5–10 minutes to complete. Scaling this amount of time
to 1,000,000 would take 500–1,000 minutes or 9–18 hours, and this does not include calculating the
recurrence rate model which takes about twice as long as the age model.
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Appendix A
Appendicies
A.1 VERRM Code: ’VERRM1.py’
#!/usr/bin_/python -u
’’’
The code gives the option to use different sampling styles/schemes. There are corresponding functions for each style that generate a randomly constructed
list of events for the sample_ages() function to iterate over. The code is run a user defined number of times. Each time it runs, it generates a random
event list, samples ages in order of the list and saves the output to a NumPy array. The event list is a critical component because of the recursive
function that uses stratigraphy and sampled ages to define the min and max allowable age for each unit, in order, in the list. The first unit sampled
is only bound by the GLOBAL_MIN and GLOBAL_MAX, which correspond to the time span in which the volcanic field may have been active. Each consecutive
unit sampled will have it’s probability distribution function truncated by sampled ages of units that over/underlie the given unit.
’’’
import numpy as np
import time
from scipy.stats import norm
from scipy.stats import truncnorm
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d
import pylab as plt
import sys
import random
import os
start = time.time()
#np.random.seed(8)
# This reads additional commands from the command line Including Style and Numruns!!!
commands = sys.argv
if len(commands) < 3:
print ’\nYou must use following command line convention!\n\n\tpython VERRM1.py style numruns’
print ’\nI) styles include:\n random\n topdown\n bottomup\n outside_in\n most_contacts\n crater_age_uncertainty\n ignore_strat\n key_stratigraphic_unit’
print ’\nII) numruns is how many times you want to sample ages\n\n’
quit()
if len(commands) == 3:
program = commands[0]
style = commands[1] #Must be a string!
numruns = int(commands[2]) #Must be an integer!
style_choices = [’random’, ’topdown’, ’bottomup’, ’outside_in’, ’most_contacts’, ’crater_age_uncertainty’, ’ignore_strat’, ’user_defined’, ’key_stratigraphic_unit’]
if style not in style_choices:
print ’\nYou have chosen an invalid style\n\n Valid styles include:\n random\n topdown\n bottomup\n outside_in\n most_contacts\n crater_age_uncertainty\n
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ignore_strat\n user_defined\n key_stratigraphic_unit\n\nTerminating Program\n’
quit()
# Open the config.txt file and declare variables and input data file names
inputsraw = open(’config.txt’, ’r’).readlines() # Open the file
inputs = [line.rstrip(’ \n’) for line in inputsraw] # Strip the end of line comments from each line
inputsbegin = inputs.index(’## Inputs ##’) # Where does the line ## Inputs ## occur in the config.txt file? Input data is after it.
#Define global minimum/maximum model age
global GLOBAL_MINAGE
global GLOBAL_MAXAGE
GLOBAL_MAXAGE = float(inputs[inputsbegin+1].split(’: ’)[1])
GLOBAL_MINAGE = float(inputs[inputsbegin+2].split(’: ’)[1])
ages_db_file = inputs[inputsbegin+3].split(’: ’)[1]
strat_db_file = inputs[inputsbegin+4].split(’: ’)[1]
use_mag_in = inputs[inputsbegin+6].split(’: ’)[1]
Rdt = float(inputs[inputsbegin+7].split(’: ’)[1])
use_mag = False
if use_mag_in.lower() == ’true’:
use_mag = True
print ’use_mag:’, use_mag
### These are for debugging!
def minage_finder_debug(eventID,relDB,ageDB,statement_min):
#Find youngest possible age for event, based on stratigraphy
#Look in relationship db for instances where eventID is in the OLDER column
#If age of YOUNGER event is dated, (is not -9999)
#test to see if it is the OLDEST age seen so far
#For each YOUNGER event, send through this function recursively
#If no instances of eventID seen in OLDER column, return GLOBAL_MINAGE
minage = GLOBAL_MINAGE
#statement = []
for relationship in relDB:
if eventID==relationship[0]:
#print ’eventID, relationship’, eventID, relationship[0]
statement_min.append(’%s:%s %f’ % (eventID,relationship[1],ageDB[relationship[1]]))
#print eventID+" is older than "+relationship[1]
#if younger vent has been aged and is older than current minimum age:
if ageDB[relationship[1]] != -9999 and ageDB[relationship[1]] > minage:
#reassign minimum age to this vent’s age.
minage = ageDB[relationship[1]]
#Recursively call minage_finder for each younger vent
minage_indirect, statement_min = minage_finder_debug(relationship[1],relDB,ageDB,statement_min)
#If indirectly younger vent is aged and is older than cur. min. age:
if minage_indirect > minage:
#reassign minimum age to indirect minimun age.
minage = minage_indirect
return minage, statement_min
def maxage_finder_debug(eventID,relDB,ageDB,statement_max):
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#Find oldest possible age for event, based on stratigraphy
#Look in relationship db for instances where eventID is in the YOUNGER column
#If age of OLDER event is dated, (is not -9999)
#test to see if it is the YOUNGEST age seen so far
#For each OLDER event, send through this function recursively
#If no instances of eventID seen in OLDER column, return GLOBAL_MAXAGE.
maxage = GLOBAL_MAXAGE
#statement = []
for relationship in relDB:
if eventID==relationship[1]:
statement_max.append(’%s:%s %f’ % (eventID,relationship[0],ageDB[relationship[0]]))
#print eventID+" is younger than "+relationship[0]
#if older vent has been aged and is younger than current maximum age:
if ageDB[relationship[0]] != -9999 and ageDB[relationship[0]] < maxage:
#reassign minimum age to this vent’s age.
maxage = ageDB[relationship[0]]
#Recursively call maxage_finder for each older vent
maxage_indirect, statement_max = maxage_finder_debug(relationship[0],relDB,ageDB,statement_max)
#If indirectly older vent is aged and is younger than cur. max. age:
if maxage_indirect < maxage:
#reassign maximum age to indirect maximun age.
maxage = maxage_indirect
return maxage, statement_max
#Two functions, which are recursive, to find oldest and youngest bin_ding ages in a list of partially aged events
def minage_finder(eventID,relDB,ageDB):
#Find youngest possible age for event, based on stratigraphy
#Look in relationship db for instances where eventID is in the OLDER column
#If age of YOUNGER event is dated, (is not -9999)
#test to see if it is the OLDEST age seen so far
#For each YOUNGER event, send through this function recursively
#If no instances of eventID seen in OLDER column, return GLOBAL_MINAGE
minage = GLOBAL_MINAGE
for relationship in relDB:
if eventID==relationship[0]:
#print eventID+" is older than "+relationship[1]
#if younger vent has been aged and is older than current minimum age:
if ageDB[relationship[1]] != -9999 and ageDB[relationship[1]] > minage:
#reassign minimum age to this vent’s age.
minage = ageDB[relationship[1]]
#Recursively call minage_finder for each younger vent
minage_indirect = minage_finder(relationship[1],relDB,ageDB)
#If indirectly younger vent is aged and is older than cur. min. age:
if minage_indirect > minage:
#reassign minimum age to indirect minimun age.
minage = minage_indirect
return minage
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def maxage_finder(eventID,relDB,ageDB):
#Find oldest possible age for event, based on stratigraphy
#Look in relationship db for instances where eventID is in the YOUNGER column
#If age of OLDER event is dated, (is not -9999)
#test to see if it is the YOUNGEST age seen so far
#For each OLDER event, send through this function recursively
#If no instances of eventID seen in OLDER column, return GLOBAL_MAXAGE.
maxage = GLOBAL_MAXAGE
for relationship in relDB:
if eventID==relationship[1]:
#print eventID+" is younger than "+relationship[0]
#if older vent has been aged and is younger than current maximum age:
if ageDB[relationship[0]] != -9999 and ageDB[relationship[0]] < maxage:
#reassign minimum age to this vent’s age.
maxage = ageDB[relationship[0]]
#Recursively call maxage_finder for each older vent
maxage_indirect = maxage_finder(relationship[0],relDB,ageDB)
#If indirectly older vent is aged and is younger than cur. max. age:
if maxage_indirect < maxage:
#reassign maximum age to indirect maximun age.
maxage = maxage_indirect
return maxage
def minunit_finder(eventID,relDB):
#Find youngest possible age for event, based on stratigraphy
#Look in relationship db for instances where eventID is in the OLDER column
#If age of YOUNGER event is dated, (is not -9999)
#test to see if it is the OLDEST age seen so far
#For each YOUNGER event, send through this function recursively
#If no instances of eventID seen in OLDER column, return GLOBAL_MINAGE
bin_= []
for relationship in relDB:
if eventID==relationship[0]:
#print eventID+" is older than "+relationship[1]
bin_.append(relationship[1])
#print ’bin_’, bin_
#print ’Looking up a relation for:’, relationship[1]
#if relationship[1] in relationships[:,0]:
minunit_indirect = minunit_finder(relationship[1],relDB)
#print minunit_indirect
return relationship[0], ’is older than’, relationship[1], bin_
def maxunit_finder(eventID,relDB):
#Find oldest possible age for event, based on stratigraphy
#Look in relationship db for instances where eventID is in the YOUNGER column
#If age of OLDER event is dated, (is not -9999)
#test to see if it is the YOUNGEST age seen so far
#For each OLDER event, send through this function recursively
#If no instances of eventID seen in OLDER column, return GLOBAL_MAXAGE.
bin_ = []
for relationship in relDB:
if eventID==relationship[1]:
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#print eventID+" is younger than "+relationship[0]
bin_.append(relationship[0])
#print ’bin_’, bin_
#if relationship[0] in relationships[:,1]:
maxunit_indirect = maxunit_finder(relationship[0], relDB)
#bin_.append(maxunit_indirect[2])
#print ’bin_’, bin_
return relationship[1], ’is younger than’, relationship[0], bin_
def load_databases(strat_db_file=strat_db_file, ages_db_file=ages_db_file):
#load age database using genfromtxt into 2xN string matrix
relationships = np.genfromtxt(strat_db_file,skiprows=1,dtype=None)
#load ages database using genfromtxt
try:
AgeUncertainty = np.genfromtxt(ages_db_file, skiprows=1, dtype=None)
except:
ValueError
print ’\n ERROR: Check for extra spaces in the names of events in %s and try again\n’ % ages_db_file
quit()
print AgeUncertainty
MultipleUnitCheck = []
Ages = {}
Uncertainty = {}
Polarity = {}
for i in range(len(AgeUncertainty)):
MultipleUnitCheck.append(AgeUncertainty[i][0])
MultipleUnitCheck = MultipleUnitCheck
MUCset = [entry for entry in set(MultipleUnitCheck)]
#print ’MultipleUnitCheck:’, MultipleUnitCheck
#print ’MUCset:’, MUCset
if len(MultipleUnitCheck) == len(MUCset): # If there is only one age per event...
for i in range(len(AgeUncertainty)):
Ages[AgeUncertainty[i][0]] = float(AgeUncertainty[i][1])
Uncertainty[AgeUncertainty[i][0]] = float(AgeUncertainty[i][2])
Polarity[AgeUncertainty[i][0]] = AgeUncertainty[i][4].lower()
if len(MultipleUnitCheck) != len(MUCset):
for i in range(len(AgeUncertainty)):
Ages[AgeUncertainty[i][0]] = float(AgeUncertainty[i][1])
Uncertainty[AgeUncertainty[i][0]] = float(AgeUncertainty[i][2])
Polarity[AgeUncertainty[i][0]] = AgeUncertainty[i][4]
#print AgeUncertainty[i][0], ’=’, AgeUncertainty[i][1]
#print Ages
CountAges = np.array([MultipleUnitCheck.count(entry) for entry in MUCset])
MultipleAges = np.array(Ages.keys())[np.where(CountAges > 1)[0]]
MultipleUnitCount = np.array(MultipleUnitCheck)
for event in MultipleAges:
eventages = AgeUncertainty[np.where(event == MultipleUnitCount)]
eventageslist = []
eventuncerlist = []
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eventpollist = []
for age in eventages:
#print event, ’=’, age[1], age[2] #AgeUncertainty[np.where(event == MultipleUnitCount)]
#print event, ’=’, age[1], age[2], age[4]
eventageslist.append(float(age[1]))
eventuncerlist.append(float(age[2]))
eventpollist.append(age[4].lower())
Ages[event] = eventageslist
Uncertainty[event] = eventuncerlist
Polarity[event] = eventpollist
for key in Polarity:
print key, Polarity[key]
if ’normal’ in Polarity[key]:
if ’reversed’ in Polarity[key]:
print ’\nPolarity reported for %s is both normal and reversed. Please update database file.’ % key
quit()
Polarity[key] = ’n’
if ’reversed’ in Polarity[key]:
if ’normal’ in Polarity[key]:
print ’\nPolarity reported for %s is both normal and reversed. Please update database file.’ % key
quit()
Polarity[key] = ’r’
if len(Polarity[key]) != 1:
Polarity[key] = ’NA’
#print ’These should be the same number!!!’, len(Polarity), len(set(Ages.keys()))
Order_in = []
events = []
for idx in range(len(AgeUncertainty)):
Order_in.append(AgeUncertainty[idx][3])
events.append(AgeUncertainty[idx][0])
Order_in_set = np.sort(np.array(list(set(Order_in))))
events = np.array(events)
Order_list = []
for order in Order_in_set:
#indicies = np.where()
#print order, events[Order_in == order]
Order_list.append(list(events[Order_in == order]))
return relationships, Ages, Uncertainty, Polarity, Order_list#, trueages
def load_mag_timescale():
mag_timescale_file = ’Geomag_timescale_improved.csv’
magts = np.genfromtxt(mag_timescale_file, delimiter=’,’, dtype=str)
# Generate arrays of top and base age of chron with respect to polarities
top_col = np.where(magts[0] == ’top (Ma)’)
base_col = np.where(magts[0] == ’base (Ma)’)
tops = np.ravel(np.transpose(magts[3:-1])[top_col]).astype(float) # Uses 3:-1 indicies, first 3 lines are headers and last one is incomplete
bases = np.ravel(np.transpose(magts[3:-1])[base_col]).astype(float) # Uses 3:-1 indicies, first 3 lines are headers and last one is incomplete
MINAGE_CUTOFF = 0
if np.min(np.where(tops >= GLOBAL_MINAGE)) != 0:
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MINAGE_CUTOFF = np.min(np.where(tops >= GLOBAL_MINAGE)) - 1
#print MINAGE_CUTOFF
MAXAGE_CUTOFF = len(bases)
if np.max(np.where(bases <= GLOBAL_MAXAGE)) != len(bases):
MAXAGE_CUTOFF = np.max(np.where(bases <= GLOBAL_MAXAGE)) + 4
#print MAXAGE_CUTOFF
tops = tops[MINAGE_CUTOFF:MAXAGE_CUTOFF]
bases = bases[MINAGE_CUTOFF:MAXAGE_CUTOFF]
#print tops, GLOBAL_MINAGE, bases, GLOBAL_MAXAGE
# Generate an array of normal vs reversed chrons by looking at the last letter of the subchron column
subchron_col = np.where(magts[0] == ’subchron’)
polarities = np.ravel(np.transpose(magts[3:-1])[subchron_col]) # Uses 3:-1 indicies, first lines are headers and last one is incomplete
polarities = polarities[MINAGE_CUTOFF:MAXAGE_CUTOFF]
polarities = np.array([p[-1:] for p in polarities]) # Polarity is the last char of each string in polarities
pol_n = np.where(polarities == ’n’)[0] # Indicies where polarity is normal
pol_r = np.where(polarities == ’r’)[0] # Indicies where polarity is reversed
#print pol_n, pol_r
#print tops
#print tops[pol_n]
#print bases[pol_n]
return pol_n, pol_r, tops, bases
def make_topdown_chartlist():
olderrelations = {}
# Make a dictionary of all olderrelations for each event
for i in range(len(Ages)):
#print ’########################### Now working on unit’, Ages.keys()[i]
#bin_ = []
key, string, value, bin_ = minunit_finder(Ages.keys()[i], relationships)
#print ’This is a key’, Ages.keys()[i], string, value, set(bin_)
setlist = [item for item in set(bin_)]
olderrelations[Ages.keys()[i]] = setlist
#print ’Out of the loop’
# Convert the olderrelations dictionary to two lists
eventkeys = olderrelations.keys()
eventvalues = olderrelations.values()
higher = [] # This is a list of events that are stratigraphically higher
# This is a while loop that will start at the highest stratigraphic order and work down
topdown = {}
while len(eventkeys) > 0:
#print len(eventkeys)
#This is the initial case
bin_ = []
for k,v in zip(eventkeys, eventvalues):
if len(v) == 0:
#print k, ’is one of the top strat units’
bin_.append(k)
eventkeys.remove(k)
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eventvalues.remove(v)
higher.append(k)
topdown[0] = bin_
#This is for all subsequent cases
for case in range(1, len(eventkeys)): # Won’t actually go through the loop this many times!
bin_ = []
higherbin_ = []
for k,v in zip(eventkeys, eventvalues):
#print ’############################ Working on event:’, k
nocount = 0
yescount = 0
for ik in olderrelations[k]:
if ik in higher:
#print ’yes’, ik, ’is in’, higher
yescount += 1
if ik not in higher:
#print ’no’, ik, ’is not in’, higher
nocount += 1
if nocount == 0 and yescount != 0:
#print k, ’is a second level strat unit’
bin_.append(k)
eventkeys.remove(k)
eventvalues.remove(v)
higherbin_.append(k)
for usedevents in higherbin_:
higher.append(usedevents)
topdown[case] = bin_
good = [item for item in topdown.values() if len(item) > 0]
for ig in range(len(good)):
#print ’Strat level’, ig, good[ig]
continue
return olderrelations, [item for item in topdown.values() if len(item) > 0] # Only return the dictionary entries with data
def MakeStratGraph(runID, SampledAges, error_at, error_min, error_max, pastevents):
olderrelations, events = make_topdown_chartlist()
#print ’Now printing olderrelations and events’
#print olderrelations, ’\n\n’, events
# This bit of code is specific to the Mars dataset!
# Sort the events, by stratigraphic level. This works because of the way we originally hand drew the graph
sorteventsint = []
for tier in events:
#print tier
entriesint = []
for entry in tier:
#print entry[-2:]
entriesint.append(entry[-2:])
entriesint = np.array(entriesint, dtype=int)
sortentries = np.sort(entriesint)
sorteventsint.append(sortentries)
#print sorteventsint, ’\n’
sortevents = []
for tier in sorteventsint:
#print tier
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entries = []
for entry in tier:
#print entry
if entry < 10:
entries.append(’V0%i’ % (entry))
else:
entries.append(’V%i’ % (entry))
sortevents.append(entries)
#print sortevents
#print len(sortevents)
widths = [len(iw) for iw in sortevents]
#print max(widths)
maxwidth = max(widths)
coordinates = {}
for y, level in enumerate(sortevents[::-1]):
# Here need to sort the level based upon what is in next level up
# This is done by olderrelations[’each unit in level’]
# Group them
# for idx, units in enumerate(level):
# print units, olderrelations[units]
#print ’##########################################################’
#print ’On this level’, sortevents[::-1][y]
try:
#print ’Next level’, sortevents[::-1][y+1]
nextlevel = sortevents[::-1][y+1]
except:
IndexError
order = []
#for relations in olderrelations[unit]:
#if relations not in nextlevel:
#print relations, ’not in’, nextlevel
#if relations in nextlevel:
#continue
for nextunit in nextlevel:
#print ’looking for which olderrelations is this:’, nextunit
#print ’unit, nextunit, olderrelations[unit]’, unit, nextunit, olderrelations[unit]
for idx, unit in enumerate(level):
#print unit, olderrelations[unit]
for relations in olderrelations[unit]:
if relations == nextunit:
#print ’yes’, unit, ’should be appended to order’
if unit not in order:
order.append(unit)
#print ’order’, order
for check in level:
if check not in order:
order.append(check)
#print ’order’, order
#print ’level’, level
#for x, column in enumerate(order):
#plt.text(1.5*x+maxwidth/len(order), 2*y, column)
#coordinates[column] = (1.5*x+maxwidth/len(order)-0.1, 2*y+0.25)
import pylab as plt
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pastevents = np.array(pastevents)
for x, column in enumerate(level):
if SampledAges[column] != -9999:
plt.text(1.5*x+maxwidth/len(level), 2*y-1, ’%i: %s\n%0.3f’ % (np.where(column == pastevents)[0], column, SampledAges[column]))
if column == error_at:
plt.text(1.5*x+maxwidth/len(level), 2*y, ’%s’ % (column), color=’red’)
#else:
#plt.text(1.5*x+maxwidth/len(level), 2*y-1, ’%s\nNS’ % (column))
coordinates[column] = (1.5*x+maxwidth/len(level)-0.1, 2*y+0.25)
#print coordinates
for ids in coordinates.values():
plt.scatter(ids[0], ids[1], c=’black’)
for older, youngers in zip(olderrelations.keys(), olderrelations.values()):
if len(youngers) > 0:
for younger in youngers:
print older, younger
xs = [coordinates[older][0], coordinates[younger][0]]
ys = [coordinates[older][1], coordinates[younger][1]]
plt.plot(xs, ys, c=’blue’, alpha=0.5)
#plt.xlim(-1,len(events))
plt.ylim(-1,2*len(events))
#plt.show()
plt.title(’Error at: %s\nBetween: %s and %s’ % (error_at, error_min, error_max))
print ’This is runID:’, runID
plt.savefig(’Stratgraph_%i.png’ % (runID))
plt.close()
’’’
Implement ranking strategies and results hypotheses
1. Random
2. Top down, Highest stratigraphic order first
Should push ages older
plt.show()
3. Bottom up, lowest first
Push ages younger
4. Most neighbors to least neighbors
Start in middle, do top, do bottom
5. Most neighbors to least
Randomly choose from list where most neighbors has more instances and more likely to be selected
6. Crater age uncertainty
Do the lowest first
7. Gaussian from head and tail of group, uniform random for all else
From Chuck
8. No strat, just sample ages
From Chuck
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alt. Split V00,V09 from V10,V17
’’’
# These functions generate a list of events for sample_ages() to iterate over
def random_events():
’’’
This function generates a random list of events for sample_ages() to iterate over
’’’
events = [item for item in Ages]
np.random.shuffle(events)
return events
def make_topdown_list():
olderrelations = {}
# Make a dictionary of all olderrelations for each event
for i in range(len(Ages)):
#print ’########################### Now working on unit’, Ages.keys()[i]
#bin_ = []
key, string, value, bin_ = minunit_finder(Ages.keys()[i], relationships)
#print ’This is a key’, Ages.keys()[i], string, value, set(bin_)
setlist = [item for item in set(bin_)]
olderrelations[Ages.keys()[i]] = setlist
# Convert the olderrelations dictionary to two lists
eventkeys = olderrelations.keys()
eventvalues = olderrelations.values()
higher = [] # This is a list of events that are stratigraphically higher
# This is a while loop that will start at the highest stratigraphic order and work down
topdown = {}
while len(eventkeys) > 0:
#This is the initial case
bin_ = []
for k,v in zip(eventkeys, eventvalues):
if len(v) == 0:
#print k, ’is one of the top strat units’
bin_.append(k)
eventkeys.remove(k)
eventvalues.remove(v)
higher.append(k)
topdown[0] = bin_
#This is for all subsequent cases
for case in range(1, len(eventkeys)+1): # Won’t actually go through the loop this many times!
bin_ = []
higherbin_ = []
for k,v in zip(eventkeys, eventvalues):
#print ’############################ Working on event:’, k
#print ’higher’, higher
nocount = 0
yescount = 0
for i in olderrelations[k]:
if i in higher:
#print ’yes’, i, ’is in’, higher
yescount += 1
if i not in higher:
#print ’no’, i, ’is not in’, higher
nocount += 1
if nocount == 0 and yescount != 0:
#print k, ’is a lower level strat unit’
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bin_.append(k)
eventkeys.remove(k)
eventvalues.remove(v)
higherbin_.append(k)
for usedevents in higherbin_:
higher.append(usedevents)
topdown[case] = bin_
#print eventkeys
#good = [item for item in topdown.values() if len(item) > 0]
#for i in range(len(good)):
#print ’Strat level’, i, good[i]
#print [item for item in topdown.values() if len(item) > 0]
return [item for item in topdown.values() if len(item) > 0] # Only return the dictionary entries with data
def topdown_events(a):
’’’
This function takes a list of lists, where the first list is the highest stratigraphic order and the last list is the lowest stratigraphic order.
’’’
events = []
for i in a:
np.random.shuffle(i)
for event in i:
events.append(event)
#print events
return events
def make_bottomup_list():
youngerrelations = {}
for i in range(len(Ages)):
#print ’Now working on unit’, Ages.keys()[i]
key, string, value, bin_ = maxunit_finder(Ages.keys()[i], relationships)
#print ’This is a key’, Ages.keys()[i], string, value, set(bin_)
setlist = [item for item in set(bin_)]
youngerrelations[Ages.keys()[i]] = setlist
eventkeys = youngerrelations.keys()
eventvalues = youngerrelations.values()
higher = [] # This is a list of events that are stratigraphically higher
# This is a while loop that will start at the highest stratigraphic order and work down
bottomup = {}
while len(eventkeys) > 0:
#This is the initial case
bin_ = []
for k,v in zip(eventkeys, eventvalues):
if len(v) == 0:
#print k, ’is one of the top strat units’
bin_.append(k)
eventkeys.remove(k)
eventvalues.remove(v)
higher.append(k)
bottomup[0] = bin_
#This is for all subsequent cases
for case in range(1, len(eventkeys)+1): # Won’t actually go through the loop this many times!
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bin_ = []
higherbin_ = []
for k,v in zip(eventkeys, eventvalues):
#print ’############################ Working on event:’, k
nocount = 0
yescount = 0
for i in youngerrelations[k]:
if i in higher:
#print ’yes’, i, ’is in’, higher
yescount += 1
if i not in higher:
#print ’no’, i, ’is not in’, higher
nocount += 1
if nocount == 0 and yescount != 0:
#print k, ’is a second level strat unit’
bin_.append(k)
eventkeys.remove(k)
eventvalues.remove(v)
higherbin_.append(k)
for usedevents in higherbin_:
higher.append(usedevents)
bottomup[case] = bin_
#good = [item for item in bottomup.values() if len(item) > 0]
#for i in range(len(good)):
#print ’Strat level’, i, good[i]
return [item for item in bottomup.values() if len(item) > 0]
def bottomup_events(a):
’’’
This function takes a list of lists, where the first list is the lowest stratigraphic order and the last list is the highest stratigraphic order.
’’’
events = []
for i in a:
np.random.shuffle(i)
for event in i:
events.append(event)
return events
def most_contacts_events():
’’’
This function looks at the Stratigraphic relationships database and counts how many instances there are of each unit in both columns. Every instance
represents a neighbor. The idea here is to sample_ages of units with the most neighbors first and then sample_ages of units with progressively fewer
neighbors. This scheme allows for the first unit’s to be sampled according to their probability distribution function, with little to no influence from
the minage/maxage recursive scheme which may trim the probability distribution function
’’’
#print relationships[:,0]
#print relationships[:,1]
neighbors = {}
for i in Ages:
neighbors[i] = len(np.nonzero(relationships[:,0] == i)[0]) + len(np.nonzero(relationships[:,1] == i)[0])
neighborcounts = neighbors.values()
neighborcounts = np.array(neighborcounts)
neighborkeys = neighbors.keys()
neighborkeys = np.array(neighborkeys)
#print neighborcounts[::-1]
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events = []
for i in range(max(neighborcounts), 0, -1):
neighborset = np.where(neighborcounts == i)[0]
#print neighborset
#print neighborkeys[neighborset]
new = neighborkeys[neighborset]
np.random.shuffle(new)
for j in new:
events.append(j)
agekeys = np.array(Ages.keys())
for i in agekeys:
if i not in events:
events.append(i)
#print i, ’not in events’
#print ’events’, events
#print ’len Events and len Ages’, len(events), len(Ages)
#print events, neighborkeys, neighborcounts
return events
def outside_in_events(top1, bottom1):
’’’
This function generates two outputs, outer and inner. It generates two outputs because it feeds a list of events to two different age sampling algorithms.
The outer is comprised of units at the top and bottom of the stratigraphic sequence, thus there are components top1 and bottom1 from topdown and bottomdown,
respectively. The inner is comprised of units that are in the middle of the stratigraphic sequence. The outer and inner events are randomly shuffled
so that each time the function is called, there is a different sequence of events to iterate over.
’’’
outer = top1 + bottom1
inner = [item for item in Ages if item not in outer]
np.random.shuffle(outer)
np.random.shuffle(inner)
return outer + inner
def most_contacts_list_events():
’’’
This algorithm is very similar to most_contacts_events(), but there is randomness. This randomness results from a heirarchial scheme which puts more
instances of a unit based upon number of neighbors. The number of instances is governed by taking the integer of e^(number_of_neighbors - 1), such that
units with only one neighbor will only have one instance in the list. The number of instances scales exponentially as units have more neighbors. This
final list is then shuffled so that all units in the list are in random locations. A unit is chosen at random from the list and then removed. The purpose
is that units with the most neighbors will most likely be sampled first, but not all of the time.
’’’
#print relationships[:,0]
#print relationships[:,1]
neighbors = {}
for i in Ages:
# This one liner alleviates the need for loops, providing optimization
neighbors[i] = len(np.nonzero(relationships[:,0] == i)[0]) + len(np.nonzero(relationships[:,1] == i)[0])
neighborcounts = neighbors.values() # Make a list of values from the dictionary
neighborcounts = np.array(neighborcounts) # Convert the list to np.array so that we can use np.where()
neighborkeys = neighbors.keys() # Make a list of keys from the dictionary
neighborkeys = np.array(neighborkeys) # Convert the list to np.array so that we can use np.where()
manyevents = []
for i in range(max(neighborcounts), 0, -1):
neighborset = np.where(neighborcounts == i)[0]
#print neighborset
#print neighborkeys[neighborset]
new = neighborkeys[neighborset]
newer = list(new)*int(np.e**(i-1))
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for j in newer:
manyevents.append(j)
for i in Ages:
if i not in manyevents:
manyevents.append(i)
np.random.shuffle(manyevents)
#print ’set Manyevents same as Ages’, len(set(manyevents)) == len(Ages)
events = []
#print manyevents, ’\n’
for i in range(len(Ages)-1):
if len(manyevents) > 1:
choice = random.choice(manyevents)
#print choice
manyevents = [item for item in manyevents if item != choice]
events.append(choice)
events.append(manyevents[0])
#print choice, manyevents, ’\n’
#print ’events’, events
#print ’length of events and ages’, len(events), len(Ages)
return events
def crater_age_uncertainty_events():
’’’
This function samples units with the lowest age uncertainty first. When multiple units have the same uncertainty, the units are randomly shuffled.
Thus, each time the function is called, there is a different list of events to iterate over.
’’’
uncertainkeys = np.array(Uncertainty.keys())
uncertainvalues = np.array(Uncertainty.values())
uncertainset = [item for item in set(Uncertainty.values())]
#print sorted(uncertainset)
events = []
for i in sorted(uncertainset):
uncertainsetbit = np.where(uncertainvalues == i)[0]
np.random.shuffle(uncertainsetbit)
#print uncertainsetbit
for j in uncertainsetbit:
#print uncertainkeys[j]
events.append(uncertainkeys[j])
return events
def user_defined_events():
events = []
for sublist in Order_list:
random.shuffle(sublist)
events.extend(sublist)
return events
def key_stratigraphic_unit_events():
’’’
This function looks at the Stratigraphic relationships database and counts how many instances there are of each unit in both columns. Every instance
represents a neighbor. The idea here is to sample_ages of units with the most neighbors first and then sample_ages of units with progressively fewer
neighbors. This scheme allows for the first unit’s to be sampled according to their probability distribution function, with little to no influence from
the minage/maxage recursive scheme which may trim the probability distribution function
’’’
#print relationships[:,0]
#print relationships[:,1]
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neighbors = {}
event_ageKey = {}
# Count the number of neighbors
for i in Ages:
# Need if, elif and else depending on number of events in strat database due to algorithm
if len(relationships) > 2:
neighbors[i] = len(np.nonzero(relationships[:,0] == i)[0]) + len(np.nonzero(relationships[:,1] == i)[0])
elif len(relationships) == 2:
neighbors[i] = len(np.nonzero(relationships[0] == i)[0]) + len(np.nonzero(relationships[1] == i)[0])
else: # no need to go further because no strat order, just shuffle all of the events and go on
neighbors[i] = 0
# Use hierarchy of most neighbors to fewest
neighborcounts = np.array(neighbors.values()) # neighbor counts
neighborkeys = np.array(neighbors.keys()) # name of event corresponding to count
#print neighborcounts[::-1]
events = [] # empty list to append list of events
for i in range(max(neighborcounts), 0, -1):
neighborset = np.where(neighborcounts == i)[0]
#print ’\n’, i, ’neighbors’ # PRINT FOR SUMMARY
#print ’VentID \t Uncertainty’ # PRINT FOR SUMMARY
#print neighborset
#print neighborkeys[neighborset], ’new’
new = neighborkeys[neighborset]
uncers = np.zeros(len(new))
for ventidx, ventid in enumerate(new):
#print ventid, ’\t’, Uncertainty[ventid] # PRINT FOR SUMMARY
try:
uncers[ventidx] = Uncertainty[ventid]
except:
ValueError
ageKey = np.random.randint(0,len(Uncertainty[ventid])) # choose a random index
event_ageKey[ventid] = ageKey # assign the index, ageKey, to a dict for the sample_ages function to know which to use based upon order
#print ventid, ageKey
uncers[ventidx] = Uncertainty[ventid][ageKey] # Use this uncertainty for sorting the events
#print ’Unique set of uncertainty values for this group of events’ # PRINT FOR SUMMARY
#print np.unique(uncers) # PRINT FOR SUMMARY
#print ’Events sorted by uncertainty’ # PRINT FOR SUMMARY
for uncer in np.sort(np.unique(uncers)):
#print np.where(uncers == uncer)[0]
uncers_by_group = np.where(uncers == uncer)[0]
np.random.shuffle(uncers_by_group)
#print uncers_by_group
for j in uncers_by_group:
events.append(new[j])
#print new[j], uncers[j] # PRINT FOR SUMMARY
agekeys = np.array(Ages.keys())
agevalues = np.zeros(len(agekeys))
for idx, age in enumerate(Ages.values()): # iterate through the elements in Ages.values to look for multiple ages per event
try:
type(age) == float
agevalues[idx] = age
event_ageKey[Ages.keys()[idx]] = 0
’’’
if age == -9999:
agevalues[idx] = -9999
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event_ageKey[Ages.keys()[idx]] = 0
else:
agevalues[idx] = 1
event_ageKey[Ages.keys()[idx]] = 0
’’’
except:
TypeError
count = 0 # set a counter
for age_n in age: # loop through the ages in the list
if age_n == -9999: # if the age is -9999, add one to the counter
count += 1
if count == len(age): # if all of the ages in list are -9999, then agevalues[idx] = -9999 to get it to go to end for uniform random
agevalues[idx] = -9999
event_ageKey[Ages.keys()[idx]] = 0
else:
agevalues[idx] = 1
for i in agekeys:
if i not in events:
print i, ’was not incorporated into event order list. Appending to events’ # These events don’t have strat relations
events.append(i)
#print i, ’not in events’
if -9999 in Ages.values():
#print ’agekeys, agevalues’, agekeys, agevalues
Move2End = agekeys[np.where(agevalues == -9999)[0]]
np.random.shuffle(Move2End)
for unknownage in Move2End:
events.remove(unknownage)
events.append(unknownage)
#print events
#print ’events’, events
#print ’len Events and len Ages’, len(events), len(Ages)
#print events, neighborkeys, neighborcounts
#print events
#quit()
#events = [’V13’, ’V25’, ’V02’, ’V15’, ’V03’, ’V21’, ’V05’, ’V23’, ’V11’, ’V20’, ’V10’, ’V07’, ’V12’, ’V04’, ’V14’, ’V06’, ’V19’, ’V16’, ’V17’, ’V28’,
’V27’, ’V00’, ’V24’, ’V22’, ’V26’, ’V01’, ’V18’, ’V08’, ’V09’] # THIS KEEPS SAME ORDER FOR 2sigfig vs 3sigfig for Mars
#print events
#quit()
#print event_ageKey
return events, event_ageKey
def sample_ages(events, relationships, runID, event_ageKey=None):
’’’
This function generates a dictionary of sampled ages. It iterates over a list of events. It finds an acceptable age range based upon stratigraphic
relationships and SampledAges. This acceptable age range then truncates the probability distribution function. A cumulative distribution function is
created so that a random number from 0-1 can be selected and the associated age sampled, from the cumulative distribution function. In cases where minage/maxage
from stratigraphy truncate the probability distribution function to one of the tails where the probability of an event is zero, the code then chooses
a random uniform age between the two bounding units. In this way, stratigraphy can override the crater age date.
’’’
SampledAges = {} # Need a for loop to create a new dictionary for SampledAges
#print ’relationships’, relationships
for i in Ages:
SampledAges[i] = -9999 # Initially set SampledAges to -9999
pastevents = []
statement_min = []
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statement_max = []
for currentevent in events:
statement_min.append(’##%s##’ % currentevent)
statement_max.append(’##%s##’ % currentevent)
pastevents.append(currentevent)
#####FIND EVENT AGE RANGE######
AcceptableAge_MIN, statement_min = minage_finder_debug(currentevent,relationships,SampledAges,statement_min)
AcceptableAge_MAX, statement_max = maxage_finder_debug(currentevent,relationships,SampledAges,statement_max)
#AcceptableAge_MIN = minage_finder(currentevent,relationships,SampledAges)
#AcceptableAge_MAX = maxage_finder(currentevent,relationships,SampledAges)
#Test for valid age range
if AcceptableAge_MIN >= AcceptableAge_MAX:
bad_range = str(AcceptableAge_MAX-AcceptableAge_MIN)
print "\n ERROR: NO ACCEPTABLE AGE RANGE FOR EVENT ("+bad_range+" yrs)"+currentevent
print AcceptableAge_MIN, AcceptableAge_MAX
SampledAgeskeys = np.array(SampledAges.keys())
SampledAgesvalues = np.array(SampledAges.values())
print "minage at unit", SampledAgeskeys[np.where(SampledAgesvalues == AcceptableAge_MIN)], "age", SampledAgesvalues[np.where(SampledAgesvalues
== AcceptableAge_MIN)]
print "maxage at unit", SampledAgeskeys[np.where(SampledAgesvalues == AcceptableAge_MAX)], "age", SampledAgesvalues[np.where(SampledAgesvalues
== AcceptableAge_MAX)]
print ’This is the runID in sampleages():’, runID
print pastevents
print ’\nUnit is older than Unit Age’
for entry in statement_min:
print entry
print pastevents
print ’\nUnit is younger than Unit Age’
for entry in statement_max:
print entry
#print ’Statement_min’, statement_min #debug
#print ’Statement_max’, statement_max #debug
#print ’pastevents’, pastevents #debug
#print ’SampledAges’, SampledAges
error_at = currentevent
error_min = SampledAgeskeys[np.where(SampledAgesvalues == AcceptableAge_MIN)]
error_max = SampledAgeskeys[np.where(SampledAgesvalues == AcceptableAge_MAX)]
#MakeStratGraph(runID, SampledAges, error_at, error_min, error_max, pastevents)
break
rangestr = "%0.2f-%0.2f" % (AcceptableAge_MIN,AcceptableAge_MAX)
if event_ageKey == None: # If we didn’t use key_stratigraphic_unit for event sorting
try:
len(Ages[currentevent]) > 1 # If there is more than one age/uncertainty reported per event, randomly choose one.
agechoice = np.random.randint(0, len(Ages[currentevent]))
mu = Ages[currentevent][agechoice]
sigma = Uncertainty[currentevent][agechoice]
except:
TypeError
mu = Ages[currentevent]
sigma = Uncertainty[currentevent]
if event_ageKey != None:
ageKey = event_ageKey[currentevent]
#print ageKey
if ageKey == 0: # if there is only one age
try:
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len(Ages[currentevent]) > 1
mu = Ages[currentevent][ageKey]
sigma = Uncertainty[currentevent][ageKey]
#print ’mu, sigma’, mu, sigma
except:
TypeError
mu = Ages[currentevent]
sigma = Uncertainty[currentevent]
#print ’mu, sigma’, mu, sigma
if ageKey > 0:
mu = Ages[currentevent][ageKey]
sigma = Uncertainty[currentevent][ageKey]
if sigma == 0:
SampledAges[currentevent] = mu
continue
# Use mag age assignment routine
# Set acceptable min/max age as the stratigraphic min/max age
if use_mag == True and sigma == -9999: # If there is paleomag but not radiometric age
#print currentevent, Polarity[currentevent]
minage_strat = AcceptableAge_MIN
maxage_strat = AcceptableAge_MAX
#print ’Minage:’, minage_strat, ’Maxage:’, maxage_strat
if Polarity[currentevent] == ’NA’: # If paleomag, no radiometric age, polarity is ’NA’
minage = AcceptableAge_MIN
maxage = AcceptableAge_MAX
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.random.uniform(maxage, minage)
continue
#print ’min, sampled, max’, minage,SampledAges[currentevent], maxage
range_strat = np.arange(minage_strat, maxage_strat, Rdt) # Timeline
if Polarity[currentevent] == ’n’: # If paleomag, no radiometric age, polarity is ’n’
mag_function = mag_interpolate_n(range_strat)
#plt.plot(range_strat, mag_function) #Polarities, 0 false, 1 true
cdf = np.cumsum(mag_function)
’’’
print cdf[-1]
if cdf[-1] == 0:
plt.title(’%s %s\nmu: %0.2f sd: %0.2f’ % (currentevent, Polarity[currentevent], mu, sigma))
plt.ylim(-1, 2)
plt.show()
plt.close()
’’’
if cdf[-1] == 0:
print ’\n’, currentevent
print ’range_strat’, range_strat
print ’mag_function’, mag_function
print ’pdf’, pdf
cdf /= np.max(cdf) # Normalize to one
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#plt.plot(range_strat, cdf)
#plt.title(’From mag only, no radiometric age’)
#plt.show()
#plt.close()
#print np.min(np.where( cdf >= np.random.uniform() )) * dt + minage
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.min(np.where( cdf >= np.random.uniform() )) * Rdt + minage_strat
#plt.axvline(SampledAges[currentevent], color=’black’, lw=2)
#plt.title(’%s %s\nmu: %0.2f sd: %0.2f’ % (currentevent, Polarity[currentevent], mu, sigma))
#plt.ylim(-1, 2)
#plt.show()
#plt.close()
if Polarity[currentevent] == ’r’:
mag_function = mag_interpolate_r(range_strat)
#plt.plot(range_strat, mag_function, lw=2, label=’Paleomag Step’) #Polarities, 0 false, 1 true
#print ’mag_function’, mag_function
cdf = np.cumsum(mag_function)
’’’
print cdf[-1]
if cdf[-1] == 0:
plt.title(’%s %s\nmu: %0.2f sd: %0.2f’ % (currentevent, Polarity[currentevent], mu, sigma))
plt.ylim(-1, 2)
plt.show()
plt.close()
’’’
if cdf[-1] == 0:
print ’\n’, currentevent
print ’range_strat’, range_strat
print ’mag_function’, mag_function
print ’pdf’, pdf
cdf /= np.max(cdf) # Normalize to one
#plt.plot(range_strat, cdf, lw=2, label=’CDF’)
#plt.title(’From mag only, no radiometric age’)
#plt.show()
#plt.close()
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.min(np.where( cdf >= np.random.uniform() )) * Rdt + minage_strat
#plt.axvline(SampledAges[currentevent], color=’black’, lw=2, label=’Sampled Age’)
#plt.legend(loc=’best’)
#plt.title(’%s %s\nmu: %0.2f sd: %0.2f’ % (currentevent, Polarity[currentevent], mu, sigma))
#plt.ylim(-1, 2)
#plt.show()
#plt.close()
if use_mag == True and sigma != -9999:
#print currentevent, Polarity[currentevent]
minage_strat = AcceptableAge_MIN
maxage_strat = AcceptableAge_MAX
#print ’Minage:’, minage_strat, ’Maxage:’, maxage_strat
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if Polarity[currentevent] == ’NA’:
minage = AcceptableAge_MIN
maxage = AcceptableAge_MAX
#print minage, maxage, mu, sigma
# Convert minage and maxage to standard normal range because a, b are the standard deviations
a = (minage_strat - mu) / sigma
b = (maxage_strat - mu) / sigma
#print a, b
SampledAges[currentevent] = truncnorm.rvs(a, b, loc=mu, scale=sigma)
if SampledAges[currentevent] <=0:
while SampledAges[currentevent] <= 0:
SampledAges[currentevent] = truncnorm.rvs(a, b, loc=mu, scale=sigma)
if SampledAges[currentevent] == np.inf:
#print ’Inf encountered at unit’, currentevent
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.random.uniform(maxage, minage)
else:
#x = np.linspace(-2.5, 2.5, 6)
#import pylab as plt
#np.random.seed(1234)
range_strat = np.arange(minage_strat, maxage_strat, Rdt)
#print ’Using this range’, range_strat
if Polarity[currentevent] == ’n’: # Has radiometric age, polarity is ’normal’
mag_function = mag_interpolate_n(range_strat)
#plt.plot(range_strat, mag_function, label=’Paleomagnetic Step Function’) #Polarities, 0 false, 1 true
#plt.title(’Example of Paleomagnetic Step Function’)
#plt.ylabel(’Probability’)
#plt.xlabel(’Time (Ma)’)
#plt.ylim(-0.5, 1.5)
#plt.xlim(range_strat[0], range_strat[-1])
#plt.gca().invert_xaxis()
#plt.show()
#quit()
#print ’mag_function’, mag_function
#print mu, sigma
pdf = norm.pdf(range_strat, loc=mu, scale=sigma)
#print pdf.max()*sigma
#plt.plot(range_strat, pdf*sigma,label=’PDF of Radiometric Age’)
#plt.title(’Paleomag Step Function and PDF’)
#plt.gca().invert_xaxis()
#plt.legend()
#plt.show()
#quit()
#print ’pdf’, pdf
pdf_mag = pdf*mag_function
#plt.plot(range_strat, pdf_mag*sigma)
#plt.title(’Gaussian PDF Times Paleomag Step Function’)
#plt.xlim(range_strat[0], range_strat[-1])
#plt.gca().invert_xaxis()
#plt.show()
#quit()
cdf = np.cumsum(pdf_mag)
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#print ’cdf’, cdf
’’’
print cdf[-1]
if cdf[-1] == 0:
plt.title(’%s %s\nmu: %0.2f sd: %0.2f’ % (currentevent, Polarity[currentevent], mu, sigma))
plt.ylim(-1, 2)
plt.show()
plt.close()
’’’
if cdf[-1] == 0:
print ’\n’, currentevent
print ’range_strat’, range_strat
print ’mag_function’, mag_function
print ’pdf’, pdf
cdf /= np.max(cdf) # Normalize to one
#plt.plot(range_strat, cdf, label=’CDF’)
#plt.xlim(range_strat[0], range_strat[-1])
#plt.title(’Normalized Cumulative Distribution Function’)
#plt.gca().invert_xaxis()
#plt.show()
#quit()
#plt.close()
#print np.min(np.where( cdf >= np.random.uniform() )) * Rdt + minage_strat
rand_val = np.random.uniform()
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.min(np.where( cdf >= rand_val )) * Rdt + minage_strat
#plt.axhline(rand_val, color=’red’, lw=1, label=’Random Value’)
#plt.axvline(SampledAges[currentevent], color=’black’, lw=1, label=’Time Interval Sampled’)
#plt.legend()
#plt.axvline(SampledAges[currentevent]-Rdt, color=’black’, lw=1)
#plt.xlim(range_strat[0], range_strat[-1])
#plt.gca().invert_xaxis()
#plt.title(’%s %s\nmu: %0.2f sd: %0.2f’ % (currentevent, Polarity[currentevent], mu, sigma))
#plt.ylim(-1, 2)
#plt.show()
#quit()
#plt.close()
if Polarity[currentevent] == ’r’: # Has radiometric age, polarity is ’reversed’
mag_function = mag_interpolate_r(range_strat)
#plt.plot(range_strat, mag_function, lw=2, label=’Paleomag Step’) #Polarities, 0 false, 1 true
#print ’mag_function’, mag_function
pdf = norm.pdf(range_strat, loc=mu, scale=sigma)
#plt.plot(range_strat, pdf, lw=2, label=’PDF’, linestyle=’dashed’) #
pdf_mag = pdf*mag_function
#plt.plot(range_strat, pdf_mag, lw=2, label=’PDF*Paleomag’)
cdf = np.cumsum(pdf_mag)
’’’
print cdf[-1]
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if cdf[-1] == 0:
plt.title(’%s %s\nmu: %0.2f sd: %0.2f’ % (currentevent, Polarity[currentevent], mu, sigma))
plt.ylim(-1, 2)
plt.show()
plt.close()
’’’
if cdf[-1] == 0:
print ’\n’, currentevent
print ’range_strat’, range_strat
print ’mag_function’, mag_function
print ’pdf’, pdf
cdf /= np.max(cdf) # Normalize to one
#plt.plot(range_strat, cdf, lw=2, label=’CDF’)
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.min(np.where( cdf >= np.random.uniform() )) * Rdt + minage_strat
#plt.axvline(SampledAges[currentevent], color=’black’, lw=2, label=’Sampled Age’)
#plt.legend(loc=’best’)
#plt.title(’%s %s\nmu: %0.2f sd: %0.2f’ % (currentevent, Polarity[currentevent], mu, sigma))
#plt.ylim(-1, 2)
#plt.show()
#plt.close()
if use_mag == False and sigma != 0:
try:
len(Ages[currentevent]) > 1 # If there is more than one age/uncertainty reported per event, randomly choose one.
agechoice = np.random.randint(0, len(Ages[currentevent]))
mu = Ages[currentevent][agechoice]
sigma = Uncertainty[currentevent][agechoice]
except:
TypeError
mu = Ages[currentevent]
sigma = Uncertainty[currentevent]
if mu == -9999:
minage = AcceptableAge_MIN
maxage = AcceptableAge_MAX
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.random.uniform(maxage, minage)
continue
#print ’min, sampled, max’, minage,SampledAges[currentevent], maxage
else:
minage = AcceptableAge_MIN
maxage = AcceptableAge_MAX
# Convert minage and maxage to standard normal range because a, b are the standard deviations
a = (minage - mu) / sigma
b = (maxage - mu) / sigma
#print ’Here are a and b’, a, b, ’for unit’, currentevent
# Use truncated normal distribution to sample age, make sure it is greater than zero
SampledAges[currentevent] = truncnorm.rvs(a, b, loc=mu, scale=sigma)
if SampledAges[currentevent] <=0:
while SampledAges[currentevent] <= 0:
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SampledAges[currentevent] = truncnorm.rvs(a, b, loc=mu, scale=sigma)
# Set the while counter to zero so that while loop can exit if tends towards infinite loop
whilecountmin = 0
whilecountmax = 0
if SampledAges[currentevent] < minage:
print ’\n\nEntering the minage while loop: (a-b) = %f’ % (a-b)
while SampledAges[currentevent] < minage and whilecountmin < 100:
SampledAges[currentevent] = truncnorm.rvs(a, b, loc=mu, scale=sigma)
print SampledAges[currentevent], ’should be greater than’, minage, SampledAges[currentevent]>minage
if SampledAges[currentevent] == np.inf:
#print ’Inf encountered at unit’, currentevent
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.random.uniform(maxage, minage)
if b-a < 0.1: # and whilecountmin == 100:
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.random.uniform(maxage, minage)
print ’Difference between b and a less than 0.1:’, b-a, currentevent
print ’minage:%f sampledage:%f, maxage:%f’ % (minage, SampledAges[currentevent], maxage)
break
whilecountmin += 1
print SampledAges[currentevent], ’should be greater than’, minage, SampledAges[currentevent]>minage
if SampledAges[currentevent] > maxage:
print ’\n\nEntering the maxage while loop: (a-b) = %f’ % (a-b)
while SampledAges[currentevent] > maxage and whilecountmax < 100:
SampledAges[currentevent] = truncnorm.rvs(a, b, loc=mu, scale=sigma)
print SampledAges[currentevent], ’should be less than’, maxage, SampledAges[currentevent]<maxage
if SampledAges[currentevent] == np.inf:
#print ’Inf encountered at unit’, currentevent
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.random.uniform(maxage, minage)
if b-a < 0.1: #and whilecountmax == 100:
SampledAges[currentevent] = np.random.uniform(maxage, minage)
print ’Difference between b and a less than 0.1:’, b-a, currentevent
print ’minage:%f sampledage:%f, maxage:%f’ % (minage, SampledAges[currentevent], maxage)
break
whilecountmax += 1
print SampledAges[currentevent], ’should be less than’, maxage, SampledAges[currentevent]<maxage
if whilecountmin != 0:
print ’It took %i tries within the minage while loop for event: %s’ % (whilecountmin, currentevent)
if whilecountmax != 0:
print ’It took %i tries within the maxage while loop for event: %s’ % (whilecountmax, currentevent)
# Can optimize by removing these and only generating them by reruning this run idx if necessary
statement_min.append(’%f > %f %s’ % (SampledAges[currentevent], minage, SampledAges[currentevent]>minage))
statement_min.append(’a:%f b:%f (a-b):%f’ % (a, b, a-b))
statement_min.append(’(%f - %f) / %f’ % (minage, mu, sigma))
statement_min.append(’minage:%f maxage:%f max-min:%f’ % (minage, maxage, maxage-minage))
statement_max.append(’%f < %f %s’ % (SampledAges[currentevent], maxage, SampledAges[currentevent]<maxage))
statement_max.append(’a:%f b:%f (a-b):%f’ % (a, b, a-b))
statement_max.append(’(%f - %f) / %f’ % (minage, mu, sigma))
statement_max.append(’minage:%f maxage:%f max-min:%f’ % (minage, maxage, maxage-minage))
if whilecountmin == 100 or whilecountmax == 100:
print ’Aborting after 100 tries’
print pastevents
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for entry in statement_min:
print entry
for entry in statement_max:
print entry
print ’Creating graph’
SampledAgeskeys = np.array(SampledAges.keys())
SampledAgesvalues = np.array(SampledAges.values())
error_at = currentevent
error_min = SampledAgeskeys[np.where(SampledAgesvalues == minage)]
error_max = SampledAgeskeys[np.where(SampledAgesvalues == maxage)]
#MakeStratGraph(runID, SampledAges, error_at, error_min, error_max, pastevents)
#quit()
if SampledAges[currentevent] < minage:
print ’This cannot be a minage issue!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!’
quit()
if SampledAges[currentevent] > maxage:
print ’This cannot be a maxage issue!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!’
quit()
return SampledAges
########################################################################################################################
def getages(Ages, style, numruns, relationships):
results = np.zeros((len(Ages), numruns))# Pre-allocate space to save results
SampledAgeslist = [] # Make a list to store lists of keys from SampledAges to check sorting of results
# Pre-allocate space for saving the timing values
eventtiming = np.zeros(numruns)
resulttiming = np.zeros(numruns)
if style == ’random’:
’’’
Takes about 0.72 seconds per run for 10 and 100 runs
’’’
for i in range(numruns):
eventstart = time.time()
events = random_events()
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
if style == ’topdown’:
’’’
Takes about 0.97 seconds per run for 100 runs. Perhaps optimize the events list algorithm by saving the stratigraphic orders as a list of lists,
then random shuffle each list within the list and assemble new eventlist? Not really a lot of work to spare, could take more time...
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’’’
tdlist = make_topdown_list()
for i in range(numruns):
eventstart = time.time()
events = topdown_events(tdlist)
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
#print result
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
if style == ’bottomup’:
’’’
Takes about 0.61 seconds per run for 100 runs
’’’
bulist = make_bottomup_list()
for i in range(numruns):
eventstart = time.time()
events = bottomup_events(bulist)
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
#print result
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
if style == ’outside_in’:
’’’
This takes about #### seconds per run for 100 runs
’’’
top1 = make_topdown_list()[0]
bottom1 = make_bottomup_list()[0]
for i in range(numruns):
eventstart = time.time()
events = outside_in_events(top1, bottom1)
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
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#print result
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
if style == ’most_contacts’:
’’’
This takes about 0.85 seconds per run for 100 runs
’’’
for i in range(numruns):
eventstart = time.time()
events = most_contacts_events()
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
#print ’#######################NEW RUN############################’
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
#print result
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
if style == ’most_contacts_list’:
’’’
This takes about 0.77 seconds per run for 100 runs. It has more code than most_contacts... Must have to do with sample_ages and the way the recursive
function works???
’’’
#Create events list!
for i in range(numruns):
eventstart = time.time()
events = most_contacts_list_events()
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
#print result
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
if style == ’crater_age_uncertainty’:
’’’
This takes about 0.96 seconds per run for 100 runs
’’’
for i in range(numruns):
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eventstart = time.time()
events = crater_age_uncertainty_events()
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
#print result
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
if style == ’user_defined’:
print ’Events will be randomly shuffled within each list, from top to bottom’
for idx,sublist in enumerate(Order_list):
print ’Level’, idx+1, sublist
for i in range(numruns):
eventstart = time.time()
events = user_defined_events()
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
#print result
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
if style == ’key_stratigraphic_unit’:
’’’
This takes about 0.96 seconds per run for 100 runs
’’’
for i in range(numruns):
eventstart = time.time()
events, event_ageKey = key_stratigraphic_unit_events()
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i, event_ageKey)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
#print result
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
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if style == ’ignore_strat’:
’’’
This takes about 1.64 seconds per run for 100 runs
’’’
for i in range(numruns):
eventstart = time.time()
relationships = [[0, 0], [0, 0]]
#print relationships, relationships[0], relationships[1]
events = random_events()
eventend = time.time()
eventtiming[i] = eventend - eventstart
resultstart = time.time()
result = sample_ages(events, relationships, i)
resultend = time.time()
resulttiming[i] = resultend - resultstart
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((i+1),numruns)) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
#print result
for idx,k in enumerate(result):
#print i, idx, k, result[k]
#if min(result) != -9999:
results[idx, i] = result[k]
SampledAgeslist.append(result.keys())
for i in range(1, len(SampledAgeslist)):
if SampledAgeslist[i-1] != SampledAgeslist[i]:
print ’\nYa done goofed up... Not all data are in the proper order\n’
quit()
end = time.time()
print ’\n\nThis %s simulation took’ % (style), end - start, ’seconds\n’
print ’The event list creation took’, np.mean(eventtiming), ’seconds’
print ’The age sampling took’, np.mean(resulttiming), ’seconds’
####Take the transpose because infile data are referenced as results[0] = all ages for Event[0]
resultsT = np.transpose(results)
#print resultsT
####Save the row numbers for runs that don’t have -9999 in them####
####Rows with -9999 had an error####
nonzeroruns = []
badruns = []
for idx, i in enumerate(resultsT):
if -9999 not in i:
nonzeroruns.append(idx)
if -9999 in i:
badruns.append(idx)
print ’i’, i
print ’idx’, idx
print ’badruns’, badruns
return results, badruns, SampledAgeslist[0]
cwd = os.getcwd()
for i in range(0,1):
relationships, Ages, Uncertainty, Polarity, Order_list = load_databases()
if use_mag == True:
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Rdt = Rdt # This is the timestep used for the cumulative density function
pol_n, pol_r, tops, bases = load_mag_timescale()
#print tops[pol_n]
#print bases[pol_r]
#print pol_n
#print pol_r
#print tops
#print bases
# This section of code creates a 1d interpolation of the geomagnetic timescale, 0 = Normal, 1 = Reversed
xs = []
yr = []
yn = []
for topn, basen, topr, baser in zip(tops[pol_n], bases[pol_n], tops[pol_r], bases[pol_r]):
xs.append(topn)
xs.append(basen)
xs.append(topr)
xs.append(baser)
yr.append(0)
yr.append(0)
yr.append(1)
yr.append(1)
yn.append(1)
yn.append(1)
yn.append(0)
yn.append(0)
#print xs
#print yr
mag_interpolate_r = interp1d(xs, yr)
mag_interpolate_n = interp1d(xs, yn)
#xspl = np.arange(xs[0], xs[-1], Rdt)
#import pylab as plt
#plt.plot(xspl, mag_interpolate_r(xspl), lw=2, color=’red’)
#plt.plot(xspl, mag_interpolate_n(xspl), lw=2, color=’green’)
#plt.axvline(0.5)
#print mag_interpolate(0.5)
#print xspl
#stepfn = np.zeros(len(xspl))
#plt.plot(xs, ys)
#plt.ylim(-1, 2)
#plt.show()
#print Polarity
#quit()
print ’Here are the stratigraphic relationships\n’, relationships
print ’\nHere are the ages\n’, Ages
print ’\nHere are the uncertainties\n’,Uncertainty
#quit()
print ’######################\nWorking on style’, style, numruns
results, badruns, SampledAgeslist = getages(Ages=Ages, style=style, numruns=numruns, relationships=relationships) # More than just the badruns comes
back
resultsT = np.transpose(results)
####Save the row numbers for runs that don’t have -9999 in them####
####Rows with -9999 had an error####
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nonzeroruns = []
badruns = []
for idx, resultT in enumerate(resultsT):
if -9999 not in resultT:
nonzeroruns.append(idx)
if -9999 in resultT:
badruns.append(idx)
#print ’resultT’, resultT
#print ’idx’, idx
#print ’badruns’, badruns
####These are the end results####
endresultsT = resultsT[nonzeroruns]
endresults = np.transpose(endresultsT)
print ’There are’, len(nonzeroruns), ’successful runs out of’, np.shape(results)[1]
# Save the results
np.save(’results_%s’ % (style), endresults)
if len(nonzeroruns) == 0:
print ’No successful runs’
quit()
np.save(’%s_eventlist.npy’ % (style), SampledAgeslist)
A.2 Recurrence Rate Code: ’RecurrenceRate6.py’
# Uses Koji’s recurrence rate calculation for events at the tails of the moving average windows (inside and outside of range of assigned ages)
# Recurrence rate should decay monotonically from range of data
import sys
import os
import numpy as np
from scipy import stats
import pylab as plt
from scipy.stats import truncnorm
from scipy.interpolate import UnivariateSpline
import matplotlib.patches as patches
try:
inputfile = sys.argv[1]
except:
IndexError
print ’\nUsage: python RecurrenceRate6.py event_ordering_style Volcanic_Field_Name Shade_intensity\n’
quit()
datafile = ’results_%s.npy’ % (inputfile)
labels = inputfile
try:
fieldname = sys.argv[2]
except:
IndexError
print ’\nUsage: python RecurrenceRate6.py event_ordering_style Volcanic_Field_Name Shade_intensity\n’
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quit()
try:
shade_intensity = float(sys.argv[3])
except:
IndexError
print ’\nUsage: python RecurrenceRate6.py event_ordering_style Volcanic_Field_Name Shade_intensity\n’
quit()
#Eventlist = np.load(’%s_eventlist.npy’ % (inputfile))
#eventIDs = Eventlist
inputsraw = open(’config.txt’, ’r’).readlines() # Open the file
inputs = [line.rstrip(’ \n’) for line in inputsraw] # Strip the end of line comments from each line
inputsbegin = inputs.index(’## Inputs ##’) # Where does the line ## Inputs ## occur in the config.txt file? Input data is after it.
#ages_db_file = inputs[inputsbegin+3].split(’: ’)[1]
Rdt = float(inputs[inputsbegin+7].split(’: ’)[1])
GLOBAL_MAXAGE = float(inputs[inputsbegin+1].split(’: ’)[1])
GLOBAL_MINAGE = float(inputs[inputsbegin+2].split(’: ’)[1])
global filelist
filelist = []
# Data will have the following structure
# Level 0: Event
# Level 1: Results of the event
# Load the raw data
data_raw = np.load(datafile)
NUM_SAMPLES = np.shape(data_raw)[1]
#print np.shape(data_raw)
# Transpose the raw data
dataT = np.transpose(data_raw)
#print len(dataT[0])
# Sort the transposed data -> data
data = [np.sort(i)[::-1] for i in dataT] # Transpose and sort so that each model run has events ordered chronologically, oldest to youngest
#print data[0]
#quit()
’’’
for i in data:
plt.plot(-i[::-1], range(len(i)), lw=0.1, color=’0.5’)
plt.show()
’’’
#print data[0]
#print data[1]
’’’
# This will plot the data to check that they are all sorted # Yes, they are sorted from low to high
for idx in range(len(data)):
plt.plot(range(len(data[idx])), data[idx], lw=0.1, alpha=0.1, color=’black’)
#plt.show()
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’’’
def recur_rate(bin_width, moving_avg): #With Koji’s implementation
’’’
Events are ordered oldest to youngest per Koji equations.
’’’
youngest_bin = GLOBAL_MINAGE#np.min(data)-np.min(data)%bin_width
oldest_bin = GLOBAL_MAXAGE#np.max(data)+np.max(data)%bin_width
num_bins = ((oldest_bin - youngest_bin) / bin_width) + 1#- ((oldest_bin - youngest_bin) / bin_width)%1
RR_bin = np.linspace(oldest_bin, youngest_bin, num_bins)
RR_result = np.zeros((len(data_raw[0]), len(RR_bin)))
#print RR_bin
#print youngest_bin, oldest_bin
# Are there enough events to calculate the size of the moving average?
try:
result = np.zeros((len(data_raw[0]), len(data[0])-moving_avg*2))
except:
ValueError
quit()
RRs = np.zeros(len(data[0])-1)
#steps = np.zeros(len(data[0]))
#print result
n = moving_avg*2
M = len(data[0])
for run in (range(len(data_raw[0]))): # Go through each model run
#sys.stdout.write("\r%i of %i runs" % (run+1, len(data_raw[0])))
#if n == 2:
num_intervals = (100+(n/2)) - (100-(n/2)+1) # 102 - 99
#print ’num_intervals:’, num_intervals
for i in range((n/2)-1, (M-(n/2)+1)-1): # This fills in the middle
#for i in range(0,M-1):
#print i
lt = num_intervals / (data[run][i-(n/2)+1] - data[run][i+(n/2)])
#print "T_%i+(%i) - T_%i-(%i)+1" % (i,n/2,i,n/2)
#print num_intervals, ’/’, data[run][i+(n/2)], ’-’, data[run][i-(n/2)+1]
#print i+(n/2), i-(n/2)+1
RRs[i] = lt
#print ’In the middle’, RRs
for i in range(0, (n/2)-1):
lt = (n-1) / (data[run][0] - data[run][n])
RRs[i] = lt
#print data[run]
#print ’The beginning’, RRs
for i in range((M-(n/2)+1)-1, M-1):
#print M-(n+1), M
lt = (M - (M-n+1)) / (data[run][M-(n+1)-1] - data[run][M-1])
RRs[i] = lt
#print ’The end’, RRs
# Assign RRs to time table and do the increasing/decreasing calculation.
for idx in range(len(RRs)):
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times = np.where(RR_bin < data[run][idx]) # From age of event to the next younger one (but to time zero because it’s overwritten...)
#print times, data[run][idx]
#print ’Beginning of bin, age, End of bin... This should show that the age is between the beginning and end of bin.’
#print RR_bin[times[0][0]-bin_width], data[run][idx], RR_bin[times[0][0]]
#plt.plot(data[run][idx], RRs[idx], ’|’, c=’black’, markersize=20, markeredgewidth=1.5, zorder=1, label=None)
RR_result[run][times] = RRs[idx]
#print RRs[idx]
#plt.plot(data[run][idx], RRs[idx], ’|’, c=’black’, markersize=20, markeredgewidth=1.5, zorder=1, label=’Timing of Event’)
# Good to here...
#print ’increasing over...’, np.where(RR_bin > data[run][0])
#print RR_bin, data[run][0]
for time in np.where(RR_bin > data[run][0])[0]: # Monotonic increase
#print RR_bin[time], data[run][0]
RR_result[run][time] = (n-1) / (RR_bin[time] - data[run][n])
#print 1, ’/’, RR_bin[time], ’-’, data[run][1]
#print RR_bin[time], data[run][0]
# lt = e_{n-1} / (t - T_{n-1})
# it appears that it is e_{n/2} / (t - T_{n/2})
#print ’decreasing over...’, np.where(RR_bin <= data[run][-1])
#print RR_bin[np.where(RR_bin <= data[run][-1])]
for time in np.where(RR_bin <= data[run][-1])[0]: # Monotonic decrease
RR_result[run][time] = (M-(M-n+1)) / (data[run][M-(n+2)] - RR_bin[time])
# lt = (e_M - e_{M-(n+1)}) / (T_M-(n+2) - t)
#print RR_bin[time], data[run][-moving_avg-1], RR_result[run][time]
#print ’next run’
#print data[run]
#print RR_result[run]
#print RR_bin
#plt.plot(RR_bin, RR_result[run], c=’blue’, lw=1.5, zorder=0, label=’Local-Window RR’)
#plt.xlim(RR_bin[0], RR_bin[-1])
#plt.legend(loc=’upper left’, numpoints=1)
#plt.title(’Example of Calculating Recurrence Rate Through Time’)
#plt.xlabel(’Time (Ma)’)
#plt.ylabel(’Events per Ma’)
#plt.gca().invert_xaxis()
#if run == 0:
# break
#plt.show()
#plt.close()
global dataout
dataout = ’%s_MA_%i_%s.dat’ % (fieldname, moving_avg*2, inputfile)
file = open(’%s_MA_%i_%s.dat’ % (fieldname, moving_avg*2, inputfile), ’w’)
print >> file, ’agebin 5th Median 95th’
medians = np.zeros(len(RR_bin)) # One median value per time interval
p1s = np.zeros(len(medians))
p99s = np.zeros(len(medians))
p5s = np.zeros(len(medians)) # One percentile per time interval
p95s = np.zeros(len(medians))
p25s = np.zeros(len(medians))
p75s = np.zeros(len(medians))
bin_counts = np.zeros(len(medians))
for idx in range(len(medians)): # Iterate through all time intervals
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bin_counts[idx] = len(RR_result[:,idx][np.where(RR_result[:,idx] != 0)])
if len(RR_result[:,idx][np.where(RR_result[:,idx] != 0)]) == 0: # If all of the runs equal zero for the time interval...
# All of these parameters for the time interval are zero
medians[idx] = 0
p5s[idx] = 0
p95s[idx] = 0
p1s[idx] = 0
p99s[idx] = 0
p25s[idx] = 0
p75s[idx] = 0
else: # If at least one of the runs not equal zero for the time interval...
medians[idx] = np.median(RR_result[:,idx])
p1s[idx] = np.percentile(RR_result[:,idx], 0.5)
p99s[idx] = np.percentile(RR_result[:,idx], 99.5)
p5s[idx] = np.percentile(RR_result[:,idx], 5)
p95s[idx] = np.percentile(RR_result[:,idx], 95)
p25s[idx] = np.percentile(RR_result[:,idx], 25)
p75s[idx] = np.percentile(RR_result[:,idx], 75)
#medians[idx] = np.median(RR_result[:,idx][np.where(RR_result[:,idx] != 0)]) # Calculate median for non-zero runs
#p5s[idx] = np.percentile(RR_result[:,idx][np.where(RR_result[:,idx] != 0)], 5) # Calculate percentiles for non-zero runs
#p95s[idx] = np.percentile(RR_result[:,idx][np.where(RR_result[:,idx] != 0)], 95)
#print RR_bin[idx], p5s[idx], medians[idx], p95s[idx]
print >> file, RR_bin[idx], p5s[idx], medians[idx], p95s[idx]
#quit()
return RR_bin, RR_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts, p1s, p99s, p25s, p75s
’’’
def CumulativeThroughTime():
timeline = np.arange(-GLOBAL_MAXAGE, -GLOBAL_MINAGE+bin_width, bin_width)
print timeline
data = np.load(datafile)
data = np.transpose(data)
data *= -1
cumulative = np.zeros((len(data),len(timeline)))
#print np.shape(cumulative)
for run in range(len(data)):
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((run+1),np.shape(cumulative)[0])) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
for age in data[run]:
indicies = np.where(age < timeline)
cumulative[run][indicies] += 1
plt.plot(-timeline, cumulative[run], color=’black’, alpha=shade_intensity)
#print cumulative[run]
print ’\n’
ylims = plt.ylim()
plt.ylim(0, ylims[1]+1)
plt.gca().invert_xaxis()
#plt.xlim(-GLOBAL_MAXAGE,-GLOBAL_MINAGE+bin_width)
#plt.title(’Cumulative Eruptions Through Time\nBin Width: %f Ma’ % bin_width)
#plt.xlabel(’Time (Ma)’)
#plt.ylabel(’Number of Eruptions’)
plt.show()
’’’
def mk_plot(result, moving_avg, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts, p1s, p99s, p25s, p75s):
print ’\nNow plotting figures’
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plt.plot(RR_bin, medians, color=’black’, lw=1.5, label=’Median’)
#plt.plot(-RR_bin, bin_counts/medians.max())
’’’
for idx in range(len(RR_bin)-1):
#print -RR_bin[idx:idx+2]
xs = -RR_bin[idx:idx+2]
#xs[0] += 0.1
#print xs
if bin_counts.max() >= 1:
plt.fill_between(xs, p1s[idx:idx+2], p99s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.8’)
plt.fill_between(xs, p5s[idx:idx+2], p95s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.6’)
plt.fill_between(xs, p25s[idx:idx+2], p75s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.4’)
if bin_counts.max() < 1:
plt.fill_between(xs, p1s[idx:idx+2], p99s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.8’)
plt.fill_between(xs, p5s[idx:idx+2], p95s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.6’)
plt.fill_between(xs, p25s[idx:idx+2], p75s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.4’)
’’’
plt.fill_between(RR_bin, p1s, p99s, color=’0.8’)
plt.fill_between(RR_bin, p5s, p95s, color=’0.6’)
plt.fill_between(RR_bin, p25s, p75s, color=’0.4’)
medline = plt.Line2D((0,1),(0,0), color=’black’, lw=1.5)
p99 = plt.Rectangle((0,0), 1, 1, fc=’0.8’)
p90 = plt.Rectangle((0,0), 1, 1, fc=’0.6’)
p50 = plt.Rectangle((0,0), 1, 1, fc=’0.4’)
#plt.fill_between(-RR_bin, p5s, p95s, color=’red’, alpha=0.5, label=’9-95 Percentile’)
’’’
timeline = np.arange(-GLOBAL_MAXAGE, -GLOBAL_MINAGE+bin_width, bin_width)
print timeline
data = np.load(datafile)
data = np.transpose(data)
data *= -1
cumulative = np.zeros((len(data),len(timeline)))
#print np.shape(cumulative)
for run in range(len(data)):
sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((run+1),np.shape(cumulative)[0])) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
for age in data[run]:
indicies = np.where(age < timeline)
cumulative[run][indicies] += 1
plt.plot(-timeline, cumulative[run], color=’black’, alpha=shade_intensity)
’’’
data = np.load(datafile)
data = np.transpose(data)
means = [np.mean(data[:,i]) for i in range(len(data[0]))]
means = np.array(means)
meansort = np.argsort(means)[::-1]
#print np.sort(means) == means[meansort]
#print means
#print meansort
#print np.sort(means)[::-1]
ymin, ymax = plt.ylim()
for idx in range(len(data[0])):
#print idx, means[i][0], np.mean(data[:,i])
#print meansort[idx], means[meansort[idx]]
scalar = ymax/(1+len(data[0]))
plt.scatter(data[:,meansort[idx]], np.ones(len(data[:,meansort[idx]]))*scalar*(idx+1), s=0.001, linewidth=None, c=’black’)
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agemodel = plt.scatter(-10, -10, s=1, marker=’o’, color=’black’)
plt.legend([agemodel, medline, p99, p90, p50], [’Age Model’, ’Median’, ’99% Confidence’, ’90% Confidence’, ’50% Confidence’], loc=’upper left’, frameon=False)
plt.xlim(GLOBAL_MINAGE, GLOBAL_MAXAGE)
plt.title(’%s\n%s Moving Average: %i’ % (fieldname, inputfile, moving_avg*2))
plt.ylabel(’Events per Ma’)
plt.xlabel(’Time (Ma)’)
plt.ylim(-scalar, ymax)
#plt.axhline(y=0, lw=0.5)
plt.gca().invert_xaxis()
#plt.show()
filelist.append(’%s_Koji_Style_MA_%i_RR:%s.eps’ % (fieldname, moving_avg*2, inputfile))
plt.savefig(’%s_Koji_Style_MA_%i_RR:%s.eps’ % (fieldname, moving_avg*2, inputfile), format=’eps’)
plt.savefig(’%s_Koji_Style_MA_%i_RR:%s.png’ % (fieldname, moving_avg*2, inputfile), format=’png’)
plt.close()
return ymax#, filelist
def mk_plot_ymax(result, moving_avg, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts, p1s, p99s, p25s, p75s, ymax):
’’’
This is for using a ymax set in the first plot
’’’
print ’\nNow plotting figures’
plt.plot(RR_bin, medians, color=’black’, lw=1.5, label=’Median’)
#plt.plot(-RR_bin, bin_counts/medians.max())
’’’
for idx in range(len(RR_bin)-1):
#print -RR_bin[idx:idx+2]
xs = -RR_bin[idx:idx+2]
#xs[0] += 0.1
#print xs
if bin_counts.max() >= 1:
plt.fill_between(xs, p1s[idx:idx+2], p99s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.8’)
plt.fill_between(xs, p5s[idx:idx+2], p95s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.6’)
plt.fill_between(xs, p25s[idx:idx+2], p75s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.4’)
if bin_counts.max() < 1:
plt.fill_between(xs, p1s[idx:idx+2], p99s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.8’)
plt.fill_between(xs, p5s[idx:idx+2], p95s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.6’)
plt.fill_between(xs, p25s[idx:idx+2], p75s[idx:idx+2], color=’0.4’)
’’’
plt.fill_between(RR_bin, p1s, p99s, color=’0.8’)
plt.fill_between(RR_bin, p5s, p95s, color=’0.6’)
plt.fill_between(RR_bin, p25s, p75s, color=’0.4’)
medline = plt.Line2D((0,1),(0,0), color=’black’, lw=1.5)
p99 = plt.Rectangle((0,0), 1, 1, fc=’0.8’)
p90 = plt.Rectangle((0,0), 1, 1, fc=’0.6’)
p50 = plt.Rectangle((0,0), 1, 1, fc=’0.4’)
#plt.fill_between(-RR_bin, p5s, p95s, color=’red’, alpha=0.5, label=’9-95 Percentile’)
’’’
timeline = np.arange(-GLOBAL_MAXAGE, -GLOBAL_MINAGE+bin_width, bin_width)
print timeline
data = np.load(datafile)
data = np.transpose(data)
data *= -1
cumulative = np.zeros((len(data),len(timeline)))
#print np.shape(cumulative)
for run in range(len(data)):
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sys.stdout.write("\r%d runs out of %d" % ((run+1),np.shape(cumulative)[0])) # i+1, ’runs out of’, numruns
for age in data[run]:
indicies = np.where(age < timeline)
cumulative[run][indicies] += 1
plt.plot(-timeline, cumulative[run], color=’black’, alpha=shade_intensity)
’’’
data = np.load(datafile)
data = np.transpose(data)
means = [np.mean(data[:,i]) for i in range(len(data[0]))]
means = np.array(means)
meansort = np.argsort(means)[::-1]
#print np.sort(means) == means[meansort]
#print means
#print meansort
#print np.sort(means)[::-1]
for idx in range(len(data[0])):
#print idx, means[i][0], np.mean(data[:,i])
#print meansort[idx], means[meansort[idx]]
scalar = ymax/(1+len(data[0]))
plt.scatter(data[:,meansort[idx]], np.ones(len(data[:,meansort[idx]]))*scalar*(idx+1), s=0.001, linewidth=None, c=’black’)
agemodel = plt.scatter(-10, -10, s=1, marker=’o’, color=’black’)
plt.legend([agemodel, medline, p99, p90, p50], [’Age Model’, ’Median’, ’99% Confidence’, ’90% Confidence’, ’50% Confidence’], loc=’upper left’, frameon=False)
plt.xlim(GLOBAL_MINAGE, GLOBAL_MAXAGE)
plt.title(’%s\n%s Moving Average: %i’ % (fieldname, inputfile, moving_avg*2))
plt.ylabel(’Events per Ma’)
plt.xlabel(’Time (Ma)’)
plt.ylim(-scalar, ymax)
#plt.axhline(y=0, lw=0.5)
plt.gca().invert_xaxis()
#plt.show()
filelist.append(’%s_Koji_Style_MA_%i_RR:%s.eps’ % (fieldname, moving_avg*2, inputfile))
plt.savefig(’%s_Koji_Style_MA_%i_RR:%s.eps’ % (fieldname, moving_avg*2, inputfile), format=’eps’)
plt.savefig(’%s_Koji_Style_MA_%i_RR:%s.png’ % (fieldname, moving_avg*2, inputfile), format=’png’)
plt.close()
return #filelist
bin_width = Rdt
#RR_bin, RR_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts = recur_rate_no_ma(bin_width)
#mk_plot_RR(RR_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts)
for idx, moving_avg in enumerate([1,2,3,4]): # Use these moving averages (these are multiplied by two for the actual moving average)
print ’Working on moving average:’, moving_avg*2#, ’Changed this line for debugging...’
if idx == 0:
recur_rate(bin_width, moving_avg)
RR_bin, result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts, p1s, p99s, p25s, p75s = recur_rate(bin_width, moving_avg)
ymax = mk_plot(result, moving_avg, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts, p1s, p99s, p25s, p75s)
#print filelist
else:
recur_rate(bin_width, moving_avg)
RR_bin, result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts, p1s, p99s, p25s, p75s = recur_rate(bin_width, moving_avg)
mk_plot_ymax(result, moving_avg, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts, p1s, p99s, p25s, p75s,ymax)
#plt.plot(-RR_bin, bin_counts)
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#plt.show()
print ’Creating a montage’
#filelist = [’Case1_Koji_Style_MA_2_RR:key_stratigraphic_unit.eps’, ’Case1_Koji_Style_MA_4_RR:key_stratigraphic_unit.eps’, ’Case1_Koji_Style_MA_6_RR:key_stratigraphic_unit.eps’,
’Case1_Koji_Style_MA_8_RR:key_stratigraphic_unit.eps’]
os.system(’montage %s %s %s %s -mode concatenate -tile 2x2 %s_mas.eps’ % (filelist[0], filelist[1], filelist[2], filelist[3], fieldname))
os.system(’python /home/james/VERRM/Recursive_age_function/VERRM1/Integrate_RR_thesis.py %s’ % dataout)
quit()
A.3 VERRM Interpolate Code: ’VERRMInterpolate6.py’
import sys
import os
import numpy as np
from scipy import stats
import pylab as plt
from scipy.stats import truncnorm
from scipy.interpolate import UnivariateSpline
import matplotlib.patches as patches
try:
inputfile = sys.argv[1]
except:
IndexError
print ’\nUsage: python VERRMInterpolate6.py event_ordering_style\n’
quit()
datafile = ’results_%s.npy’ % (inputfile)
labels = inputfile
Eventlist = np.load(’%s_eventlist.npy’ % (inputfile))
inputsraw = open(’config.txt’, ’r’).readlines() # Open the file
inputs = [line.rstrip(’ \n’) for line in inputsraw] # Strip the end of line comments from each line
inputsbegin = inputs.index(’## Inputs ##’) # Where does the line ## Inputs ## occur in the config.txt file? Input data is after it.
ages_db_file = inputs[inputsbegin+3].split(’: ’)[1]
use_mag_in = inputs[inputsbegin+6].split(’: ’)[1]
use_pol_in = inputs[inputsbegin+7].split(’: ’)[1]
use_mag = False
if use_mag_in.lower() == ’true’:
use_mag = True
use_pol = False
if use_pol_in.lower() == ’true’:
use_pol = True
GLOBAL_MAXAGE = float(inputs[inputsbegin+1].split(’: ’)[1])
GLOBAL_MINAGE = float(inputs[inputsbegin+2].split(’: ’)[1])
# Load the input data
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AgeUncertainty = np.genfromtxt(ages_db_file, skiprows=1, dtype=None)
eventIDs = np.empty(len(AgeUncertainty), dtype=’S64’)
inputages = np.ones(len(AgeUncertainty))
inputuncertainty = np.ones(len(inputages))
for idx in range(len(eventIDs)):
eventIDs[idx] = AgeUncertainty[idx][0]
inputages[idx] = AgeUncertainty[idx][1]
inputuncertainty[idx] = AgeUncertainty[idx][2]
# Data will have the following structure
# Level 0: Event
# Level 1: Results of the event
data = np.load(datafile)
NUM_SAMPLES = np.shape(data)[1]
#for i, entry in enumerate(Eventlist):
#print i, entry
def load_mag_timescale():
mag_timescale_file = ’Geomag_timescale_improved.csv’
magts = np.genfromtxt(mag_timescale_file, delimiter=’,’, dtype=str)
# Generate arrays of top and base age of chron with respect to polarities
top_col = np.where(magts[0] == ’top (Ma)’)
base_col = np.where(magts[0] == ’base (Ma)’)
tops = np.ravel(np.transpose(magts[3:-1])[top_col]).astype(float) # Uses 3:-1 indicies, first lines are headers and last one is incomplete
bases = np.ravel(np.transpose(magts[3:-1])[base_col]).astype(float) # Uses 3:-1 indicies, first lines are headers and last one is incomplete
MINAGE_CUTOFF = 0
if np.min(np.where(tops >= GLOBAL_MINAGE)) != 0:
MINAGE_CUTOFF = np.min(np.where(tops >= GLOBAL_MINAGE)) - 1
#print MINAGE_CUTOFF
MAXAGE_CUTOFF = len(bases)
if np.max(np.where(bases <= GLOBAL_MAXAGE)) != len(bases):
MAXAGE_CUTOFF = np.max(np.where(bases <= GLOBAL_MAXAGE)) + 2
#print MAXAGE_CUTOFF
tops = tops[MINAGE_CUTOFF:MAXAGE_CUTOFF]
bases = bases[MINAGE_CUTOFF:MAXAGE_CUTOFF]
#print tops, GLOBAL_MINAGE, bases, GLOBAL_MAXAGE
# Generate an array of normal vs reversed chrons by looking at the last letter of the subchron column
subchron_col = np.where(magts[0] == ’subchron’)
polarities = np.ravel(np.transpose(magts[3:-1])[subchron_col]) # Uses 3:-1 indicies, first lines are headers and last one is incomplete
polarities = polarities[MINAGE_CUTOFF:MAXAGE_CUTOFF]
polarities = np.array([p[-1:] for p in polarities]) # Polarity is the last char of each string in polarities
pol_n = np.where(polarities == ’n’)[0] # Indicies where polarity is normal
pol_r = np.where(polarities == ’r’)[0] # Indicies where polarity is reversed
#print pol_n, pol_r
#print tops
#print tops[pol_n]
#print bases[pol_n]
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return pol_n, pol_r, tops, bases
def SplineInterpolate(event, plot_hist):
# Use histogram to bin and count data
n, bins = np.histogram(data[i], bins=NUM_SAMPLES/100)
#meanie = np.mean(data[i])
percentile5 = np.percentile(data[i], 5)
percentile95 = np.percentile(data[i], 95)
npmean = np.mean(data[i])
npmedian = np.median(data[i])
#print Eventlist[event], ’mean’, npmean, np.std(data[i])
#print Eventlist[event], ’median’, npmedian, np.percentile(data[i], 50+34.13)-npmedian, npmedian-np.percentile(data[i], 50-34.13)
#print percentile, meanie, percentile2
# Make bin increment and new bins for interpolation
binsinc = (bins[-1]-bins[0])/(len(bins)-1)
binsnew = np.arange(bins[0], bins[-2], binsinc/8.)
# Interpolate
spl = UnivariateSpline(bins[0:-1], n, s=NUM_SAMPLES)#s=1e4)
spl2 = np.diff(spl(binsnew)) # This is the discrete derivative of spl
# Calculate mean and standard deviation from spline and spline derivative
mean_spl = binsnew[np.where(spl(binsnew) == spl(binsnew).max())]
mean_loc = np.where(spl(binsnew) == spl(binsnew).max())
dmin1 = np.where(spl2 == spl2.min())
dmax1 = np.where(spl2 == spl2.max())
std_spl1 = binsnew[dmax1[0]]
std_spl2 = binsnew[dmin1[0]]
#print Eventlist[event], mean_spl, std_spl1, std_spl2
if plot_hist == ’True’ and use_pol == True:
# Plot it up!
f, axarr = plt.subplots(2, sharex=True)
#print Eventlist[event]
#print event, np.where(Eventlist[event] == eventIDs)
loc = np.where(Eventlist[event] == eventIDs)
locsort = np.argsort(inputages[loc])
#print inputages[loc], range(len(inputages[loc]))
axarr[0].scatter(inputages[loc][locsort], range(len(inputages[loc])), color=’black’, linewidth=0, label=’Mean Age’)
for uidx, uloc in enumerate(loc[0][locsort]):
if uidx == 0:
axarr[0].plot([(inputages[uloc]-inputuncertainty[uloc]),(inputages[uloc]+inputuncertainty[uloc])], [uidx, uidx], color=’black’, label=’+/- 1
sigma’)
else:
axarr[0].plot([(inputages[uloc]-inputuncertainty[uloc]),(inputages[uloc]+inputuncertainty[uloc])], [uidx, uidx], color=’black’, label=None)
spl_zeros = spl(binsnew)
spl_zeros_idxs = np.where(spl_zeros <= 0)
spl_zeros[spl_zeros_idxs] = 0
#for flat in spl_zeros_idxs:
# spl_zeros[flat] = 0
y0 = axarr[0].get_ylim()[0]
y1 = axarr[0].get_ylim()[1]
yr = -10
height = 1.5*spl(binsnew).max() #len(inputages)
for ix, x_min, x_max in zip(range(len(normal_min)), normal_min, normal_max):
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if ix == 0:
xr = x_min
width = x_max - x_min
rect = patches.Rectangle((xr,yr),width,height, color=’0.5’, alpha=0.5, label = ’Normal Polarity’)
#axarr[0].add_patch(rect)#, color=’0.5’, alpha=0.5)
axarr[1].add_patch(rect)#, color=’0.5’, alpha=0.5)
else:
xr = x_min
width = x_max - x_min
rect = patches.Rectangle((xr,yr),width,height, color=’0.5’, alpha=0.5, label = None)
axarr[0].add_patch(rect)#, color=’0.5’, alpha=0.5)
axarr[1].add_patch(rect)#, color=’0.5’, alpha=0.5)
axarr[0].axvline(mean_spl, label=’Interpolated Mean’, c=’blue’)
axarr[0].axvline(std_spl1, label=’Inflection Low: 1 S.D.’, c=’red’)
axarr[0].axvline(std_spl2, label=’Inflection High: 1 S.D.’, c=’green’)
axarr[0].legend(scatterpoints=1, loc=’best’)
#print dir(axarr[0])
#axarr[0].add_patch(patches.Rectangle((x,y),height,width))
axarr[0].set_title(’%s\nEvent Ordering Scheme: %s’ % (Eventlist[event], labels))
axarr[1].scatter(bins[0:-1], n, label=’Histogram Counts’, alpha=0.5)
axarr[1].plot(binsnew, spl_zeros, label=’Spline Fit’, lw=2, c=’black’)
#axarr[1].plot(binsnew[0:-1], spl2*n.max()/spl2.max()/5, label=’1st derivative spline’, lw=2)
#axarr[1].axvline(percentile5, label=’5th Percentile: %0.3f’ % (percentile5), c=’magenta’, lw=2)
#axarr[1].axvline(percentile95, label=’95th Percentile: %0.3f’ % (percentile95), c=’magenta’, lw=2)
axarr[1].legend(scatterpoints=1, loc=’best’)
#axarr[1].axvline(mean_spl, label=’mean: %f’ % (mean_spl), c=’black’, lw=2)
axarr[0].axvline(mean_spl, label=’Interpolated Mean’, c=’blue’)
axarr[1].axvline(std_spl1, label=’Inflection Low: 1 S.D.’, c=’red’)
axarr[1].axvline(std_spl2, label=’Inflection High: 1 S.D.’, c=’green’)
axarr[1].axhline(0, c=’0.7’)
axarr[1].set_xlabel(’Time (Ma)’)
axarr[1].set_ylabel(’Relative Probability’)
axarr[0].set_ylabel(’N’)
axarr[0].set_ylim(y0,y1)
axarr[1].set_ylim(yr,1.5*spl(binsnew).max())
axarr[0].axes.get_yaxis().set_ticks([])
axarr[1].axes.get_yaxis().set_ticks([])
#plt.title(’%s\nmu: %f, std: %f, std: %f’ % (Eventlist[event], mean_spl, mean_spl-std_spl1, std_spl2-mean_spl))
plt.xlim(GLOBAL_MINAGE, GLOBAL_MAXAGE)
plt.savefig(’%s_Interpolation_%s.eps’ % (Eventlist[event], labels), format=’eps’)
plt.close(’all’)
#plt.savefig(fname, dpi=None, facecolor=’w’, edgecolor=’w’,
#orientation=’portrait’, papertype=None, format=None,
#transparent=False)
#plt.show()
if plot_hist == ’True’ and use_pol == False:
# Plot it up!
f, axarr = plt.subplots(2, sharex=True)
#print Eventlist[event]
#print event, np.where(Eventlist[event] == eventIDs)
loc = np.where(Eventlist[event] == eventIDs)
locsort = np.argsort(inputages[loc])
#print inputages[loc], range(len(inputages[loc]))
axarr[0].scatter(inputages[loc][locsort], range(len(inputages[loc])), color=’black’, linewidth=0, label=’Mean Age’)
for uidx, uloc in enumerate(loc[0][locsort]):
if uidx == 0:
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axarr[0].plot([(inputages[uloc]-inputuncertainty[uloc]),(inputages[uloc]+inputuncertainty[uloc])], [uidx, uidx], color=’black’, label=’+/- 1
sigma’)
else:
axarr[0].plot([(inputages[uloc]-inputuncertainty[uloc]),(inputages[uloc]+inputuncertainty[uloc])], [uidx, uidx], color=’black’, label=None)
spl_zeros = spl(binsnew)
spl_zeros_idxs = np.where(spl_zeros <= 0)
spl_zeros[spl_zeros_idxs] = 0
#for flat in spl_zeros_idxs:
# spl_zeros[flat] = 0
y0 = axarr[0].get_ylim()[0]
y1 = axarr[0].get_ylim()[1]
yr = -10
axarr[0].axvline(mean_spl, label=’Interpolated Mean’, c=’blue’)
axarr[0].axvline(std_spl1, label=’Inflection Low: 1 S.D.’, c=’red’)
axarr[0].axvline(std_spl2, label=’Inflection High: 1 S.D.’, c=’green’)
axarr[0].legend(scatterpoints=1, loc=’best’)
#print dir(axarr[0])
#axarr[0].add_patch(patches.Rectangle((x,y),height,width))
axarr[0].set_title(’%s\nEvent Ordering Scheme: %s’ % (Eventlist[event], labels))
axarr[1].scatter(bins[0:-1], n, label=’Histogram Counts’, alpha=0.5)
axarr[1].plot(binsnew, spl_zeros, label=’Spline Fit’, lw=2, c=’black’)
#axarr[1].plot(binsnew[0:-1], spl2*n.max()/spl2.max()/5, label=’1st derivative spline’, lw=2)
#axarr[1].axvline(percentile5, label=’5th Percentile: %0.3f’ % (percentile5), c=’magenta’, lw=2)
#axarr[1].axvline(percentile95, label=’95th Percentile: %0.3f’ % (percentile95), c=’magenta’, lw=2)
axarr[1].legend(scatterpoints=1, loc=’best’)
#axarr[1].axvline(mean_spl, label=’mean: %f’ % (mean_spl), c=’black’, lw=2)
axarr[0].axvline(mean_spl, label=’Interpolated Mean’, c=’blue’)
axarr[1].axvline(std_spl1, label=’Inflection Low: 1 S.D.’, c=’red’)
axarr[1].axvline(std_spl2, label=’Inflection High: 1 S.D.’, c=’green’)
axarr[1].axhline(0, c=’0.7’)
axarr[1].set_xlabel(’Time (Ma)’)
axarr[1].set_ylabel(’Relative Probability’)
axarr[0].set_ylabel(’N’)
axarr[0].set_ylim(y0,y1)
axarr[1].set_ylim(yr,1.5*spl(binsnew).max())
axarr[0].axes.get_yaxis().set_ticks([])
axarr[1].axes.get_yaxis().set_ticks([])
#plt.title(’%s\nmu: %f, std: %f, std: %f’ % (Eventlist[event], mean_spl, mean_spl-std_spl1, std_spl2-mean_spl))
plt.xlim(GLOBAL_MINAGE, GLOBAL_MAXAGE)
plt.savefig(’%s_Interpolation_%s.eps’ % (Eventlist[event], labels), format=’eps’)
plt.close(’all’)
#plt.savefig(fname, dpi=None, facecolor=’w’, edgecolor=’w’,
#orientation=’portrait’, papertype=None, format=None,
#transparent=False)
#plt.show()
return mean_spl, mean_spl-std_spl1, std_spl2-mean_spl, percentile5, percentile95, npmean, npmedian
if use_mag == True:
pol_n, pol_r, tops, bases = load_mag_timescale()
normal_min = tops[pol_n]
normal_max = bases[pol_n]
means = np.zeros(np.shape(data)[0])
plus_stds = np.zeros(np.shape(data)[0])
minus_stds = np.zeros(np.shape(data)[0])
p5s = np.zeros(np.shape(data)[0])
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p95s = np.zeros(np.shape(data)[0])
npmedians = np.zeros(np.shape(data)[0])
npmeans = np.zeros(np.shape(data)[0])
for i in range(np.shape(data)[0]):
mean, plus_std, minus_std, p5, p95, npmean, npmedian = SplineInterpolate(i, plot_hist=inputs[inputsbegin+5].split(’: ’)[1])
means[i] = mean
plus_stds[i] = plus_std
minus_stds[i] = minus_std
p5s[i] = p5
p95s[i] = p95
npmeans[i] = npmean
npmedians[i] = npmedian
#print mean, plus_std, minus_std, p5, p95
#print means
#################################################### Interpolated output file #######################################################
file = open(’Interpolated_%s.dat’ % (inputfile), ’w’)
print >> file, ’EventID\tnpmean\tnpmedian\t5thPer.\t95thPer.\tHistPeak\tHist+sigma\tHist-sigma’
for idx, entry in enumerate(means):
print >> file, ’%s\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f’ % (Eventlist[idx], npmeans[idx], npmedians[idx], p5s[idx], p95s[idx], means[idx],
plus_stds[idx], minus_stds[idx])
file.close()
############################################ Comparison output file #############################################################
file = open(’Comparison_%s.dat’ % (inputfile), ’w’)
print >> file, ’EventID\tInputAge\tInputUncer\tMean\t-Uncer\t+Uncer\t5thPer.\t95thPer.\tnpmean\tnpmedian’
for idx in range(len(eventIDs)):
inorder = np.where(eventIDs[idx] == Eventlist)
#print inorder[0][0], eventIDs[idx], inputages[idx], np.mean(data[inorder])
#print inorder
#print eventIDs[idx]
#print inputages[idx]
#print inputuncertainty[idx]
#print means[inorder]
#print plus_stds[inorder]
#print minus_stds[inorder]
#print p5s[inorder]
#print p95s[inorder]
print >> file, ’%s\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f\t%0.4f’ % (eventIDs[idx], inputages[idx], inputuncertainty[idx], means[inorder],
plus_stds[inorder], minus_stds[inorder], p5s[inorder], p95s[inorder], npmeans[inorder], npmedians[inorder])
file.close()
print ’The Interpolated Results Have Been Saved To -> Interpolated_%s.dat’ % inputfile
print ’A comparison between input and output can be seen in Comparison_%s.dat’ % inputfile
A.4 Volume Flux Code, ’VolumeTime1.py’
import sys
import os
import numpy as np
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from scipy import stats
import pylab as plt
from scipy.stats import truncnorm
from scipy.interpolate import UnivariateSpline
import matplotlib.patches as patches
try:
inputfile = sys.argv[1]
except:
IndexError
print ’\nUsage: python VolumeTime1.py event_ordering_style Volcanic_Field_Name\n’
quit()
datafile = ’results_%s.npy’ % (inputfile)
labels = inputfile
try:
fieldname = sys.argv[2]
except:
IndexError
print ’\nUsage: python RecurrenceRate7.py event_ordering_style Volcanic_Field_Name\n’
quit()
EventList = np.load(’%s_eventlist.npy’ % (inputfile))
#eventIDs = EventList
inputsraw = open(’config.txt’, ’r’).readlines() # Open the file
inputs = [line.rstrip(’ \n’) for line in inputsraw] # Strip the end of line comments from each line
inputsbegin = inputs.index(’## Inputs ##’) # Where does the line ## Inputs ## occur in the config.txt file? Input data is after it.
#ages_db_file = inputs[inputsbegin+3].split(’: ’)[1]
Rdt = float(inputs[inputsbegin+7].split(’: ’)[1])
GLOBAL_MAXAGE = float(inputs[inputsbegin+1].split(’: ’)[1])
GLOBAL_MINAGE = float(inputs[inputsbegin+2].split(’: ’)[1])
volinput = np.genfromtxt(’volumes_db.dat’, skiprows=1, dtype=’str’)
eventIDs = volinput[:,0]
MinVol = volinput[:,1].astype(’float’)
MaxVol = volinput[:,2].astype(’float’)
’’’
Cumulative Volume through time
CV 000000111112222222222233334444555555555566666 -- Do this 10,000 times
......|....|..........|...|...|.........|....
-T1 T0
For each time interval, calculate median, 5th, 95th percentiles of the cumulative volume through time
Algorithm:
Pair VERRM age to Volume
Modify order of input file to match order of VERRM Results file
argsort the VERRM results file to get order of input wrt results
volume = uniform random [min,max) #np.random.uniform(min, max)
Bins after VERRM age += volume
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’’’
# Data will have the following structure
# Level 0: Event
# Level 1: Results of the event
# Load the raw data
data_raw = np.load(datafile)
NUM_SAMPLES = np.shape(data_raw)[1]
#print np.shape(data_raw)
# Transpose the raw data
dataT = np.transpose(data_raw)
#print len(dataT[0])
# Sort the transposed data -> data
data = [np.sort(i) for i in dataT] # Transpose and sort so that each model run has events ordered chronologically
dataidxs = [np.argsort(i) for i in dataT]
print ’EventList’, EventList
print ’eventIDs’, eventIDs
# We want to reference the EventIDs MinVol and MaxVol to the EventList
# We will iterate across EventList, and we want to know which volume calculation to use
eventref = np.zeros(len(eventIDs), dtype=int)
for refidx, event in enumerate(EventList):
idx = np.where(event == eventIDs)[0][0]
print event, ’corresponds to index’, idx, ’in eventIDs’, MinVol[idx], MaxVol[idx]
eventref[refidx] = idx
print eventref
#quit()
#print MinVol, MaxVol
volumes = np.zeros((len(eventIDs), NUM_SAMPLES))
for idx in range(len(eventIDs)):
#print MinVol[i], MaxVol[i]
#print idx
volumes[idx] = np.random.uniform(MinVol[idx], MaxVol[idx], size=NUM_SAMPLES)
#print np.random.uniform(MinVol[idx], MaxVol[idx], size=NUM_SAMPLES)
#print volumes[:,0]
#print volumes[0]
#quit()
#print volumes[eventIDs_EventList[0]][0], eventIDs_EventList[0]
’’’
for eventidx in range(len(EventList)):
print volumes[eventidx]
plt.hist(volumes[eventidx], bins=20)
plt.title(EventList[eventidx])
plt.savefig(EventList[eventidx])
plt.close()
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quit()
’’’
def vol_through_time():
youngest_bin = GLOBAL_MINAGE#np.min(data)-np.min(data)%bin_width
oldest_bin = GLOBAL_MAXAGE#np.max(data)+np.max(data)%bin_width
num_bins = ((oldest_bin - youngest_bin) / bin_width) + 1# - ((oldest_bin - youngest_bin) / bin_width)%1
Vol_bin = np.linspace(oldest_bin, youngest_bin, num_bins)
print Vol_bin
Vol_result = np.zeros((len(data_raw[0]), len(Vol_bin)))
for run in range(0,NUM_SAMPLES):
#print data[run]
#print ’This is the dataidxs[run]’, dataidxs[run]
#print EventList[dataidxs[run]]
#print dataidxs[run]
#print eventIDs_EventList == dataidxs[run]
#print eventIDs[dataidxs[run]]
#print eventIDs_EventList
’’’
for eventidx, eventage in enumerate(data[run]):
#print eventidx, np.where(eventidx == eventIDs_EventList), eventIDs_EventList
voleventidx = np.where(eventidx == eventref)
volume = volumes[eventidx][run]
vol_list.append(volume)
’’’
#print data[run]
#print ’EventList, eventIDs, volume, eventage’
#print ’dataidxs[run]’, dataidxs[run]
for eventidx, eventage in enumerate(data[run]):#
voleventidx = eventref[dataidxs[run][eventidx]]
volume = volumes[voleventidx][run]
indicies = np.where(Vol_bin <= eventage+bin_width)
Vol_result[run][indicies] += volume
#print Vol_bin[indicies]
#print indicies
#print dataidxs[run][eventidx], volumes[run]
#Vol_result[run][]
#quit()
#plt.plot(-Vol_bin, Vol_result[run])
#plt.show()
file = open(’%s_VolumePlot_%s.dat’ % (fieldname, inputfile), ’w’)
print >> file, ’agebin 5th Median 95th’
medians = np.zeros(len(Vol_bin))
p5s = np.zeros(len(medians))
p95s = np.zeros(len(medians))
bin_counts = np.zeros(len(medians))
for idx in range(len(medians)):
bin_counts[idx] = len(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)])
if len(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)]) == 0: # If all of the runs equal zero for the time interval...
# All of these parameters for the time interval are zero
medians[idx] = 0
p5s[idx] = 0
p95s[idx] = 0
else: # If at least one of the runs not equal zero for the time interval...
medians[idx] = np.median(Vol_result[:,idx]) # Calculate median for non-zero runs
p5s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx], 5) # Calculate percentiles for non-zero runs
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p95s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx], 95)
#medians[idx] = np.median(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)]) # Calculate median for non-zero runs
#p5s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)], 5) # Calculate percentiles for non-zero runs
#p95s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)], 95)
#print RR_bin[idx], p5s[idx], medians[idx], p95s[idx]
print >> file, Vol_bin[idx], p5s[idx], medians[idx], p95s[idx]
return Vol_bin, Vol_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts
def time_predict_rate_no_ma(bin_width):
youngest_bin = GLOBAL_MINAGE#np.min(data)-np.min(data)%bin_width
oldest_bin = GLOBAL_MAXAGE#np.max(data)+np.max(data)%bin_width
num_bins = ((oldest_bin - youngest_bin) / bin_width) + 1 #- ((oldest_bin - youngest_bin) / bin_width)%1
Vol_bin = np.linspace(oldest_bin, youngest_bin, num_bins)
Vol_result = np.zeros((len(data_raw[0]), len(Vol_bin)))
result = np.zeros((len(data_raw[0]), len(data[0])))
#print np.shape(result)
num_steps = len(data[0]) - 1
steps = np.zeros(len(data[0]) - 1)
for run in range(len(data_raw[0])): # Go through each model run
vol_list = []
for eventidx, eventage in enumerate(data[run]):#
voleventidx = eventref[dataidxs[run][eventidx]]
volume = volumes[voleventidx][run]
vol_list.append(volume)
’’’
Following Bacon 1982 on time predicatable behavior in Coso Field
"interval between eruptions is proportional to the volume of the previous eruption"
T 8 4 6 ?
........|.......|...|.....|.....
V 2 1 3 4
V/T 2/8 1/4 3/6 4/?
"in contrast to the volume predictable model in which the volume of an eruption is proportional to the prior interval of repose"
T 8 4 6 ?
........|.......|...|.....|.....
V 2 1 3 4
V/T ? 1/8 3/4 4/6
’’’
RR1s = np.diff(data[run]) # Calculate all of the time differences
Vol1s = np.array(vol_list[:-1])
Fluxs = [] # Calculate the volume flux rate for each event index (volume/time)
for idx in range(len(RR1s)):
flux = Vol1s[idx]/RR1s[idx]
Fluxs.append(flux)
fluxs = np.array(Fluxs)
#print ’Vols’, Vols
#print ’data’, data[run]
#for idx in range(0, num_steps):
#print (data[run][idx+1] + data[run][idx])/2.0
#steps[idx] = (data[run][idx+1] + data[run][idx])/2.0
#print ’steps’, steps
# steps becomes fluxs
for Vol_idx in range(len(fluxs)+1):
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#print Vol_idx, num_fluxs
if Vol_idx == 0:
indicies = np.where(Vol_bin >= data[run][-Vol_idx])
Vol_result[run][indicies] = fluxs[-Vol_idx]
#print result
else:
#print Vols[Vol_idx], steps[Vol_idx-1]
indicies = np.where(Vol_bin < data[run][-Vol_idx])
#print indicies
Vol_result[run][indicies] = fluxs[-Vol_idx]
Vol_result[run][np.where(Vol_bin > data[run][-1])] = 0
Vol_result[run][np.where(Vol_bin < data[run][0])] = 0
#plt.plot(-Vol_bin, Vol_result[run], color=’0.5’)#, lw=0.001)
#plt.show()
file = open(’%s_time_predict_%s.dat’ % (fieldname, inputfile), ’w’)
print >> file, ’agebin 5th Median 95th’
medians = np.zeros(len(Vol_bin))
p5s = np.zeros(len(medians))
p95s = np.zeros(len(medians))
bin_counts = np.zeros(len(medians))
for idx in range(len(medians)):
bin_counts[idx] = len(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)])
if len(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)]) == 0: # If all of the runs equal zero for the time interval...
# All of these parameters for the time interval are zero
medians[idx] = 0
p5s[idx] = 0
p95s[idx] = 0
else: # If at least one of the runs not equal zero for the time interval...
medians[idx] = np.median(Vol_result[:,idx]) # Calculate median for non-zero runs
p5s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx], 5) # Calculate percentiles for non-zero runs
p95s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx], 95)
#medians[idx] = np.median(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)]) # Calculate median for non-zero runs
#p5s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)], 5) # Calculate percentiles for non-zero runs
#p95s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)], 95)
#print RR_bin[idx], p5s[idx], medians[idx], p95s[idx]
print >> file, Vol_bin[idx], p5s[idx], medians[idx], p95s[idx]
return Vol_bin, Vol_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts
def volume_predict_rate_no_ma(bin_width):
youngest_bin = GLOBAL_MINAGE#np.min(data)-np.min(data)%bin_width
oldest_bin = GLOBAL_MAXAGE#np.max(data)+np.max(data)%bin_width
num_bins = ((oldest_bin - youngest_bin) / bin_width) + 1 #- ((oldest_bin - youngest_bin) / bin_width)%1
Vol_bin = np.linspace(oldest_bin, youngest_bin, num_bins)
Vol_result = np.zeros((len(data_raw[0]), len(Vol_bin)))
result = np.zeros((len(data_raw[0]), len(data[0])))
#print np.shape(result)
num_steps = len(data[0]) - 1
steps = np.zeros(len(data[0]) - 1)
for run in range(len(data_raw[0])): # Go through each model run
vol_list = []
for eventidx, eventage in enumerate(data[run]):#
voleventidx = eventref[dataidxs[run][eventidx]]
volume = volumes[voleventidx][run]
vol_list.append(volume)
’’’
Following Bacon 1982 on time predicatable behavior in Coso Field
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"interval between eruptions is proportional to the volume of the previous eruption"
T 8 4 6 ?
........|.......|...|.....|.....
V 2 1 3 4
V/T 2/8 1/4 3/6 4/?
"in contrast to the volume predictable model in which the volume of an eruption is proportional to the prior interval of repose"
T 8 4 6 ?
........|.......|...|.....|.....
V 2 1 3 4
V/T ? 1/8 3/4 4/6
’’’
RR1s = np.diff(data[run]) # Calculate all of the time differences
Vol1s = np.array(vol_list[1:])
Fluxs = [] # Calculate the volume flux rate for each event index (volume/time)
for idx in range(len(RR1s)):
flux = Vol1s[idx]/RR1s[idx]
Fluxs.append(flux)
fluxs = np.array(Fluxs)
#print ’Vols’, Vols
#print ’data’, data[run]
#for idx in range(0, num_steps):
#print (data[run][idx+1] + data[run][idx])/2.0
#steps[idx] = (data[run][idx+1] + data[run][idx])/2.0
#print ’steps’, steps
# steps becomes fluxs
for Vol_idx in range(len(fluxs)):
#print Vol_idx, num_fluxs
if Vol_idx == 0:
indicies = np.where(Vol_bin >= data[run][-Vol_idx])
Vol_result[run][indicies] = fluxs[-Vol_idx]
#print result
else:
#print Vols[Vol_idx], steps[Vol_idx-1]
indicies = np.where(Vol_bin < data[run][-Vol_idx])
#print indicies
Vol_result[run][indicies] = fluxs[-Vol_idx]
Vol_result[run][np.where(Vol_bin > data[run][-1])] = 0
Vol_result[run][np.where(Vol_bin < data[run][0])] = 0
#plt.plot(-Vol_bin, Vol_result[run], color=’0.5’)#, lw=0.001)
#plt.show()
file = open(’%s_volume_predict_%s.dat’ % (fieldname, inputfile), ’w’)
print >> file, ’agebin 5th Median 95th’
medians = np.zeros(len(Vol_bin))
p5s = np.zeros(len(medians))
p95s = np.zeros(len(medians))
bin_counts = np.zeros(len(medians))
for idx in range(len(medians)):
bin_counts[idx] = len(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)])
if len(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)]) == 0: # If all of the runs equal zero for the time interval...
# All of these parameters for the time interval are zero
medians[idx] = 0
p5s[idx] = 0
p95s[idx] = 0
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else: # If at least one of the runs not equal zero for the time interval...
medians[idx] = np.median(Vol_result[:,idx]) # Calculate median for non-zero runs
p5s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx], 5) # Calculate percentiles for non-zero runs
p95s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx], 95)
#medians[idx] = np.median(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)]) # Calculate median for non-zero runs
#p5s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)], 5) # Calculate percentiles for non-zero runs
#p95s[idx] = np.percentile(Vol_result[:,idx][np.where(Vol_result[:,idx] != 0)], 95)
#print RR_bin[idx], p5s[idx], medians[idx], p95s[idx]
print >> file, Vol_bin[idx], p5s[idx], medians[idx], p95s[idx]
return Vol_bin, Vol_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts
def mk_plot_Vol(result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts):
plt.plot(-Vol_bin, medians, color=’black’, lw=2, label=’Median’) # Plot the median line
#’’’
for idx in range(len(Vol_bin)-1):
#print -VOl_bin[idx:idx+2]
xs = -Vol_bin[idx:idx+2]
#xs[0] += 0.1
#print xs
plt.fill_between(xs, p5s[idx:idx+2], p95s[idx:idx+2], color=’red’, alpha=bin_counts[idx]/bin_counts.max())
#’’’
#plt.fill_between(-Vol_bin, p5s, p95s, color=’red’, alpha=0.5, label=’9-95 Percentile’) # Plot the 90% confidence interval
plt.legend(loc=’best’)
plt.title(’%s\n%s’ % (fieldname, inputfile))
plt.ylabel(’Cumulative Volume ( $km^3$ )’)
plt.xlabel(’Time ( x $10^6$ )’)
ymin, ymax = plt.ylim()
plt.ylim(0, ymax)
plt.savefig(’%s_Volume:%s.eps’ % (fieldname, inputfile), format=’eps’)
plt.close()
def mk_plot_time_Vol(result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts):
plt.plot(-Vol_bin, medians, color=’black’, lw=2, label=’Median’) # Plot the median line
for idx in range(len(Vol_bin)-1):
#print -VOl_bin[idx:idx+2]
xs = -Vol_bin[idx:idx+2]
#xs[0] += 0.1
#print xs
plt.fill_between(xs, p5s[idx:idx+2], p95s[idx:idx+2], color=’red’, alpha=bin_counts[idx]/bin_counts.max())
#plt.fill_between(-Vol_bin, p5s, p95s, color=’red’, alpha=0.5, label=’9-95 Percentile’) # Plot the 90% confidence interval
plt.legend(loc=’best’)
plt.title(’%s\nTime Predictable %s’ % (fieldname, inputfile))
plt.ylabel(’Volume/Time ( $km^3/10^6$ )’)
plt.xlabel(’Time ( x $10^6$ )’)
#volincreaseline = np.zeros(len(Vol_bin))
#for ageidx, age in enumerate(-Vol_bin):
# volincreaseline[ageidx] = 0.01*(age + 100) + 0.1
# print age, volincreaseline[ageidx]
#plt.plot(-Vol_bin, volincreaseline, color=’green’)
ymin, ymax = plt.ylim()
plt.ylim(0, ymax)
plt.savefig(’%s_time_predict_%s.eps’ % (fieldname, inputfile), format=’eps’)
plt.close()
def mk_plot_volume_Vol(result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts):
plt.plot(-Vol_bin, medians, color=’black’, lw=2, label=’Median’) # Plot the median line
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for idx in range(len(Vol_bin)-1):
#print -VOl_bin[idx:idx+2]
xs = -Vol_bin[idx:idx+2]
#xs[0] += 0.1
#print xs
plt.fill_between(xs, p5s[idx:idx+2], p95s[idx:idx+2], color=’red’, alpha=bin_counts[idx]/bin_counts.max())
#plt.fill_between(-Vol_bin, p5s, p95s, color=’red’, alpha=0.5, label=’9-95 Percentile’) # Plot the 90% confidence interval
plt.legend(loc=’best’)
plt.title(’%s\nVolume Predictable %s’ % (fieldname, inputfile))
plt.ylabel(’Volume/Time ( $km^3/10^6$ )’)
plt.xlabel(’Time ( x $10^6$ )’)
ymin, ymax = plt.ylim()
plt.ylim(0, ymax)
plt.savefig(’%s_volume_predict_%s.eps’ % (fieldname, inputfile), format=’eps’)
plt.close()
bin_width = Rdt
Vol_bin, Vol_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts = vol_through_time()
mk_plot_Vol(Vol_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts)
Vol_bin, Vol_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts = time_predict_rate_no_ma(bin_width)
mk_plot_time_Vol(Vol_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts)
Vol_bin, Vol_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts = volume_predict_rate_no_ma(bin_width)
mk_plot_volume_Vol(Vol_result, medians, p5s, p95s, bin_counts)
A.5 Yucca Mountain Region
A.5.1 Configuration File
Table A.1: Configuration File for Yucca Mountain
This is the configuration file for the VERRM1.py program.
VERRM1.py will open this file to set variables and input data file names.
## Inputs ##
Oldest possible age of volcanic field: 15
Youngest possible age of volcanic field: 0
Database of ages: Yucca Mtn ages db.dat
Database of stratigraphy: Yucca Mtn strat db.dat
Plot Histogram of Interpolated Results Per Event: True
Use geomagnetic information: True
Rdt: 0.001
Geomagnetic Database File: Geomag timescale improved.csv
A.5.2 Age Database
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Table A.2: Age Database for Yucca Mountain
Event ID Age Uncertainty StratRelation Polarity Source Paper
Hidden Cone 0.38 0.02 NA NA Turrin 1992 Connor Hill 1995
Little Black Peak 0.32 0.03 NA NA RJFleck Unpublished 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Northern Cone 1.09 0.07 NA reversed Faulds 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Black Cone 1 0.1 NA NA Perry 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Black Cone 0.71 0.06 NA reversed Perry 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Red Cone 1 0.1 NA reversed Faulds 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Little Cone NE 0.77 0.04 NA reversed Faulds 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Little Cone SW 0.94 0.01 NA NA Heizler 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Little Cone SW 0.77 0.04 NA reversed Faulds 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Lathrop Wells 0.1 0.05 NA NA Crowe 1992b Connor Hill 1995
Buckboard Mesa 2.87 0.06 NA NA RJFleck Unpublished 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Buckboard Mesa SE 2.87 0.06 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat A 3.7 0.2 NA NA Perry 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat B 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat C 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat D 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat E 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Crater Flat F 3.7 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley B 4.3 0.1 NA NA Turrin 1992 Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley B 3.8 0.1 NA reversed Perry 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley A 3.8 0.1 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley E 3.8 0.1 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley C 3.8 0.1 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley D 4.3 0.1 NA normal NA Connor Hill 1995
Amargosa Valley D 3.8 0.1 NA normal NA Connor Hill 1995
Thirsty Mountain 4.6 0.1 NA NA RJFleck Unpublished 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Rocket Wash 8 0.2 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Pahute Mesa A 9.8 0.8 NA NA Crowe 1983 and Sawyer 1994 Connor Hill 1995
Pahute Mesa Member of Thirsty Canyon Tuff 9.4 0.03 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Pahute Mesa B 8.8 0.1 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Pahute Mesa C 9.8 0.8 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge A 8.5 0.3 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge B 8.5 0.3 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge C 8.5 0.3 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge D 8.5 0.3 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Paiute Ridge E 8.5 0.3 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon A 6.8 0.2 NA NA Crowe 1983 Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon B 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon C 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon D 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon E 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon F 6.8 0.2 NA NA NA Connor Hill 1995
Nye Canyon G 6.8 0.2 NA NA Carr 1984 Connor Hill 1995
Yucca Flat 8.1 0.3 NA NA Carr 1984 Connor Hill 1995
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A.5.3 Stratigraphy Database File
Table A.3: Stratigraphic Relationship Database File for Yucca Mountain
Older Younger
Pahute Mesa Member of Thirsty Canyon Tuff Pahute Mesa A
A.5.4 Volume Database File
Table A.4: File for Yucca Mountain Volume
Event ID MinVol MaxVol
Thirsty Mountain 2.28 2.63
Amargosa Valley C 0.117 0.117
Amargosa Valley D 0.073 0.073
SE Crater Flat 0.56 0.56
Amargosa Valley B 1.227 1.227
Amargosa Valley G 0.028 0.028
Amargosa Valley F 0.029 0.029
Amargosa Valley H 0.006 0.006
Buckboard Mesa 0.84 0.84
Black Cone 0.14 0.14
Red Cone 0.14 0.14
Northern Cone 0.005 0.005
Little Cone SW 0.07 0.07
Little Black Peak 0.03 0.03
Hidden Cone 0.07 0.07
Lathrop Wells 0.12 0.12
A.6 Cima Volcanic Field
A.6.1 Configuration File
Table A.5: Configuration File for Cima Volcanic Field
This is the configuration file for the VERRM1.py program.
VERRM1.py will open this file to set variables and input data file names.
## Inputs ##
Oldest possible age of volcanic field: 10
Youngest possible age of volcanic field: 0
Database of ages: Cima ages db.dat
Database of stratigraphy: Cima Inferred strat db.dat
Plot Histogram of Interpolated Results Per Event: True
Use geomagnetic information: True
Rdt: 0.001
A.6.2 Age Database File
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Table A.6: Age Database File for Cima Volcanic Field
Event ID Age Uncertainty StratRelation Polarity Source Paper Comments
V1 3.88 0.045 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.09
V1A 3.86 0.06 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.12
V1A 3.83 0.06 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.12
V2 6.47 0.09 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.18
V2A 7.55 0.085 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.17
V3 4.48 0.075 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.15
V5 4.24 0.085 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.17
V6 0.33 0.025 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.05
V11 0.56 0.04 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.08
V12 0.58 0.08 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.16
V13 0.17 0.03 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.06
V14 0.16 0.02 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.04
V14 0.17 0.02 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.04
V16 0.32 0.045 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.09
V19 0.13 0.03 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.06
V20 0.46 0.04 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.08
V21 0.63 0.055 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.11
V24 0.75 0.11 NA reversed NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.22
V25 0.39 0.04 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.08
V26 0.06 0.015 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.03
V28 0.33 0.015 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.03
V29 0.99 0.035 NA reversed NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.07
V36 0.33 0.08 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.16
V37 0.25 0.025 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.05
V40 0.67 0.065 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.13
V41 0.27 0.05 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.1
V41 0.26 0.06 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.12
V42 0.27 0.035 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.07
V43 0.32 0.01 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.02
V51 0.27 0.025 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.05
V55 0.7 0.03 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.06
V56 0.17 0.02 NA normal NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.04
V59 3.64 0.08 NA NA NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.16
V62 0.85 0.025 NA reversed NA Dohrenwend 1984 0.05
A.6.3 Stratigraphy Database File
Table A.7: Stratigraphic Relationship Database File for Cima Volcanic Field
Older Younger
NA NA
A.7 Arsia Mons
A.7.1 Configuration File
Table A.8: Configuration File for Arsia Mons
This is the configuration file for the VERRM1.py program.
VERRM1.py will open this file to set variables and input data file names.
## Inputs ##
Oldest possible age of volcanic field: 1000
Youngest possible age of volcanic field: 0
Database of ages: arsia ages 3sigfig db.dat
Database of stratigraphy: strat db.dat
Plot Histogram of Interpolated Results Per Event: True
Use geomagnetic information: False
Rdt: 1
A.7.2 Age Database File
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Table A.9: Age Database File for Arsia Mons
Edifice ID Age Ma 3sigfig Uncertainty Ma 3sigfig StratRelation Polarity Source Paper Comments
V00 98.4 27 Y02 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V01 71.4 41 O02 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V02 117 12 O00,Y01,Y03 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V03 99.1 15 O02,O07,Y04 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V04 126 18 O03,Y05 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V05 145 17 Y06,O04,O10 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V06 122 49 Y11,O05 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V07 94.7 11 O09,Y03 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V08 -9999 -9999 O11 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V09 218 110 Y07 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V10 102 9.3 Y05,Y13 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V11 154 22 O06,Y08,O13 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V12 134 12 Y14,O13 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V13 146 12 O10,O17,Y12,Y15 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V14 122 32 O12,O15 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V15 117 13 O13,Y14,Y16 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V16 313 110 O15,Y21 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V17 148 18 Y13 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V18 186 53 O20 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V19 -9999 -9999 O20,Y23 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V20 186 53 O21,Y18,Y19 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V21 146 16 O16,Y20,Y25 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V22 73.2 36 O25 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V23 135 20 O19,Y26,Y27 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V24 -9999 -9999 O25 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V25 104 16 O21,Y22,Y24,Y28 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V26 -9999 -9999 O23 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V27 112 25 O23 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
V28 158 24 O25 NA JR-PERSONALCOMM NA Richardson 2015
A.7.3 Stratigraphy Database File
Table A.10: Stratigraphic Relationship Database File for Arsia Mons
Older Younger
V02 V00
V01 V02
V03 V02
V03 V07
V04 V03
V05 V04
V06 V05
V05 V10
V11 V06
V07 V09
V08 V11
V13 V10
V11 V13
V14 V12
V12 V13
V13 V17
V15 V13
V14 V15
V16 V15
V21 V16
V18 V20
V19 V20
V23 V19
V20 V21
V25 V21
V22 V25
V26 V23
V27 V23
V24 V25
V28 V25
A.7.4 Minimum Volume Database File
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Table A.11: File for Arsia Mons Minimum Volume
Edifice ID MinVol MaxVol
V00 0.37 0.37
V01 0.032 0.032
V02 2.3 2.3
V03 0.91 0.91
V04 1.6 1.6
V05 0.89 0.89
V06 0.32 0.32
V07 5.0 5.0
V08 0.0 0.0
V09 0.013 0.013
V10 3.2 3.2
V11 1.0 1.0
V12 1.6 1.6
V13 3.2 3.2
V14 0.14 0.14
V15 2.5 2.5
V16 0.0053 0.0053
V17 0.64 0.64
V18 0.16 0.16
V19 0.0047 0.0047
V20 0.14 0.14
V21 1.6 1.6
V22 0.31 0.31
V23 0.53 0.53
V24 0.037 0.037
V25 2.0 2.0
V26 0.0026 0.0026
V27 1.7 1.7
V28 0.58 0.58
A.7.5 Area as Proxy for Volume Database File
Table A.12: File for Arsia Mons Volume Flux By Area
Edifice ID MinVol MaxVol
V00 102.27 102.27
V01 31.21 31.21
V02 538.86 538.86
V03 283.32 283.32
V04 242.29 242.29
V05 353.98 353.98
V06 69.40 69.40
V07 479.32 479.32
V08 4.00 4.00
V09 21.08 21.08
V10 858.69 858.69
V11 228.09 228.09
V12 528.14 528.14
V13 679.49 679.49
V14 96.78 96.78
V15 460.75 460.75
V16 18.11 18.11
V17 300.03 300.03
V18 64.29 64.29
V19 13.12 13.12
V20 70.51 70.51
V21 354.97 354.97
V22 53.20 53.20
V23 204.71 204.71
V24 11.70 11.70
V25 281.19 281.19
V26 5.61 5.61
V27 158.16 158.16
V28 176.53 176.53
A.8 Coso Volcanic Field
A.8.1 Configuration File for Basalt
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Table A.13: Configuration File for Coso Basalt
This is the configuration file for the VERRM1.py program.
VERRM1.py will open this file to set variables and input data file names.
## Inputs ##
Oldest possible age of volcanic field: 1
Youngest possible age of volcanic field: 0
Database of ages: Coso basalt ages db.dat
Database of stratigraphy: Coso strat db.dat
Plot Histogram of Interpolated Results Per Event: True
Use geomagnetic information: False
Rdt: 0.01
A.8.2 Configuration File for Rhyolite
Table A.14: Configuration File for Coso Rhyolite
This is the configuration file for the VERRM1.py program.
VERRM1.py will open this file to set variables and input data file names.
## Inputs ##
Oldest possible age of volcanic field: 1
Youngest possible age of volcanic field: 0
Database of ages: Coso rhyolite ages db.dat
Database of stratigraphy: Coso strat db.dat
Plot Histogram of Interpolated Results Per Event: True
Use geomagnetic information: False
Rdt: 0.01
A.8.3 Age Database File for Basalt
Table A.15: Age Database File for Coso Basalt
Event ID Age Uncertainty StratRelation Polarity Source Paper Comments
B1 0.039 0.033 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Basalt Different Than Rhyolite!
B2 0.140 0.089 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Basalt Different Than Rhyolite!
B3 0.188 0.035 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Basalt Different Than Rhyolite!
B4 0.234 0.022 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Basalt Different Than Rhyolite!
B5 0.412 0.059 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Basalt Different Than Rhyolite!
A.8.4 Age Database for Rhyolite
Table A.16: Age Database File for Coso Rhyolite
Event ID Age Uncertainty StratRelation Polarity Source Paper Comments
R1 0.063 0.009 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Rhyolite Different Than Basalt!
R2 0.089 0.010 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Rhyolite Different Than Basalt!
R3 0.160 0.030 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Rhyolite Different Than Basalt!
R4 0.170 0.011 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Rhyolite Different Than Basalt!
R5 0.235 0.025 NA NA Bacon 1982 NA Rhyolite Different Than Basalt!
A.8.5 Stratigraphy Database File
Table A.17: Stratigraphic Relationship Database File for Coso Rhyolite
Older Younger
NA NA
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A.8.6 Volume Database File for Basalt
Table A.18: File for Coso Basalt Volumes
Event ID MinVol MaxVol
B1 0.1385714286 0.1471428571
B2 0.1814285714 0.19
B3 0.2085714286 0.2485714286
B4 0.1114285714 0.1171428571
B5 0.18 0.2828571429
A.8.7 Volume Database File for Rhyolite
Table A.19: File for Coso Rhyolite Volumes
Event ID MinVol MaxVol
R1 0.5514285714 0.7628571429
R2 0.0971428571 0.2457142857
R3 0.2357142857 0.3757142857
R4 0.1 0.1571428571
R5 0.2471428571 0.3071428571
A.9 Cerro Negro
A.9.1 Configuration File
Table A.20: Configuration File for Cerro Negro
This is the configuration file for the VERRM1.py program.
VERRM1.py will open this file to set variables and input data file names.
## Inputs ##
Oldest possible age of volcanic field: 150
Youngest possible age of volcanic field: 0
Database of ages: Cerro Negro ages db.dat
Database of stratigraphy: Cerro Negro strat db.dat
Plot Histogram of Interpolated Results Per Event: False
Use geomagnetic information: False
Rdt: 1
A.9.2 Age Database File
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Table A.21: Age Database File for Cerro Negro
Event ID Age Uncertainty StratRelation Polarity Source Paper
V1 146 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V2 129 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V3 97 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V4 82 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V5 77 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V6 73 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V7 67 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V8 49 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V9 48 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V10 47 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V11 46 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V12 42 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V13 39 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V14 36 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V15 35 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V16 34 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V17 33 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V18 28 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V19 27 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V20 25 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V21 4 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V22 0.5 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
V23 0.2 0.0000001 NA NA NA HillConnor1995
A.9.3 Stratigraphy Database File
Table A.22: Stratigraphic Relationship Database File for Cerro Negro
older younger
NA NA
A.9.4 Volume Database File
Table A.23: File for Cerro Negro Volumes
ID VolMin VolMax
V1 0.006 0.006
V2 0.004 0.004
V3 0.001 0.001
V4 0.001 0.001
V5 0 0
V6 0.027 0.027
V7 0 0
V8 0.012 0.012
V9 0 0
V10 0 0
V11 0.017 0.017
V12 0 0
V13 0.006 0.006
V14 0.021 0.021
V15 0 0
V16 0.001 0.001
V17 0 0
V18 0.019 0.019
V19 0 0
V20 0.027 0.027
V21 0.01 0.01
V22 0 0
V23 0.008 0.008
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